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The UNICORE Grid technology provides a seamless, secure, and intuitive access to distributed 
Grid resources. UNICORE is a full-grown and well-tested Grid middleware system, which 
today is used in daily production worldwide. Beyond this production usage, the UNICORE 
technology serves as a solid basis in many European and International projects. In order to 
foster these ongoing developments, UNICORE is available as open source under BSD licence at 
http://www.unicore.eu.
The UNICORE Summit is a unique opportunity for Grid users, developers, administrators, 
researchers, and service providers to meet and share experiences, present past and future 
developments, and get new ideas for prosperous future work and collaborations. The UNICORE 
Summit 2012, the eighth in its series, took place 30 – 31 May at Dresden University of Technology, 
Dresden, Germany.
The proceedings at hand include a selection of 14 papers that show the spectrum of where and 
how UNICORE is used and further extended, especially with respect to data management and 
application support.
This publication was edited at the Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC) which is an integral part 
of the Institute for Advanced Simulation (IAS). The IAS combines the Jülich simulation sciences 
and the supercomputer facility in one organizational unit. It includes those parts of the scientific 
institutes at Forschungszentrum Jülich which use simulation on supercomputers as their main 
research methodology.
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Preface
When the foundations of UNICORE were laid in the late 90’s of the 20th century the
"ancestors" intended to create a uniform interface to computing resources for a (small)
number of computing centres. Today - in the era of eSciences and large distributed eIn-
frastructures - UNICORE has become one of the most innovative and major middlewares
in Grid Computing serving users around the world. The UNICORE Summit is a unique
event for users, developers, researchers, administrators and service providers to meet. They
hear the latest news, share their experiences, present recent and intended developments, get
new ideas for projects, find partners and discuss the future of UNICORE. The Summit has
been held every year since it started in 2005.
The 2012 Summit took place at Dresden University of Technology, Germany, on May
30 and 31. Dresden is a modern cultural metropolis with lovely surroundings and important
ties to the past.
The event was opened with an invited talk by Victor Gene Hazlewood from the Univer-
sity of Tennessee "UNICORE in XSEDE: The Journey Down the Road Less Traveled By",
a presentation about the XSEDE project and the deployment of UNICORE on XSEDE
resources. In the following, 14 technical contributions gave more insights to various UNI-
CORE development and usage aspects. In addition, there were plenary discussions about
various aspects of UNICORE. The main topics focused on the next generation of virtual
organisations, data management, and the future ways UNICORE should go, as well as the
subjects like "UNICORE and Portals".
We would like to thank all contributors for their presentations and papers as well as
the organisers of the UNICORE Summit 2012 in Dresden for their excellent work. We are
sure every participant will keep this wonderful event in mind. More information about the
UNICORE summit series can be found at http://www.unicore.eu/summit/.
We are looking forward to the next UNICORE Summit 2013!
November 2012
Valentina Huber
Ralph Müller-Pfefferkorn
Mathilde Romberg
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Experience with UNICORE Services for Multiscale
Materials Modelling
Michele Carpené1, Stefan Bozic2, Ivan Kondov2, Andrew Emerson1
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40033 Casalecchio di Reno, Bologna, Italy
E-mail: {m.carpen, a.emerson}@cineca.it
2 Steinbuch Centre for Computing,
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)
Hermann-von-Helmholtz-Platz 1,
76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany
E-mail: {stefan.bozic, ivan.kondov}@kit.edu
The MMM@HPC project uses UNICORE to create a distributed High Performance/High
Throughput Computing environment for multiscale materials modelling. The project has part-
ners from three different expertise areas: computing resource providers, program code devel-
opers and material scientists. Code developers provide GridBeans and Application Wrappers
for the applications used in the material simulations and install the applications and wrappers
on the computing resources of the resource providers. The process of installation requires a
close collaboration with the site system administrators. Despite the widespread applicability of
UNICORE, sometimes system administrators are still forced to customize UNICORE code to
meet specific needs, for example because they want to use a new scheduler version or they wish
to exploit fully all the features of the scheduler. Prompted by the necessity to install UNICORE
on CINECAs GPU cluster for the MMM@HPC project, we analysed its characteristics of porta-
bility and flexibility and this paper describes our experience. We give a brief overview of the
activities that have been carried out in CINECA to help researchers to use UNICORE by de-
scribing how we constructed our site configuration, both to accommodate the characteristics of
our batch scheduler and the user environment on the cluster.
1 Introduction
UNICORE1 has been in use for a long time in CINECA2 since it provides one of the
most advanced workflow services for designing complex scientific applications. Commu-
nities currently utilizing UNICORE at the centre include researchers of the MMM@HPC4
project who use the services for performing material science simulations. They chose this
software because in computational materials science researchers often employ many pro-
gram codes since simulations are based on different physical models defined by experts
working in different research fields. This means that simulations have to integrate multiple
applications and in order to achieve this an infrastructure is needed which allows users to
combine multiple steps into a single workflow and submit this workflow for computation.
This can be accomplished by middleware tools which allow the CINECA High Perfor-
mance Computing (HPC) infrastructure to be accessed in a transparent way, hiding the
details of the computer architecture and the implementations of the application codes from
the users.
UNICORE provides an easy-to-use graphical interface to CINECA’s computational re-
sources, which in the case of MMM@HPC is principally the IBM GPU cluster (PLX),
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while CINECA UNICORE Services are used via the UNICORE Rich Client (URC), ex-
tended with additional graphical plugins (GridBeans). The experience gained collabo-
rating with MMM@HPC researchers has been useful for improving our knowledge of
UNICORE, since by working with them we have been able to evaluate objectively the po-
tential strengths and weaknesses of this tool. In this paper we will not explore the scientific
models, but instead give a simple overview of the main issues that a system administrator
has to solve in order to configure a new UNICORE server instance, trying to match the
infrastructure characteristics with the user requirements. Further considerations about the
scientific models and applications used in the project are described elsewhere5, 6.
In the next sections we present results of our experience: first we will outline the ap-
proach used by MMM@HPC scientists to develop their own applications; then we describe
which resources have been provided from CINECA and how the CINECA UNICORE Site
has been configured. Following this we will describe the work done in order to adapt
UNICORE services to the CINECA infrastructure. Finally we will summarize our efforts
and try to make some suggestions for further improvements.
2 The MMM@HPC Project and UNICORE
In order to make state-of-the-art multiscale materials modelling feasible for end-users, sev-
eral approaches have been adopted. First, the multiscale model is stripped down to multiple
physical sub-models that are loosely coupled in a directed graph called a workflow. The in-
dividual sub-models, called steps, can be solved using different standard simulation codes
depending on the physical scale. For example, to describe electrons and related properties
on the atomic scale Quantum Mechanical models (QM) are used. A workflow is created by
the workflow editor of the URC into which the simulation codes are integrated via appli-
cation interfaces, the so-called GridBeans, providing a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to
collect user input as well as functionality to generate a JSDL job description. The workflow
is submitted to the UNICORE workflow engine and monitored through the Grid Browser
of the URC, which also collects the results of the simulation.
In the MMM@HPC project several GridBeans have been developed in order to imple-
ment a multiscale model for Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLED)5. The development
of the workflow and the GridBeans is described in a paper of the current issue6, while
the GridBeans have been made available on the MMM@HPC Update Site7 where also the
workflow description has been made available for download. These components can be
installed very easily into the URC by the user. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the current
OLED workflow inside the URC composed of several GridBeans from the MMM@HPC
Update Site.
In order to make it possible to execute parts of a workflow on different UNICORE sites
(other partner sites are CSC, KIT and KIST) a trust assertion had to be made on the sites in
order to allow cross-site processing. For each simulation code supported by the workflow,
the UNICORE site administrators create an entry in the incarnation database (IDB) of the
UNICORE/X server. Once this is done the associated application GridBean can then sub-
mit jobs to the corresponding site. The IDB also defines the local execution environment
of the computing system (e.g. SP6 and PLX, in the case of CINECA), and particularly
the executable search paths (or alternatively environment modules), which have to be con-
figured. On the HPC system, the corresponding application and the application wrapper
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the current OLED workflow taken from the workflow editor of the UNICORE Rich
Client.
(based on OpenMolGRID) had to be installed and made available to the user.
Now we proceed by explaining in more detail the key features of the CINECA in-
frastructure and how it has been configured to provide MMM@HPC users with proper
execution environments and access to resources.
3 UNICORE CINECA Site Overview
CINECA is a partner in PRACE3, the pan-European Research Infrastructure for High Per-
formance Computing, where UNICORE has been adopted as part of the middleware stack.
For this reason CINECA hosts a PRACE UNICORE server which runs on an IBM SP6
cluster. The server is constantly monitored and the URI is published in the CINECA
UNICORE PRACE Registry. Recently also an additional UNICORE server instance has
been deployed on our hybrid Intel Westmere/GPU cluster (called PLX), which will sub-
stitute the SP6 instance when the SP6 cluster is decommissioned in the second quarter of
2012. However, it should be emphasised that work on configuring the PLX instance was
initiated in early 2012, i.e. well before the planned final shutdown of the SP6, since it
was discovered that some crucial components of the MMM@HPC software stack (e.g. the
OpenBabel file converter) could not be installed on the SP6 due to the non-compatibility of
the IBM compilers on this system. An additional motive was to have the possibility of ex-
ploiting the GPUs present on PLX, which for some appropriately written applications can
3
Cluster Service
Front End Cluster, OS: Debian
GNU/Linux 6.0
Gateway, Registry, XUUDB, Workflow
engine, Service orchestrator
IBM SP6 Cluster, OS: AIX version 6.1,
LoadLeveler update: 4.1.1.5
UNICORE XNJS + TSI
PLX DataPlex Cluster, OS: redHat EL 5.6,
PBS version: PBSpro 10.4
UNICORE XNJS + TSI
Table 1. The UNICORE components as they are deployed on the CINECA infrastructure.
increase the performance by a factor of ten or even more in favourable cases. (It is worth
noting that the peak performance of the whole cluster is about 30 Tflops if only the Intel
Westmere cores are used, but this rises to above 300 Tflops if the GPUs can be exploited
as well.) Thus, the needs of the MMM@HPC project have accelerated the installation of
UNICORE on PLX, as well as providing a useful testbed for the configuration. Figure 2
shows the CINECA UNICORE Services as they are deployed on our infrastructure. The
Front End Cluster (FEC) hosts the UNICORE Gateway, the Service Registry and the XU-
UDB as PRACE standard services, in addition to the Workflow engine and the Service
orchestrator which have also been installed here. The Workflow service is published in the
same UNICORE Registry as the other services and it is listed in the connection.properties
file of the UNICORE Gateway. The UNICORE XNJS and the perl TSI daemons run on
the SP6 and PLX login nodes. Table 1 shows a summary of the main site components.
UNICORE version 6.4.2 was installed for all UNICORE components. Since most of
the workflows were run with the PLX UNICORE server, the considerations reported below
are related solely to the PLX UNICORE instance.
In the current storage configuration job output files are stored in the GPFS directory:
“/plx/prod/unicore/FILESPACE“. This has been specified in the UNICORE xnjs.xml con-
figuration file and from this directory users are able to retrieve output of their jobs using
the URC interface, by simply clicking on their working directory.
In order to execute their applications MMM@HPC researchers first moved their software
tools inside different GPFS scratch directories, for example:
/gpfs/scratch/userexternal/.../mopac2009
Then each executable path was configured, as specified before, in the UNICORE IDB
configuration file in order to allow the URC to select the available applications. In the next
section we show how the PLX UNICORE server of CINECA was configured to satisfy
essential user and infrastructure requirements.
4 The PLX UNICORE server configuration
Once it has been installed, the UNICORE server was configured to match the underlying
infrastructure and user requirements. Some changes to the UNICORE XNJS IDB file were
needed and are described as follows:
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Figure 2. The CINECA UNICORE site showing the Front End Cluster Services (Gateway, Registry, XUUDB,
Workflow Engine, Service Orchestrator) and the UNICORE XNJS server.
4.1 The applications
First of all, the applications needed for computation were configured inside the idb file:
1. MOPAC
2. Deposit
3. Pairfinder
4. OpenBabel
This was done by adding entries in the IDB file as xml elements and setting the appropriate
executable paths, for example for MOPAC:
<!-- MOPAC -->
<idb:IDBApplication>
<idb:ApplicationName>MOPAC2009</idb:ApplicationName>
<idb:ApplicationVersion>1.0</idb:ApplicationVersion>
...
<jsdl:Executable>/gpfs/scratch/userexternal/.../mopac2009
...
</jsdl:POSIXApplication>
</idb:IDBApplication>
Now each application can be selected by users from a list box in the URC.
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4.2 The Execution Environment
In the current implementation for MMM@HPC only serial jobs are being submitted but
since in the future also parallel jobs will be considered, it will be necessary to specify addi-
tional parameters such as the number of cores required. It should be emphasised however
that the parallel environment of PLX is very different to that of the SP6. For example, when
an application compiled with MPI is executed on the SP6, the parallel launcher program,
poe, is automatically invoked to launch the program on the compute nodes regardless of
whether the user included it or not in the job script. For PLX this is not the case and the
mpirun launcher program must be explicitly supplied in order to run the job correctly. A
further complication is that currently there are two MPI implementations on PLX, Open-
MPI and IntelMPI, each with its own mpirun command whereas on the SP6 there is only
one (namely the IBM implementation).
In order to solve this problem we’ve created an ExecutionEnvironment inside the IDB
file, so that the mpirun command is invoked if the environment is specified from the URC.
<ee:ExecutionEnvironment xmlns:ee="http://www.unicore.eu...">
<ee:Name>MPIRUN-intel-1.4.2</ee:Name>
<ee:Version>1.0</ee:Version>
<ee:Description>Runs the user’s command...</ee:Description>
<ee:ExecutableName>path-to-mpirun/mpirun</ee:ExecutableName>
<ee:CommandlineTemplate>
#EXECUTABLE #ARGS #USERARGS #USERCOMMAND\
...
We note that the ExecutionEnvironment has been called MPIRUN-intel-1.4.2 since this
corresponds to the most commonly used MPI environment on PLX.
4.3 Physical cores
A new resource has been added into the IDB file as an xml element. The name of the re-
source is nCores and it represents the number of physical cores for each CPU (processor).
This was needed since the URC allows users only to specify the number of CPUs/proces-
sors per node while we need to select also the number of cores (max 12) per node.
4.4 GPUs
As mentioned above, the availability of GPUs (two per node) is a key feature of PLX, since
a growing number of applications are able to exploit them and demonstrate significant
performance increases when compared to the non-accelerated versions. In order to use the
GPUs within a PBS job it is strongly recommended to request them explicitly within the
resource line of the batch script, for example:
#PBS -l select=1:ncpus=12:ngpus=2
If the ngpus parameter is not specified then for PLX, since all nodes are equipped
with GPUs, the job may still run correctly but this is not guaranteed and in any case for
6
clusters where only a subset of the nodes has GPUs, it would mean that only conventional
core resources would be allocated. For that reason we configured the IDB file to add the
resource nGPUs:
<idb:Resource xmlns:idb="http://www.fz-juelich.de/.../idb">
<idb:Name>nGPUs</idb:Name>
<idb:Type>int</idb:Type>
<idb:Description>Number of GPUs per node</idb:Description>
<idb:Min>0</idb:Min>
<idb:Max>2</idb:Max>
<idb:Default>0</idb:Default>
</idb:Resource>
In this way users are now able to select the GPUs number directly from the URC.
4.5 The batch queues
Finally a choice was introduced to specify a selection of batch queues:
<idb:Resource xmlns:idb="http://www.fz-juelich.de/.../idb">
<idb:Name>Queue</idb:Name>
<idb:Type>choice</idb:Type>
<idb:Description>The batch queue to use</idb:Description>
<idb:Default>parallel</idb:Default>
<idb:AllowedValue>parallel</idb:AllowedValue>
<idb:AllowedValue>longpar</idb:AllowedValue>
<idb:AllowedValue>debug</idb:AllowedValue>
</idb:Resource>
In the following section we now show in detail the changes made to the UNICORE
Target System Interface (UNICORE TSI) to make it work correctly on our PLX cluster.
5 The UNICORE TSI
The UNICORE TSI version initially installed on the PLX did not match perfectly the un-
derlying infrastructure characteristics and there was no TSI compatible with the scheduler
version on the PLX (PBSpro 10.4). In order to start and run the UNICORE server on the
PLX correctly we had to modify the TSI perl code creating a new version of the PBS TSI
and these changes are described in the next subsection.
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5.1 Code Fixes
The Submit.pm module was the only file modified and these are the main changes we have
done:
1. All the user parameters are now collected inside an executable bash script, instead of
adding them directly to a single PBS command. The executable produced represents
the final job description and once it has been created the TSI submits it on the batch
scheduler to run the job. This was done for convenience and because it is not always
easy to send all the parameters to PBS as a single command.
2. The ’memory’ and ’job time’ requirements have been modified accordingly to the
specific PBS version syntax. For example the job time now is specified in this way:
# Job time requirement. Wallclock time in seconds.
#$time = "-lT $time -lt $time";
...
$time = "#PBS -l walltime=$hours:$mins:$secs";
3. An entry has been added to set the ncpus parameter which defines the number of
physical cores:
"#PBS -l select=1:ncpus=$ncores";
This code is not sufficient though because with select=1 we have specified only one
"chunk", i.e. one allocation, which on PLX cannot be more than 12 physical cores. In
addition, for MPI jobs we need to set the mpiprocs parameter which is normally set
to ncpus. To allow an arbitrary number of tasks to be specified by the user we have
decided to adopt an algorithm which assigns as many cores as possible to one chunk
and puts the rest into a second chunk, as described by the following pseudo code:
# pseudo code
if $ncores <=12
$resource="#PBS -l select=1:ncpus=$ncores:\
mpiprocs=$ncores"
if $ncores>12 {
$nchunks=int($ncores/12);
$rem=$ncores % 12;
## if we have an exact multiple of 12 cores\
use chunks of the same size
if $rem=0
$resource="#PBS -l select=$nchunks:ncpus=12:mpiprocs=12";
## add any remainder to a second chunk
if $rem >0
$resource .= "+ncpus=$rem:mpiprocs=$rem";
}
The code added here is specific for our scheduler and is needed because of the partic-
ular syntax required in our PBS version.
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4. We have introduced the ngpus parameter inside the perl code, in order to set correctly
the number of GPUs requested. This can be added to the resource string created in
the previous step. For example:
"#PBS -l select=1:ncpus=$ncores:ngpus=$ngpus";
5. Added a piece of code to invoke a local utility (the ’saldo’ script), which is needed
to identify the project budget for that user and was done to resolve an issue related
to CINECA’s accounting system. In CINECA the account_no parameter is used to
specify to PBS which budget is being used so that PBS can verify if the user can sub-
mit jobs on that machine. Since it is not possible to specify the account_no parameter
in the job description from the URC, we changed the TSI code in order to invoke the
’saldo’ script which returns the project account for that user. In this way we have been
able to allow MMM@HPC users to submit jobs on PLX.
Using this script is convenient, since it reveals automatically the user’s budget identi-
fier without the need to specify it manually.
my $saldo = ‘/cineca/bin/saldo -b‘;
if ($saldo ne "username not existing")
{
my @lines=split(/\n/m,$saldo);
chomp @lines;
my @fields=split(" ",$lines[5]);
$account_number=$fields[0];
if ($account_number ne "")
{
$account_no = "#PBS -A $account_number";
debug_report("account number: $account_no\n");
}
}
5.2 Demonstration and Verification of Installation
In this section we describe the latest working installation, with Figure 3 showing the PLX
UNICORE XNJS server as it is published in the PRACE Registry. The job properties win-
dow contains the parameters for the job application setup: in particular the new parameters
introduced are: Execution_Environments, Queue and nGPUs. Before submitting a job the
user can select the correct Execution Environment simply clicking on the property value:
when the property has been clicked an external window appears as shown in Figure 4.
Here the user is able to set Precommands and Postcommands and to overwrite the default
IDB file settings. Finally the user can run his job selecting the PLX UNICORE server
from the URC. After deployment and configuration we have tested our infrastructure by
submitting a simple mpi test job, selecting the executable and providing the arguments:
/gpfs/scratch/userinternal/aem0/mpi_test -np 4
9
Figure 3. The UNICORE PLX Service as it appears in the URC graphical interface.
This job runs an mpi test example application and returns correct output (in this case
simply the number of tasks available to the MPI program).
In a talk on multiscale simulations of complex materials at the ISGC 201210 in
Taipei we performed a live demonstration of the OLED workflow. This demonstration
included several applications (MOPAC2009, Deposit, OpenBabel, Pairfinder) which had
been installed on the PLX site and configured in the IDB of the UNICORE server. We
demonstrated the submission of an OLED workflow (Figure 1) to the PLX site which
calculated the charge transport in an Alq3 layer5 consisting of 25 molecules. All relevant
parameters and input files had to be staged from Taiwan to the CINECA workflow service
in Italy. During the demo we monitored the workflow progress and the individual job
status and fetched the output files from the working directories. The demo showed a
successful interoperation between the OLED workflow components in the URC and the
UNICORE infrastructure provided by CINECA over a distance of more than 10,000 km.
6 Remarks and Ongoing Work
During the configuration procedure of UNICORE on PLX a number of limitations of the
current implementation were identified, some of which may be resolved with a further
programming effort but also some of which are inherent limitations of UNICORE. We
shall now look at some of these:
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Figure 4. The Execution Environment Settings panel where users can set their own Precommand and Postcom-
mand.
• There is no "simple way" to change the TSI - system administrators are forced to
modify the perl code to allow for particular customisations for different schedulers or
local configurations.
• With UNICORE we cannot use the full flexibility of PBS with respect to resource
specification. For example, it is not possible to specify arbitrary "chunk" sizes as in
the following PBS example:
#PBS -l select=2:ncpus=8:mpiprocs=8+1:ncpus=5:mpiprocs=5
Here we have requested 2 chunks of 8 cores and 1 chunk of 5 cores. It is usually
preferable to allocate entire nodes of PLX, i.e. chunks of 12 cores, but there might
be cases where having many chunks might be advantageous (e.g. to maximise the
number of GPUs available). However, this resource allocation cannot be specified
with the URC.
• It should be noted that in addition to the Submit.pm module we also found it necessary
to modify another TSI program, GetStatusListing.pm, which monitors the jobs in the
batch system and reports the status for each one. It does this by periodically parsing
the output of the appropriate scheduler command, which in the case of PBS is qstat.
The precise output of this command, however, is very sensitive to the arguments given
to it and with the original version of the code often the parsing failed to give the
correct job status. In these situations the UNICORE/X server assumed the jobs had
completed even if they were still executing. This has now been corrected at CINECA
but clearly each site will have to check their own installations.
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7 Conclusions
Once again UNICORE middleware has been proved useful in providing users with a user-
friendly graphical interface for accessing CINECA supercomputing resources. UNICORE
has been used also to extend our computing infrastructure, helping MMM@HPC users to
perform their simulations. The limits we encountered do not affect UNICORE basic mech-
anisms, but rather we have highlighted some problems which arose from the necessity to
fully exploit the features of our machine, the IBM PLX cluster, in terms of hardware capa-
bilities (the PLX is a GPU-based system) and because the test applications we ran made it
necessary to exploit the characteristics of the particular scheduler version (PBSPro 10.4).
These limitations have essentially been overcome with some configuration changes and
some modifications of the TSI perl code. However, a path towards a general solution to the
problems exposed in this paper, as for example fast scheduler customization or multiple
chunk allocation, is not yet completely clear. The present work anyway has highlighted
those user needs we have to take into account when we plan to submit this kind of ap-
plications through the UNICORE middleware. The collaboration with the MMM@HPC
project has been extremely useful since it has allowed us to test UNICORE with a broad
range of real user requirements and applications and the experience gained will be essential
for providing workflow services to other research communities.
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Integration of different program codes into automatic workflows is essential to perform whole-
device simulations based on multiscale models. We report on the successful implementation
of an automatic workflow for simulation of organic light-emitting diodes using the UNICORE
middleware and GridBeans technologies. We discuss the aspects of scalability and data ex-
change in the created workflow and suggest efficient solutions in different use cases. In addition,
we describe the provided infrastructure and toolkits for development of GridBeans, wrappers
and workflows. The realization of the workflows provides a proof of concept and, due to the
low-cost high-efficiency approach, enables deployments in industrial research.
1 Introduction
Multiscale modeling of materials plays an increasingly important role in development of
novel materials, for example of energy conversion and storage devices. It is a highly scal-
able approach which combines established physical models on several length and time
scales (see Refs. 8, 10, 12 for recent reviews). Nevertheless, to perform computer sim-
ulations of real devices using multiscale models is still very difficult due to the lack of
a platform integrating diverse program codes performing the individual model steps, and
providing seamless access to computing resources and flexible interfaces for modelers and
end-users.
An organic light-emitting diode (OLED) is a nano-structured device, in which the emis-
sive electroluminescent layer is a thin film of organic material, emitting light in response to
applied voltage. This type of diodes can be used in novel manufacturing processes based
on inkjet printer. The usage of OLEDs on light weight and flexible substrates allows the
production of flexible displays. Furthermore OLEDs provide good power efficiency and a
fast response time.
Beside these advantages current OLEDs have many characteristics that need to be im-
proved. Manufacturing is still very expensive because of novel process steps. Also the
operation lifetime, the colour balance and the power consumption are not optimal and
need to be improved. On the other hand, the research on novel nano-structured materials,
such as OLEDs, in laboratory experiments is very costly and time consuming. Thus these
experiments are suited to be carried out in silico modern high performance computing
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(HPC) and high throughput computing (HTC) resources using complex multiscale mod-
els. The target end-users of the models are experimentalists and industrial researchers who
have insufficient experience with modeling and computer simulation. A service-oriented
platform connecting the end-users with existing HPC/HTC resources and integrated ready-
to-use models is still lacking. The development and enabling of such computer simulation
services is the main objective of the MMM@HPC project1.
In this paper we report our progress in developing software tools, including GridBeans,
pre- and post-processors, wrappers and workflows, in particular to implement and perform
proof-of-principle simulation of OLEDs. Further aspects such as experiences with operat-
ing the developed infrastructure will be provided in another paper5.
2 Methodology
Performing automatic multiscale material modeling simulations on HPC resources is not
a trivial task and multiple challenges, regarding security, reusability, data complexity, li-
censing issues, and high computational demands, have to be solved. The UNICORE mid-
dleware provides a multi-layered service-oriented architecture which addresses all of these
challenges. A major task of UNICORE is to provide easy access to HPC resources. With
x.509 certificates and the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) it uses state-of-
the-art techniques to build up a secure environment for accessing computing and storage
resources, and handling simulation data. One of the principle reasons for MMM@HPC
to use UNICORE as key technology is the workflow support6 allowing users to set up a
coherent multi-step model for which a simulation is executed automatically. A workflow
is developed once by a workflow architect/designer and can then be forwarded to material
scientists who use the workflow in their applied research.
A UNICORE workflow20 consists logically of a control flow that defines the order of
execution of the individual simulation steps and a dataflow describing the data exchange
between the steps. The UNICORE Rich Client (URC) provides a workflow editor to spec-
ify these two flows. The constituents of a UNICORE workflow are GridBeans14 providing
a graphical user interface for simulation codes. These applications are installed on dis-
tributed computer resources and can be accessed via UNICORE services.
In a recent paper11 we have described the principles of our approach for the model of
charge transport in thin layers and drawn a roadmap for full implementation of the OLED
workflow. The simulation protocol, as shown in Figure 1, consists of several modeling
steps on different time and length scales (QM= Quantum Mechanics; MM=Molecular Me-
chanics; CG=Coarse Grained; FEA= Finite Element Analysis). Each step requires a spe-
cialized simulation code that can fulfil the particular needs of the physical model. The right
side of Figure 1 shows a concrete implementation as UNICORE workflow. Each workflow
step is assigned to an application GridBean that has been developed in the project. For
instance the geometry optimization step in the UNICORE Workflow is realized with the
MOPAC GridBean. The constructed workflow also includes the dataflow between the in-
dividual GridBeans. Detailed manuals on the development of GridBeans and UNICORE
Workflows can be found in Refs. 3, 19.
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Figure 1. Mapping of the OLED simulation protocol based on a multiscale model to a UNICORE workflow
3 Calculation of Hopping Sites
For description of long-range charge transport in the amorphous molecular layer we use a
model for hopping transport. In this section we will discuss in more detail the calculation
of the hopping sites (see Figure 1) which are part of this model. Each hopping site (also
referred to as site pair) contains two molecules called monomers. Additionally the two
molecules are aggregated to an entity called dimer. Because the number of molecules in
an amorphous layer can go up to one million the Pairfinder produces a very large amount
of site pairs. Moreover, we need three quantum mechanical (QM) calculations for each
hopping site. One QM calculation can require several CPU hours which varies depending
on the precision of the result. This is why, the QM calculations of site pairs is a very
resource-demanding step.
Let us assume that the Pairfinder step has found one million sites. Then three million
QM calculations have to be carried out in the next step. Running each QM calculation in a
single job will result in huge network traffic. In addition, the job submission/management
becomes a bottleneck because every job must be processed by the UNICORE services and
finally by the target systems which increases the overall time of a simulation.
In the following we shall discuss the pros and contras of two alternative approaches,
sketched in Figure 2, to tackle this challenge. Another approach to alleviate this bottleneck
is the XML space mechanism in UNICORE to handle high job throughput16 but it is not
used in this work.
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3.1 Batch of QM jobs
One approach is based on so-called pair files. The Pairfinder application produces simple
text files which include a list of IDs referencing the pairs of molecules forming hopping
sites, for instance (2-4), (5-9), (2-12). The IDs are references to molecules in the CML
file (see next section) containing the structure of the whole amorphous layer. The max-
imal number of pairs in a single pair file can be defined as parameter for the Pairfinder
application and a change of this value will normally result in a variable number of pair
files. In the workflow (cf. Figure 2) a foreach loop is iterating over the list of pair files.
In the loop each pair file is redirected as input for a QM Batch GridBean. This GridBean
submits a single job per pair file to a resource where a special application wraps the quan-
tum mechanical calculation. In one limiting case, each batch of QM jobs has to perform
as many QM calculations as three times the number of pairs, and in the other case with
one pair per pair file, only three QM calculations. The job also processes the QM results
and instantly creates edge files. The latter contain parameters used in the Coarse Grained
method to compute charge mobilities in the next workflow step. The only function of the
intermediate Reducer step is to collect all edge files and merge them to a single one. This
batch approach is efficient for short QM calculations whose execution time is up to a few
minutes. By bundling several QM calculations in one job we can minimize the network
traffic and the management effort on side of the middleware and the batch systems. It will
also reduce the overall overhead in time consumption that comes with a less amount of
jobs.
One disadvantage in using pair files is the need of special GridBeans and applications
for each quantum mechanical code used in the workflow. This increases the development
effort and decreases the usability of existing GridBeans. For example we developed a
special QM Batch GridBean for MOPAC2009 that supports a pair file as input. On the
server side we need a special MOPAC batch application wrapper that processes the pair
file, invokes the MOPAC2009 calculations and evaluates the results producing a single
edge file.
3.2 Single QM jobs
In the second approach every QM calculation is mapped to a single job. For this purpose
the Pairfinder application creates CML files for the monomers and dimers of the pertinent
hopping sites. A foreach loop iterates over these CML files and submits for each file a
separate QM job. In this case it is not important which QM application (e.g. MOPAC
or TURBOMOLE) is used. The only requirement is that this GridBeans supports CML
format for input.
This approach is advantageous if a single QM calculation takes more than a few min-
utes. In this case the overhead in managing a job by the grid middleware and the batch
system stands in an arguable ratio with the running time of the QM calculation. A signifi-
cant drawback of this approach can be the large amount of files created by Pairfinder. The
number can grow up to one million files and more. These files must be transferred over
the network to the workflow storage and then again must be transferred to the working
directories for the individual QM calculations. Each QM calculation also creates one or
more output files which has to be transferred and processed by an application-specific QM
Reducer GridBean.
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Figure 2. Two approaches, batch of QM jobs and single QM job, for the calculation of site pairs shown on the
left and the right diagram, respectively.
4 Handling the Dataflow
Handling the flow of heterogeneous modeling data in the OLED workflow posed a big
challenge for us because the UNICORE middleware and the GridBean technology do not
provide a ready-to-use solution. When connecting different GridBeans inside a workflow,
input and output files can be declared as workflow files, which are stored on a UNICORE
workflow storage. The process of data transfer from step to step via such files is called
dataflow. UNICORE provides the workflow storage as a file container solution without
functionality to handle the data structure and data interfaces to applications in individual
workflow steps. To tackle this deficiency we use a combination of CML2, Open Babel9, 13
and the OpenMolGRID library7, 17, 18. Currently, a generic data model with common inter-
faces to applications and to storage (via APIs) is subject of intensive development and first
results will be available soon4.
4.1 CML and Open Babel
The essential task is to specify a basic data model that can be derived by the input/output
data of the simulation applications. Almost all codes use atomistic data describing molec-
ular and crystal structures. A de facto standard for representing structural information is
the Chemical Markups Language (CML). This language is based on XML and is extend-
able but, unfortunately, only few applications use it. This is why a mechanism to convert
between CML and application-specific file formats was necessary.
A simple way to convert between several chemical file formats is provided by Open
Babel. The toolbox can read, write and convert over 110 chemical file formats, is open
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source and offers an API to integrate into individual codes. To facilitate the integration
and to ensure maximum reusability in our workflows a GridBean for Open Babel has been
developed. The GridBean offers a GUI where it is possible to specify the file format to
convert from and the file format to convert to. Additionally, the user has an input field
where they can specify additional program parameters that are available when executing
the application on a command line. Unfortunately, several codes used in the OLED work-
flow like TURBOMOLE and DEPOSIT use proprietary file formats that are not supported
by Open Babel.
4.2 OpenMolGRID
A more generic approach to handle different file formats is given by the OpenMolGRID
project7, 17, 18. This project has dealt with similar dataflow challenges in automatic work-
flows for large-scale molecular design and engineering problems. The OpenMolGRID
library provides a Java API including a model for atomistic data, a parser/writer for appli-
cation data to the model, a process wrapper and an API for operations on the model.
For the OLED workflow we adapted and substantially extended the library (see Ref. 4
for more details). Here we will provide a closer look on the runtime environment of the
OpenMolGRID library. In Figure 3 the server and client side deployment of the OpenMol-
GRID library is depicted. Each step of the OLED workflow is implemented by a Grid-
Bean. A GridBean collects the user input, including application parameters and input files,
and sends this data to the UNICORE server. Instead of invoking the application directly,
the UNICORE/X calls the responsible ApplicationWrapper that is based on the Applica-
tionWrapper super-class from the OpenMolGRID library. The ApplicationWrapper has a
three-step life cycle (see Figure 3):
1. Pre-processing phase: The ApplicationWrapper validates the user input files and pa-
rameters submitted by the URC/GridBean. If the input data is accepted the Appli-
cationWrapper triggers a Parser which reads the CML input file that is created by a
previous workflow step. The Parser builds the atomistic model which is used to create
the application-specific input file.
Figure 3. OpenMolGRID library is used on both UNICORE client and server sides.
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2. Execution phase: The ApplicationWrapper starts the application as a new process.
The ProcessWrapper observes the stdout and stderr streams and thus can act on spe-
cific events.
3. Post-processing phase: A specific parser class reads the output files and creates an
atomistic model. Then, this model is written to a CML file which can be passed to
subsequent workflow steps.
5 Developer Infrastructure
Currently, several partners of the MMM@HPC project are involved in the development
process of GridBeans and ApplicationWrapper. To manage the source code of these com-
ponents by multiple developers dedicated MMM@HPC developer services have been es-
tablished. The infrastructure includes a subversion server for the source code, and a Maven
repository for all project and third-party libraries. Furthermore, the project provides an
Eclipse update site (MMM@HPC Update Site) where all GridBeans developed for the
OLED workflow are published. In Figure 4 all these services are shown schematically.
On the other hand, to facilitate the development process a special MMM@HPC Devel-
opment Toolkit has been created and distributed to new developers. This is a stand-alone
pre-installed and pre-configured development environment based on Oracle Virtual Box
image containing URC, UNICORE services, TSI for execution and storage, Eclipse and
further development tools necessary for GridBean and ApplicationWrapper development.
Also a developer’s manual for using the toolkit is provided.
Figure 4. Developer infrastructure services of MMM@HPC
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6 Sharing the OLED Workflow
The aim of developing a UNICORE-based OLED workflow is to give the materials science
community a reusable toolbox that supports their work in developing novel nano-materials.
Thus an effective dissemination of the workflow components is a high priority task. Shar-
ing the workflow includes in first instance the GridBeans developed. To this end, we use
the same approach as used in the Chemomentum project15.
Figure 5. Update Site with the released OLED Workflow Feature, both provided by the MMM@HPC project
The UNICORE Rich Client is a runtime environment for GridBeans. The client is
based on Eclipse which comes with a build-in update service that uses the HTTP protocol.
One benefit of this service is that updates can be easily distributed from a standard web
server. An update site is based on several components like features and plug-ins. More
technical details regarding the structure of Eclipse update sites can be found in Ref. 21.
Figure 5 displays the structure of the current MMM@HPC Update Site containing the
OLED workflow feature. The feature itself contains several plug-ins. All GridBeans are
bundled in a single plug-in (GridBean plug-in). Some GridBeans use third-party libraries
for displaying three dimensional (e.g. Jmol plug-in) and two-dimensional (e.g. CDK plug-
in) molecular structures by reading and converting chemical formats like CML, PDB or
Mol2 (OpenMolGRID plug-in).
Besides sharing the GridBeans it is necessary to distribute the workflow description20
including the control flow and the involved workflow files. Workflow instances created
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with the workflow editor of the URC are stored as projects in the users workspace. A
project folder contains amongst others a *.flow file which describes the whole workflow
in a XML-based language. For sharing an OLED workflow realization with others, the
workflow designers export the relevant projects from the URC workspace as a zip archive.
This zip file is stored on the project’s webpage where material scientists can download it
for further usage. Before importing the workflow archive into the URC, a user has to install
the OLED feature from the update site including the GridBeans used in the workflow. One
goal in the ongoing development process is to integrate the workflow project as a plug-in
of the OLED feature. Then users do not have to take care about possible dependencies
between the workflow project and the installed GridBeans in their URC.
7 Conclusion
With the realization of a UNICORE workflow for the OLED simulation protocol we ef-
fectively achieved a proof of principle for multiscale models in nano-material research.
Particular attention has been paid to the calculation of hopping sites. The number of jobs
required for this task can grow to a very large number. We discussed the pros and cons
of a batch and a single-job approach to tackle this challenge and showed that both allow a
scalable solution in variable usage cases. Future real-data deployments of the workflow in
OLED simulations will elucidate which approach performs better.
Data exchange between workflow steps is an important issue. For the OLED workflow
we use three different approaches to enable seamless dataflow in heterogeneous applica-
tions. The Chemical Markup Language serves as container for all atomistic data transferred
in the workflow. Furthermore, with an extended version of the OpenMolGRID library it is
possible to write ApplicationWrappers that manage arbitrary file formats and that can be
used to process input and output of applications currently not supported by Open Babel.
The developed OLED workflow is shared by the project partners with the materials
science community employing the Eclipse update mechanism and provided on our own
MMM@HPC Update Site. In addition, the MMM@HPC Development Toolkit provides
an all-in-one environment to accelerate development of GridBeans and application wrap-
pers, especially for newcomers. Now, several project partners from Europe and Asia use
the provided MMM@HPC development infrastructure to develop new GridBeans and ap-
plication wrappers for individual workflow steps of further multiscale models for Li ion
batteries, polymer-based electronic devices, and carbon-nano-devices.
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Scientific workflows have emerged as a flexible and easily comprehensible way to implement
complex multi-step data analysis problems. With surging data volumes and rising complexity
of these workflows the demand for parallel, distributed execution of such workflows in high per-
formance computing (HPC) and high throughput computing (HTC) environments has increased
significantly.
One of the major challenges when migrating client based tools to large distributed environments
is security. Some workflow management systems (WMS) like Taverna, a system widely used
in the life science community, provide basic security features. Hence, during the execution
of a Taverna workflow on the client individual workflow steps can be securely distributed via
UNICORE on the Grid. But WMS generally lack extended security mechanisms, such as trust
delegation to support an extended distributed Grid submission mechanism of entire workflows.
We describe a novel security propagation mechanism in this paper to enable a secure workflow
submission. Additionally, we describe our optimization use case and its performance in an
established three tier Grid architecture.
1 Introduction
State of the art scientific research often requires skilled analysis of large amounts of data.
Depending on the type of data and the scientific approach various multi-step combina-
tions of scientific methods are required to obtain the desired results. To handle these
scientific workflows, scientific workflow management systems (WMS) have become an
increasingly popular choice as they allow for easy comprehension, editing, and dissemina-
tion of analysis recipes7. As complex scientific workflows may incur high computational
demands they benefit from the ability to use high-performance-computing (HPC) and high-
throughput-computing (HTC) resources, as provided by different types of interoperable
e-Science infrastructures8. Access to these computing infrastructures is mainly provided
via Grid middleware systems, such as UNICORE (UNiform Interface to COmputing RE-
sources)4, ARC (Advanced Resource Connector)3, or Globus Toolkit1. To enable the use
of HPC/HTC resources for individual workflow steps, we have developed a plugin for the
WMS Taverna which enables a secure Grid access2 via UNICORE. A more complex sce-
nario, arising e.g. in scientific workflow optimization set-ups, is the distributed execution
of many individual workflows on the Grid. In this scenario not only the architecture setting
is more ambitious but also the security demands are more difficult as distributed workflow
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execution on the Grid requires a delegation of trust. To support a secure distribution of
scientific workflows, e.g. for workflow optimization applications, on the Grid, we have de-
veloped a three tier workflow submission architecture that implements a novel embedded
security propagation mechanism based on Taverna 2 and UNICORE 6. It utilizes security
assertion markup language (SAML) assertions in combination with the UNICORE incar-
nation database. In section 2 we describe our HPC/HTC scenario based on the distributed
execution of scientific workflows. Section 3 shows the realization of the submission mech-
anism in a workflow management system and section 4 the implementation of the corre-
sponding three tier architecture. Details of our developed security propagation mechanism
are described in section 5. Afterwards, we show results of distributed workflow executions
in section 6. We conclude our paper with a discussion of results in section 7.
2 Motivation
Scientific workflows may combine various data inputs and contain several different appli-
cations, each having its own set of parameters. The number of possible parameter combi-
nations for these workflows provide a considerable challenge for parameter optimization.
Additionally, the optimal parameter combination of a workflow may depend on its input
data and some parameters will have more influence on the final result than others. To search
for optimal parameters of a scientific workflow stochastic optimization is an efficient al-
ternative to brute force parameter screening, becoming unfeasible for systems with many
free parameters. Examples for popular stochastic optimization algorithms are Genetic Al-
gorithms (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). These iterative algorithms test a
population of workflows in each generation of the search. Each workflow in the population
has distinct parameter settings. The rating of a workflow instance is evaluated based on a
user specified objective function. These ratings are then used by the optimization algorithm
to guide the choice of parameters for the next generation of workflow instances.
When performing this scientific workflow parameter optimization on the client several
evolving generations of workflows are created. That means, during the evolution of one
workflow generation, one workflow is instantiated several times with differing parameter
sets. It means that for each parameter set up the workflow is executed once and the fitness
function is stored. To perform the workflow execution in a reasonable time, the individual
executions should run in parallel. To lower the workload on the client a shift of the parallel
workflow executions to HPC resources is required. An approach to this improved parallel
workflow execution support is described in the following.
3 Taverna Grid Workflow Plugin
While there are several workflow management systems that have been used in life science
disciplines, they differ in having a client and a server version and coming equipped with
a wide range of scientific methods. Taverna is an open source, domain-independent work-
flow management system written in Java. The Taverna Workbench provides a graphical
interface for creating and monitoring workflows, while the Taverna Workflow Engine is re-
sponsible for their execution. Workflows in Taverna consist of a user defined arrangement
of services. Each service provides input and output ports for the underlying application
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that can be connected, thereby defining the dataflow between the applications and hence
the workflow structure. Each service in Taverna represents a Web Service, Java class, local
script or other extended services. The Taverna system can be easily extended by means
of several Application Programming Interfaces (API). To realize our workflow parameter
Figure 1. The left picture shows the original workflow. The activities marked in red should be optimized. The
middle illustrates the created sub-workflow grouped into the original workflow. The right side shows the created
global workflow, whereas the red activity represents the sub-workflow.
optimization use case in the Taverna Workbench we have developed a new plugin which
enables the submission of a complete workflow to the Grid. Similar to the previously de-
veloped Taverna Grid Plugin2 it acts as an extended activity. However, the new plugin acts
on the Taverna sub-workflow level. A sub-workflow is defined as a set of several indi-
vidual activities combined as a dependent dataflow. In the activity context this addresses
the wrapping of an activity around a group of several activities to be represented as one
activity in a greater workflow. The new plugin takes advantage of this mechanism and
defines the group of to be optimized activities as well as the in between lying activities as a
new sub-workflow in the original workflow as shown in Figure 1. During execution of the
original workflow, the plugin invokes the execution of the sub-workflow as a Grid job sub-
mission. This job is send to the Grid including minimum two separate files, one containing
a description of the input parameter and another including the workflow file. On the Grid
the workflow is consumed by a Taverna server using the provided input files. To optimize
a scientific workflow, several executions of the sub-workflow are required in each genera-
tion. To speed up the execution, the plugin makes use of the parallel execution mechanism
in Taverna. Using this, several threads are started to execute several sub-workflows in par-
allel, each of which using a different parameter set. On the Grid, the execution can be
distributed on several target systems to take advantage of the computing power available
in e-science infrastructures.
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4 Multi-level Parallel Architecture
The optimization use case is embedded in a three tier execution architecture, shown in Fig-
ure 2. The architecture can utilize even large Grid resources as it implements a hierarchy
with up to three levels of parallel execution in its architecture. At the uppermost layer the
Taverna Workbench is established on the client. In the Workbench users can set up the
workflow and configure inputs and outputs as well as describe the optimization composi-
tion. As described before in section 2, parameter sets are created in each generation of the
optimization process by the stochastic algorithm. The workflow is then instantiated with
each of these individual parameter sets. Each individual workflow instance is then sent
to the UNICORE service orchestrator. Because of the fact that all workflow executions
are independent the execution can be done in parallel using Taverna’s parallel execution
mechanism. The UNICORE service orchestrator manages the distribution of the workflow
jobs on the Grid infrastructure and monitors the status of the jobs. For distribution it im-
plements various brokering strategies to find the best suited set of resources and enables
load balancing. Using this feature, the workflows are submitted in a distributed way and
one instance of Taverna is used, to execute a single workflow, as shown in the Figure 2 as
second layer.
Figure 2. The three tier execution architecture. On the first tier the Taverna Workbench on the client, on the
second tier the Taverna server, on the third tier thread parallel or MPI applications.
At the second layer, each workflow itself may contain several independent steps that
due to the parallel execution model in the Taverna and the job distribution of the UNICORE
Service Orchestrator can be represented as individual UNICORE jobs and thus be submit-
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ted in parallel on the Grid for execution on high-performance-computing (HPC) resources.
Finally, at the third tier in Figure 2 some of the workflow steps may themselves be
implemented as MPI- or thread-parallel applications, which constitutes the third level of
parallel execution. Together these three layers of parallel execution enable high utilization
of Grid resources and provide significant speedup of the optimization process.
Figure 3. The security propagation mechanism. In step 1 the DN is published via the IDB to the Taverna Work-
bench. Taverna produces a trust delegation in step 2. In step 3 the trust delegation is forwarded to the Taverna
server, which uses the trust delegation to assign a SAML assertion for job submission.
5 Security Issues
To enable a secure distribution of scientific workflows on the Grid, we have developed
an architecture implementing a novel security propagation mechanism. The mechanism
utilizes SAML assertions in combination with the UNICORE incarnation database. As
the Taverna Workbench uses the Credential Manager to access the users X.509 certificate,
this basic security feature had to be extended on the client and server side for the secure
execution of workflows on the Grid.
The security issue arises at the Taverna server located at the second layer in the archi-
tecture (Figure 2). Here the execution of each workflow takes place. As described before,
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the workflows themselves may contain several Grid activities, which require to be submit-
ted to the Grid infrastructure9. For this procedure the certificate of the user is required to
conform the high security standards existing in Grid infrastructures. Usually, the execu-
tion of the workflow takes place on the client machine, where the certificate is available.
Thus, the user is allowed to send signed jobs to the Grid infrastructure for execution. In the
present case, the Taverna server has to submit these jobs to the Grid infrastructure. Unfor-
tunately, the server is not granted with access to the target systems nor the user certificate
is available at the server. This is based on the fact, that the private user certificate should
never be stored on an external storage and has to be kept in privacy. Furthermore, it is not
secure to send the private user certificate over network to the server. Consequently, the user
has to delegate his/her access rights to the server in any other way. To equip the server with
these delegation rights, we investigated a new mechanism based on SAML assertion in the
Taverna Workbench as well as in the Taverna server. The general mechanism is based on
trust delegation using the user certificate and the certificate of the Taverna server. In detail,
the server certificates distinguished name (DN) is stored in the incarnation database (IDB)
of the UNICORE server. In the IDB, each available application and depended meta data
are stored for the specific target system. Within the meta data of the Taverna server ap-
plication, the DN of the server is provided. During the request of the UNICORE Service
Orchestrator, which collects target site specific information such as available applications,
it also fetches the DN of the server, as shown in Figure 3. This information is provided to
the Taverna Workbench, which extracts and stores required information, such as the DN, or
application specifications on the client machine. This stored DN and the user’s certificate
is taken to create a trust delegation, which delegates the user’s credentials to the server. It
is sent as a file together with the workflow job to the Taverna server. The server can use
this trust delegation to create a SAML assertion. With the SAML assertion the server can
submit the individual application job. This mechanism allows the user to delegate all rights
for execution of the individual thread-parallel or MPI activities to the Taverna server.
6 Results
To demonstrate the successful establishment of architecture and security, we set up two
workflows representing two different use cases from the area of data mining. The first
workflow contains three activities, of which we want to optimize two. As a result, a sub-
workflow is automatically created containing two activities, one UNICORE Grid activity
and one local script. The second workflow consists of ten activities, of which we want to
optimize nine. We obtain a sub-workflow consisting of eight UNICORE activities and one
local script. For comparison, the sub-workflows were first executed in parallel on a Grid
resource via the developed workflow Grid plugin as shown on the left side of Figure 4. Sec-
ondly the sub-workflows were executed in parallel on the local client machine, as shown
on the right side of Figure 4. Comparing the four statistics we can say, that the parallel exe-
cution of the small workflow as Grid Jobs and the parallel execution on the client machine
produce a similar workload on the client. However, comparing the parallel execution of the
large workflow as Grid Jobs with the parallel execution on the client machine shows that
our developed plugin reduces the workload on the client machine. Following, we can say
that the scaling of the new Grid workflow plugin in Taverna is independent of the size of the
workflow and parallel execution of activities. It continually produces a constant workload
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Figure 4. Profiles of CPU load produced by the Taverna client Upper left: small workflow, using Taverna server
Upper right: small workflow, without offloading to Taverna server Lower left: large workflow, using Taverna
server Lower right: large workflow, without offloading to Taverna server
at the client which can already be reduced to the workload of only one single job execution
when adapted to the currently developed parameter sweep extension in UNICORE.
7 Conclusion
In this work, we have introduced a new security propagation mechanism to enable a secure
distribution of workflow executions to a UNICORE based Grid infrastructure. The mecha-
nism is based on trust delegation and enables the client to read the server DN from the IDB
to create a trust delegation. This in turn can be taken by the server to submit jobs on behalf
of the user making use of SAML assertions. The mechanism was integrated in a three tier
architecture, enabling the execution of multiple Taverna workflows on a Grid resource. The
distributed execution of workflows reduces the client workload during parallel execution
of several workflows on the client. We offer in our paper a positive result, as the parallel
workflow execution on the Grid does not influence the client workload. Additionally, the
scaling is independent of the workflow size and parallel activities inside the workflow.
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As future work, we want to utilize a new UNICORE feature called parameter sweeps,
which is under development. It allows to only send one job to the UNICORE server con-
taining sweeping information. With these information the server can create a set of jobs,
each with an individual parameter set. Regarding our optimization use case, we only in-
stantiate one job containing the parameter set ups for one generation. On the server the
individual workflow instances with the different parameters are then created. The adaption
would again significantly affect the workload on the client, as we only have to send one
Grid job containing the different parameter sets.
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The MoSGrid Science Gateway provides convenient ways to analyse and model three-
dimensional molecular structures using computational chemistry workflows. Molecular dy-
namics, quantum chemistry, and docking are the considered application domains. The science
gateway including the data repository and underlying infrastructures was developed on top of
the Liferay-based version of WS-PGRADE (Web services Parallel Grid Runtime and Devel-
oper Environment) using gUSE (grid User Support Environment), UNICORE, and XtreemFS
technologies. The gateway allows users to seamlessly interact with the chemistry applications
using data from the MoSGrid repository and running on Distributed Computing Infrastruc-
tures (DCIs). Data in the repository is centred on the Molecular Simulation Markup Language
(MSML), which was developed in MoSGrid. For applications on the one hand and for analy-
sis and visualization on the other hand format conversions from and to MSML are performed.
Metadata, extracted from the MSML, is used to search the repository. The MoSGrid Science
Gateway offers the use of data-centric workflows by integrating and extending a multitude of
technologies. Users are enabled to run molecular computational simulations easily and effi-
ciently with consistent data representations.
1 Introduction
The Molecular Simulation Grid (MoSGrid)8 is a BMBF funded project of the German
D-Grid initiative aiming on easing the access and use of molecular simulations in com-
putational chemistry in a grid environment. Computational chemistry is an established
discipline in natural sciences; it targets on modelling and analysing three-dimensional
molecular structures. Important application domains are molecular dynamics, quantum
chemistry, and docking. Each of these domains consists of a diverse set of scientific sim-
ulation programs and data flows. The data flows of the chemical simulations consist of
many possible steps, including file transfers, data conversions, and molecular analyses.
Hereby, the available state of the art simulation codes, hand in hand with today’s high
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performance computing infrastructures, allow molecular simulations to solve increasingly
complex scientific questions. Therefore, more and more scientists are using these tools.
However, even today’s most powerful simulation instruments still have limitations, es-
pecially due to the design of the user interfaces. Many sophisticated tools are command
line driven and not supported by a graphical user interface. As a consequence, the new
users have to become familiar, not only with the large number of methods and chemical
theories, but also with the use of the codes and the handling of the data flows. To lower the
hurdle of using these programs, intuitive and data centred user interfaces are paramount.
MoSGrid offers a science gateway that allows easy access to complex molecular sim-
ulations. The included web-based graphical user interface allows the simulation code in-
dependent setup of simulation workflows that are submitted through the UNICORE grid
middleware23 to the underlying clusters. Every user can apply commonly used metadata
enriched workflows that are available in a recipe repository. The metadata description al-
lows efficient searching for workflows by a description of the underlying dataflow. This
lowers the hurdle for applying computational chemistry methods even for novice users.
In their every-day work, experienced users can use, develop, improve, and publish
increasingly complex workflows. As a result of these efforts, the variety of mapped data
flows increases steadily, allowing less experienced users to deal with increasingly complex
scientific questions.
In the remainder of this paper the data driven molecular simulations are described in
more detail. Section two gives a brief summary of the technological background. Section
three depicts the structure of MoSGrid’s software stack. Section four outlines the supported
application domains and section five the metadata enriched data repository, including de-
scriptions of the metadata, the data management, the adapters and parsers for the data
conversions, the connection to the distributed file system, and the UNICORE connection.
The paper is completed by a short summary and outlook.
2 Background
In the following the technical background including Liferay13, WS-PGRADE5,
XtreemFS12, and UNICORE is described.
2.1 Liferay
Users only need a computer with a connection to the Internet and a web browser to gain
access to a portal. The open-source portal framework Liferay is widely used in grid and
cloud projects and supports the standard JSR1681 and its successor JSR 28620. It provides
an adaptable portal interface, configurable database connections, and default applications
inside a portlet container. As soon as database connections are centrally configured in the
portal framework, so-called portlets can access relational databases via served libraries.
Portal frameworks are web-based applications necessitating an application server. The
MoSGrid project applies Liferay deployed inside the application server Apache Tomcat2.
The latter controls the access of users and programs to resources and ensures the integrity
of data during transfers via HTTP or HTTPS. Moreover, Apache Tomcat offers libraries
for uploading and downloading data, which are facilitated by Liferay. Thus, features for
transferring data from a user’s computer to the application server and vice versa can be
easily implemented in a portlet.
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2.2 WS-PGRADE and gUSE
gUSE5 consists of a set of web services providing a collaborative application development
environment for DCI services. These services include a workflow engine, a workflow stor-
age, an application repository, an information system, and a monitoring system. Several
types of DCIs are supported for the submission of workflows like grid and cloud infrastruc-
tures, batch systems, and desktop grids (e.g., UNICORE, gLite18, BOINC6). Additionally
to the management of local data, gUSE is able to manage input data and output data via
distributed file systems like LFC (Logical File Catalogue)18 in gLite jobs. In the MoSGrid
project, gUSE has been extended by the capability to utilize XtreemFS in UNICORE jobs.
WS-PGRADE is a highly flexible graphical user interface of gUSE, which applies in
its current version Liferay. It enables the users to manage the whole lifecycle of workflows
and share workflows and data via repositories.
2.3 UNICORE
UNICORE is a standards-based grid middleware providing secure access to federated com-
pute and data resources. This includes cluster, grid, and cloud resources as well as access
to desktop grids via the 3G-bridge interface15. UNICORE has been described in detail23.
Apart from its traditional features like job submission and management, the MoSGrid sci-
ence gateway relies on the new data management features for remote files that were intro-
duced in recent releases.
Specifically, UNICORE has been extended with powerful metadata capabilities. Users
can annotate files either manually or by using the automated file crawling and metadata
extraction features. Metadata are indexed using the well-known Apache Lucene search
engine3, which offers powerful query functionality. To perform CRUD (create, read, up-
date, delete) operations on metadata, execute queries and trigger the integrated automated
metadata extractor, the UNICORE command line client can be used.
In the UNICORE metadata solution, the metadata is stored on the same storage as the
data using hidden files. This simplifies consistency checks considerably. The metadata is
schema-free, using key-value pairs stored in JSON14 format.
2.4 XtreemFS
The distributed file system XtreemFS is applied in MoSGrid for storing data related to
chemical simulations.
XtreemFS is an object-based file system for grid and cloud computing environments.
The server and clients can be distributed worldwide. Replication, which ensures avail-
ability in case of failures, allows for storing data among many servers. XtreemFS offers
scalability by adding further servers to the system.
Data is managed by object storage devices (OSDs), which offer more capabilities and
a more sophisticated interface than network-attached block storage devices in traditional
parallel file systems. Metadata and replica catalogues (MRCs) store all metadata of the
file system, such as filenames and the directory tree as well as file sizes, timestamps and
ownership information. The OSDs store the content of files as objects, where each object
refers to a chunk of data of a given size.
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The servers are accessed through a FUSE (Filesystem in Userspace) client or a client
using the Java API, which offer a POSIX file system interface. XtreemFS supports both
X.509 certificates and SAML assertions for authentication and POSIX access rights and
ACLs for authorization. Both, the JAVA API and support for SAML assertions were im-
plemented within MoSGrid. Currently, MoSGrid is operating 16 OSDs with a capacity of
96 TiByte and one MRC service.
3 MoSGrid Software Structure
This section describes the general structure of the MoSGrid Science Gateway. It is based
on the technologies Liferay, WS-PGRADE, gUSE, XreemFS, and UNICORE. They are
described in the previous section.
The workflow-enabled grid portal WS-PGRADE facilitates Liferay and its features. It
provides a flexible user interface for the underlying gUSE and allows creating, modifying,
submitting, and monitoring workflows. gUSE provides the high-level middleware services
including a workflow system and is able to submit jobs to UNICORE and other DCIs.
A repository is created to store and make data accessible. It is based on UNICORE,
which contributes metadata capabilities, and XtreemFS, which provides distributed file
storage capabilities. UNICORE was extended by several new software components. An
URL scheme was implemented to directly access XtreemFS via UNICORE (see section
5.5.1). In order to index the scientific simulation data, a metadata extractor was written,
which filters metadata and stores them into JSON (see section 5.5.3). The term metadata
refers to data describing other data for the purpose of being efficiently searchable.
In order to ensure a well-structured and universal representation of the data in MoS-
Grid the Molecular Simulation Markup Language (MSML) is used, which is based on the
Chemical Markup Language (CML)19 and was developed in MoSGrid.
A submitter for gUSE was implemented to index this metadata and to submit jobs
to UNICORE. To search and access stored data in the repository, a search GUI is being
implemented. Furthermore a Java API and a file browsing portlet were developed in order
to access XtreemFS via the Science Gateway.
Data in MoSGrid is stored in the repository and passes through different phases and
layers of the Science Gateway and the underlying infrastructure. A detailed description
can be found in chapter 5.
4 Application Domains
The field of computational chemistry evolved three major branches of computational tech-
niques. These application domains are molecular dynamics (MD), quantum chemistry
(QC), and docking. They cover most use cases arising in computational chemistry and
related fields. Each of these domains consists of a diverse set of scientific simulation pro-
grams and specific workflows.
4.1 Molecular Dynamics
The simulation of molecular motions and dynamics is the main focus of this application
domain17. In order to achieve reasonable time scales, atoms are treated as point masses,
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Figure 1. On the left side a typical water filled simulation box is shown, surrounding a protein (right side).
following a classic mechanics approach. Chemical bonds are represented by springs, con-
necting the simplified atoms. This representation of simulation systems is described en-
ergetically by force fields, an empiric collection of mathematical functions for all inter-
and intramolecular interactions. The integration of Newton’s equation of motion allows
the analysis of forces upon atoms and consequently the prediction of atomic positions. A
visualisation of a structure can be seen in figure 1.
Regarding workflows two general approaches are of interest for users from the MoS-
Grid community:
1. Expert users are mainly interested in using the available compute resources. Therefore a
simple workflow is integrated into the corresponding MD portlet, allowing the submission
of existing job descriptions. For Gromacs this is the so-called topol.tpr file10.
2. Novice users need guidance in applying simulation protocols frequently used in the
field. A prerequisite for scientifically meaningful protein based MD simulations is the sol-
vation, minimization, and equilibration of the molecule of interest. The workflow for this
task follows the dimensions and time scales typically used in the field16. Additionally a
number of analysis and visualization features are integrated into the MD portlet, allow-
ing the display of energy curves and visualization of molecules, beside an overview over
numerical and textual information.
4.2 Quantum Chemistry
In the Quantum Chemistry domain, Gaussian097 and Turbomole24 are integrated into the
MoSGrid portal. For a quantum chemical calculation, one needs geometry data, informa-
tion on calculation type (optimization, frequency calculation etc.), a method information
(e.g. Density Functional Theory (DFT) with functional, Coupled Cluster (CC), or second
rank Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2)), basis set, charge, and spin information.
Hence, the amount of input data is rather small. A zinc complex for example is shown in
figure 2.
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Figure 2. A zinc guanidine complex in ball and stick representation9.
The general difference between Gaussian09 and Turbomole lies in the different input
types: Gaussian09 requires one single input file (.gjf), which contains all information listed
above. Turbomole needs a folder with a defined file content. The files contain the coordi-
nates, basis sets, auxiliary basis sets, molecular orbitals of an initially guessed electronic
distribution (calculated in the GUI of the portal). The so-called control file assembles all
connections together for processing of the calculation. Within the QM portlet, the user
provides all this information code-independently. After submission a pre-processing step
in the portal translates all data into MSML and generates the corresponding generic input
file(s).
Like the input format the output data format is also code-dependent: Gaussian09 pro-
duces a textual log-file (.log) with all relevant information. A binary checkpoint file (.chk)
is needed for orbital visualization and restarting of calculations. Turbomole produces a
large number of log-files (e.g. one for each processor node), but the essential information
is collected in a log-file. Furthermore, there is detailed information on the optimization
convergence, the gradients, the energy, and dscf statistics that are all given in small sepa-
rated ASCII files.
In MoSGrid, the data is parsed for user-desired information (e.g. convergence, fre-
quencies), for a faster data analysis and visualization, and translated to MSML for further
storage in the data repository. The use of workflows helps to facilitate processes because in
quantum chemistry, different types of calculations are performed in sequences: a molecule
has to be optimized, then a frequency analysis, and further calculations for electronic spec-
tra have to be performed9.
4.3 Docking
Docking describes a general search method for identifying the binding pose and energy of
ligands to a given receptor (see Figure 3). Originating from the field of computer aided
drug design the typical use case focuses on finding a strong binding medical drug for a
therapeutically interesting protein target. Typically based on aforementioned force fields
different application employ different search algorithms in order to identify optimal ligand
poses. For example, FlexX21 decomposes the ligand into fragments, rebuilding it inside
the binding pocket of the receptor. For the evaluation of binding energies so-called scoring
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Figure 3. Schematical illustration of a ligand (green) approaching a proteins binding pocket (orange).
functions are employed, estimating the free energy of binding using multiple semiempiric
approaches. The CADDSuite4 for example not only contains the usual bonded and non-
bonded force field energy terms, but also an estimate for the rotational entropy contribution.
The currently available docking portlet covers all preparation, placement and
(re)scoring steps expectable for a scientifically meaningful docking study. First the re-
ceptor gets prepared, fixing hydrogens and removing undesired compounds. Furthermore
co-crystalized water molecules are identified, potentially relevant for ligand binding. In
parallel the ligand database, ranging from a single molecule to up to a couple of thousands,
is split into appropriate parts. This step balances the desired runtime to available resources.
Afterwards the ligands are docked to the receptor and energies are estimated. Finally the
top scored ligands are displayed to the user including all numerical information.
5 MoSGrid Repository
The MoSGrid repository stores and handles all data and metadata related to MoSGrid. It
consists of XtreemFS for raw data storage and UNICORE for data handling and metadata
capabilities. To support the handling of data from different molecular simulation domains,
MSML is introduced to provide a common data representation. The data management is
described in terms of data flows and format conversions with parsers and adapters. Finally,
the XtreemFS and UNICORE integrations are depicted.
5.1 Metadata with MSML
In each of the three supported domains in MoSGrid a variety of programs were developed
to cover special computational aspects.
However, all of them supply common core functionality, e.g. in QC solving the
Schrödinger equation or in MD integrating the equation of motion, or in all of them calcu-
lating energies. This common base enables the implementation of a common description
within and beyond each domain. Besides, every domain has unique and distinct needs and
properties regarding a description.
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In MoSGrid a description language was needed to address these properties but also
to enable the definition of abstract and generic simulation descriptions. A common data
format has been missing to store the simulation results transferably and comparably within
every domain. Therefore, the Molecular Simulation Mark-up Language (MSML) has been
developed. This language is the basis for storing the simulation metadata, i.e. the simu-
lation setup description and the results of a performed simulation. MSML is based on the
Chemical Mark-up Language (CML) and uses a subset of it as well as extends it by nec-
essary, new features, e.g. enumerations. The most important features for the development
in MoSGrid are the concepts of dictionaries and conventions published with the release of
CML 4. The dictionaries, plain CML documents, contain the controlled vocabulary, mean-
ing the terms that are allowed to be used in a certain domain, e.g. MinimizerAlgorithm or
ElectrostaticsAlgorithm.
Besides, the conventions establish a meta structure onto the XML document by defining
relations and constraints between the entries of a dictionary. Thus, CML 4 provides a
scaffold that can be filled with specific syntax and semantics.
The common scaffold (see Listing 1) used for every domain contains the MSML
header, a part with computational system requirements, a list of parameters for char-
acterizing the simulation, and a property part storing the simulation results. The
<Environment/>tag contains the memory requirements, the amount of processors, infor-
mation that define the computational environment. In the <Initialization/>tag the starting
structure and the simulation parameters are defined. Eventually, the <Finalization/>tag
holds the results information, e.g. a minimized structure and/or simulation related
properties like the energy or a docking score.
Listing 1. Common MSML Scaffold
<CML−Header >
< J o b L i s t >
<Job A>
< Envi ronment >
# nodes
# c o r e s
amount o f memory
. . .
< / Envi ronment >
< I n i t i a l i z a t i o n >
m o l e c u l a r s t r u c t u r e
s i m u l a t i o n p a r a m e t e r s
< / I n i t i a l i z a t i o n >
< F i n a l i z a t i o n >
r e s u l t i n g s t r u c t u r e
v a r i o u s p r o p e r t i e s
< / F i n a l i z a t i o n >
< / Job A>
<Job B / >
< / J o b L i s t >
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Figure 4. Translation mechanisms used in MSML to convert specific in- and output to and from MSML.
An abstract description of simulations in MD and QC were derived from workflows
and requirements specified by the MoSGrid community. The descriptions have been imple-
mented in common dictionaries, which represent the abstraction layer between programs
and the concepts in every domain. Therefore, a program specific dictionary has to be pro-
vided containing references to the common dictionary of the domain. The common and
specific CML documents can be used in unity to achieve the translation from the abstract
MSML to the program specific input via an adapter program (see figure 4).
Additionally to the program specific input dictionaries output dictionaries have been
developed to perform the abstract storage of simulation results. These are oriented along
the special user requirements in each domain. These terms are filled with parser programs
that extract the relevant result data from the program specific output. They convert it into
to the respective SI unit, the standard metric system applied in sciences, and store it in the
MSML document holding the initial simulation description.
5.2 Data Management
MoSGrid’s data management consists of data and metadata storage, many possible trans-
fers, conversions, and analysis steps.
Besides using existing data from the repository, users are able to upload new data to
the repository via a portlet. For the automatic conversion and insertion in the repository,
several steps have to be completed. The chemical structure parser performs the conversion
of the data to a CML representation, which is aggregated with the MSML document (see
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also 5.3.1. Structure Parser). Afterwards, the metadata extractor is executed to acquire
relevant information from the MSML file and write it into a JSON representation. The
meta information in the JSON file is read by the UNICORE metadata service and stored
by the underlying Apache Lucence. By finally indexing the meta information, it is available
for search and information retrieval.
To utilize the data stored in the repository, a user chooses a portlet according to his
research domain of interest. He selects one of the available pre-configured workflows in
the specific domain portlet, which provide sound default parameters for the applications
chained in workflows. These can also be freely adapted to suit the user’s needs. Then
stored MSML data is selected as input for the workflow.
At the beginning of a workflow, an adapter is used to transform the MSML document
to the specific input format of the targeted chemical simulation code. This generated data,
including the simulation parameters and along with the program specific structure format,
serves as the input for the computational workflow. During the simulation steps inside the
workflow a MSML representation of the results is created and continuously extended with
further results as more of the jobs of the workflow are executed.
By extracting and indexing this resulting metadata at the end of a workflow, the data
can subsequently be found and retrieved by the user via a graphical search interface as
described in section 5.5.3.
5.3 Parser and Adapter
MSML represents the central data format, which allows for interoperability between differ-
ent jobs and workflows independent of the used applications. Thus, different tools for the
conversions from and to MSML are needed. These tools can be distinguished into three
main types; structure parsers convert input structure formats like PDB and SDF/Mol to
MSML, parsers in general convert mainly unstructured application output to MSML, and
adapters convert MSML to application specific input formats.
5.3.1 Structure Parser
In MoSGrid, we developed a tool, a structure parser, for the conversion between chemi-
cal structure formats such as PDB, SDF/MOL, and MSML. PDB support was developed
based on BioJava11, whereas SDF/MOL support was developed using the Chemistry De-
velopment Kit (CDK)22. The structure parser uses MSML as the internal data structure.
For every supported structure format there is a reader and a writer tool. The reader parses
the content of a file into the internal MSML structure. The writer converts the MSML
description to the targeted format. Using MSML as the central hub eases parsing between
different formats, as only one pair of reader and writer for every new format has to be
developed. As part of a typical workflow, a user provides a chemical structure as input in
form of a PDB or SDF/MOL file. This file is validated by the structure parser and con-
verted to CML. The CML description of the structures is stored together with the MSML
document.
5.3.2 Parser
Every simulation code supported by MoSGrid produces its very own, mainly unstructured
output. Internally, MSML is used to represent and convert data. Thus, there is a need to
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transfer unstructured output to MSML. A parser has been implemented that uses regular
expressions to extract the necessary data and to store it in an object that can be serialized
to MSML. Users are able to configure the parser via regular expressions, considering the
tools’ output. To aid them with the creation process a GUI has been implemented. The
parser needs to be installed on grid resources as it is invoked within a workflow.
5.3.3 Adapter
Every domain provides several pre-configured simulation workflows. Some parameters
have to be given manually to support flexibility of the workflows fitting to the users’
needs. During the submission process of a workflow, an input mask allows the provision
of mandatory and optional parameters. The input mask is tightly coupled to an MSML
template, which stores all entered simulation parameters. The input formats vary between
simulations codes used by a workflow. Thus, there are specialized adapters, which are
able to transform the input parameter section of a MSML file into any input format. This
may be a simple string of command line arguments but also more complex file formats are
possible. During the submission of a workflow, the adapters’ output is forwarded to the
corresponding application of the workflow.
5.4 XtreemFS Integration
In this section it is described how XtreemFS is integrated to serve as the basis of the
file storage and therefore the MoSGrid repository. XtreemFS aides MoSGrid in two key
points: The first one is the support of security based on X.509 certificate infrastructures
using UNICORE XUUDB mapping information and SAML assertions. XtreemFS is inte-
grated into several components of the MoSGrid architecture: The first component allows
for accessing XtreemFS by use of a file browsing portlet, which provides standard file
system operations within a web browser like reading, writing or moving files, changing
access rights and ACLs. The portlet was developed based on Vaadin and the XtreemFS
JAVA API. When the portlet is initialized, a X.509 service certificate is used to authenti-
cate access to the XtreemFS servers. For accessing a file, the JAVA API verifies the user’s
SAML assertion and the user’s DN is used to authorize against the XtreemFS MRC server.
The second component includes XtreemFS references in WS-PGRADE gUSE workflows.
This allows for input files to be uploaded into the job’s working directory and output files to
be downloaded back into XtreemFS. This unloads the WS-PGRADE portal from handling
file transfers itself.
To allow for these references to be included into UNICORE jobs, several changes
to WS-PGRADE had to be realized. First, WS-PGRADE was extended to support
the XtreemFS URL schema used in UNICORE. This required the modification of the
UNICORE submitter to allow the conversion of XtreemFS URLs to UNICORE staging
definitions. Second, WS-PGRADE was extended to support the use of these XtreemFS
URL definitions from within application portlets. URLs can be set for a gUSE work-
flow and are passed to the UNICORE submitter for inclusion into UNICORE jobs. The
last component is the integration of XtreemFS into UNICORE. This enables files in an
XtreemFS volume to be accessible from within UNICORE. A URL schema for easily ref-
erencing files in an XtreemFS volume from within UNICORE was developed (see 5.5.1).
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To summarize, data is stored in and transferred to XtreemFS by the user using a portlet
and a web browser. The files stored in XtreemFS are referenced in WS-PGRADE gUSE
workflows. These are translated to UNICORE jobs and UNICORE staging information by
the use of the UNICORE submitter. Finally, UNICORE handles file staging from and to
XtreemFS.
5.5 UNICORE Integration
This section describes how UNICORE is integrated. Via the XtreemFS URL scheme, files
in XtreemFS can be directly accessed from within UNICORE jobs. The gUSE submitter is
able to interact with UNICORE to manage jobs and make metadata available for searching.
A metadata extractor has been developed to extract metadata from MSML and features are
offered to efficiently search data.
5.5.1 XtreemFS URL Scheme
To allow optimal integration of XtreemFS within UNICORE jobs, a simple extension of
UNICORE was required. The goal was to achieve data staging from and to XtreemFS
without additional overhead. There are two cases to consider: On the one hand, XtreemFS
can be mounted locally at the job execution site. In this case, file staging should be done
by simple copying. On the other hand, XtreemFS is not available locally, but only through
a UNICORE storage service (SMS). In this case, a remote data movement operation is
required. The UNICORE XtreemFS data staging support is implemented through the new
URL scheme "xtreemfs://". Each execution site can configure whether XtreemFS is avail-
able in the local file system or at a remote SMS.
5.5.2 gUSE Submitter
gUSE provides a set of services for the management of workflows including the data-
driven workflow engine and submitters. Jobs within the same workflow may be configured
for diverse DCIs and the workflow engine invokes each with an appropriate submitter.
In MoSGrid we developed a component called UNICORE submitter, which is used to
translate gUSE workflow jobs to UNICORE job definitions. These job definitions include
data staging information, requirements to the cluster and the application or script to run on
the target grid cluster.
The submitter checks every available resource, whether it matches the requirements
defined in a gUSE workflow job such as memory, CPUs, cores or walltime. As part of this
check, the UNICORE submitter queries the UNICORE IDB of the connected grid clusters.
The IDB contains meta information about the simulation codes, available on its cluster.
This allows selecting the appropriate cluster for executing the recipes substep jobs, even if
uncommon code is used. Once a matching UNICORE resource has been found, a job on
the UNICORE resource is created based on the UNICORE job definition. The UNICORE
submitter passes the XtreemFS references in the data staging part of the job description, so
file transfer from and to XtreemFS is exclusively handled by the UNICORE middleware.
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5.5.3 Metadata Integration
To extract information from the MSML representation of the data a tool, the metadata
extractor, was created. It was written in Java and writes data to the JSON format. Data in
this format can then be indexed by the UNICORE metadata service to make it available for
searching.
Searching capabilities are planned to be made available via several options. One is
using a separate repository portlet. It will allow browsing the data repository and finding
specific data via a search field. The search field will allow searching in any metadata field
and will show a view of the data, which corresponds to the result.
Another option is the inclusion of a repository view in the monitoring tab of the domain
portlets. This will allow seeing a view of the repository, which shows data related to the
currently running workflow.
Also an option in the domain portlets is planned, which allows using the repository
portlet for choosing the input data for a calculation. It is envisioned to temporarily overlay
the domain portlet with the repository portlet. The user then can perform a search, chooses
input data, and the repository portlet returns references to the data.
6 Summary and Outlook
The paper presents the data handling aspects of the MoSGrid Science Gateway. The un-
derlying technologies, the application domains, and the MoSGrid repository are described.
It is shown that the data handling penetrates every layer of the MoSGrid infrastructure and
how MoSGrid deals with this situation by having developed the MSML data representa-
tion, using XtreemFS for raw data storage and using UNICORE for metadata management.
In the future it is planned to further integrate the metadata capabilities. A WebGL
visualization portlet is being developed to be able to show results in a representative manner
ready to be included in scientific publications. Re-implementations and improvements of
the domain portlets are underway using a portlet-API to support a unified look and feel and
to lower the development complexity. To make the MoSGrid Science Gateway available to
the general public, it is planned to fully release it as open-source software.
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The easy application integration technique provided by UNICORE is demonstrated by control-
ling a LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT robot. This device consists of a micro controller brick,
sensors, motors and multiple Lego building blocks. In order to control the robot and avoid per-
formance problems, several components were developed to provide a stable access to the robot.
To prove the concept, the use case represents a workflow consisting of two jobs: the first job
computes the shortest path on a given map, whereas the second one navigates the robot along
the path.
In the future, the scheduling methods of the UNICORE workflow system must be improved for
situations where the Job execution takes place on the same local machine. Furthermore this use
case can be used to demonstrate users how easy they can integrate new applications.
1 Introduction
UNICORE provides an easy integration technique for any type of applications. Most of
the users run complex computations through UNICORE; e.g. the OpenMolGRID project6
runs computations in molecular science and engineering or the UIMA-HPC project7 runs
applications in the context of data extraction methods.
Besides the computations of simulation, UNICORE can also be used to operate specific
devices. In order to show how easy it is to control devices by a UNICORE applica-
tion, the remote navigation of a LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT robot will be demonstrated.
LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT is a programmable robotics kit released by Lego in late July
20062. It consists of a brick, taking input from up to three motors, four sensors (sound sen-
sor, light sensor, touch sensors and ultrasonic range sensor) and is integrated in multiple
LEGO building blocks. The NXT brick is the heart of the robot containing a firmware
developed by Lego.
The retail version of the LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT set contains software for writing
programs which is based on National Instruments LabVIEW and provides a visual pro-
gramming language1. In order to be more flexible in controlling the robot we choose a
custom-firmware called leJOS NXJ which allows the execution of Java programs3.
To ensure flexible combination of several robot control programs, two different tasks:
Travel and Rotate were developed. These tasks denote the corresponding control
programs on the NXT robot. The argument passed to the tasks defines the length in cen-
timetres or in case of Rotate the number of degrees.
The UNICORE application is defined in the simpleidb file and starts the client program
which connects to a server for executing the specified task.
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The demonstration of sequential combinations of tasks in a UNICORE workflow will
be presented in Section 2. The use case contains the shortest way calculation on a given
map and the navigation of the robot along the computed way. Section 3 describes the
interaction between the components which are necessary to control the LEGO MIND-
STORMS NXT robot through UNICORE. The last section concludes the described meth-
ods and provides an overview about possible extensions.
2 Use Case
The use case represents a two-step-workflow: the first job computes the shortest path on a
given map whereas the second one navigates the LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT robot along
the path. The logical design of the workflow is presented in Figure 1. The first job contains
sub steps which are used to compute the shortest path. Input arguments are a map, start and
target coordinates and the start rotation of the robot. The Dijkstra path finding algorithm
which is used to calculate way points is provided by the leJOS NXJ firmware. These way
points, which the robot has to pass by, will be translated to tasks in the second sub step.
Tasks are commands in the format: T20 or R90, which means to travel 20cm or to rotate
90 degrees. These tasks are used as input argument for the second job, which then executes
the tasks on the robot.
Map2Tasks Application
Map2Waypoints
waypoints
Waypoints2Tasks
Start
tasks
Robo Tasks Application
start rotation
start and target coordinatesmap
Figure 1. Use-case workflow
Tests showed several problems during the navigation of the LEGO MIND-
STORMS NXT robot. External influences such as the ground the robot is moving on
or the battery status result in an imprecise movement.
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3 Technical Details
This section describes several components which have been developed to control the
LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT robot. The architecture is shown in figure 2. The application
defined in the simpleidb is a Java client program, called NXTJobClient, which connects
to a server, the NXTJobServer. Every task will be sent through the client connection and
then executed via a chosen worker class. Details about the different workers are given in
Section 3.2.2
UNICORE Server Components
Simpleidb
NXTJobClient
NXTJobServer
NXTJobScheduler
Local Worker
Remote Worker
Local Worker Client
or
Client ConnectionClient ConnectionClient ConnectionClient Connection
tasks
connects
Worker
Robo Movement Application
controls remotely
sends tasks to
executes
describes  application
selects
Computer 1 Computer 2
NXT Device
executed by
Figure 2. Architecture: Interaction between involved components.
3.1 Applications
The simpleidb is used to specify the applications. The first one is the Robo Movement
application which is used to perform one task, Travel or Rotate. In order to execute a
bundle of tasks, another application called Robo Tasks application, was implemented.
The second one gets a file as input, which contains commands such as "T20" or "R180".
Each of the application specifications in the simpleidb starts a corresponding
NXTJobClient first.
3.1.1 NXTJobClient
The status of a running LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT robot program is not available to
UNICORE. After a successful upload of the program to the LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT
robot, the status for this job is "successful finished" even if the execution of the program is
going on. To avoid this problem the NXTJobClient and NXTJobServer were implemented.
The NXTJobClient connects to the NXTJobServer, which is responsible for the execution
of the tasks. The NXTJobClient submits all tasks to the NXTJobServer followed by an end
signal which tells the server that all jobs have been transmitted. The successful execution
feedback from the NXTJobServer to the NXTJobClient terminates the NXTJobClient and
the next job can be started.
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3.2 NXTJobServer
The NXTJobServer maintains a constant bluetooth connection to the LEGO MIND-
STORMS NXT robot. The reason for using a server is to avoid the time intensive blue-
tooth connection and disconnection process for every single task. The NXTJobServer
is actually a TCP server, which waits for incoming connections transferring tasks from
NXTJobClients.
If more than one user requests a connection to the LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT robot
at the same time, multiple connections will be generated. The server uses the NXTJob-
Scheduler to choose the client connection, which has transferred all tasks to it. All other
connections will be pushed to the end of a queue on server side, which stores all waiting
NXTJobClient requests.
The server consists of multiple components:
• One thread for each client connection.
• One NXTJobScheduler, that selects the client connection which has submitted all
tasks to the server.
• One worker class, which executes the tasks remotely or locally.
3.2.1 NXTJobScheduler
The NXTJobScheduler is used to choose the client connection in the queue, which has
finished the transfer of all tasks to the server. This ensures that the execution of tasks
from different connections will not be mixed up and that jobs with a large list of tasks can
not block small jobs. To have a real-time execution of generated tasks, piping between
UNICORE Jobs is required. This feature is not yet implemented5. The other way to
achieve real-time execution is to integrate the NXTJobClient into the compute intensive
task-generation-job, but that would destroy the separation between compute and execute
jobs.
3.2.2 Workers
There are two different workers available. The first one is a worker which remotely con-
trols the LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT robot, e.g. to set the speed of motors.
The second worker communicates with a program running on the LEGO MIND-
STORMS NXT robot, which receives tasks for the LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT robot.
The difference between both is the precision of the movement. The remote controlled
robot does not move as exactly as the locally controlled robot. The reason is the feedback
received from the motors, that are needed to control the robot. It has to be transferred over
the slow bluetooth connection first. This delay results in an inaccurate movement.
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4 Conclusion & Future Work
This paper shows the integration of applications in UNICORE, which are used to oper-
ate a LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT robot. Besides the configuration in UNICORE, the
implementation of multiple components was necessary to ensure an efficient and stable
processing of tasks. Based on a small use case, the concept was successfully proved.
To have a real-time execution of generated tasks, UNICORE should be able to pipe input
and output between Jobs, not only files. Another issue is to simplify the UNICORE work-
flow system. The UNICORE workflow system consists of two components, the workflow
engine, which is responsible for the execution of the workflow in the right order, and the
service orchestrator, which organises the choice of the right target system. In case of the
applications described above, that execute Java programs every time on the same machine,
the process of choosing a target system is redundant. In order to speed up the UNICORE
job execution of the use case described in section 2 the workflow system must be simplified
concerning the scheduling mechanism.
This method of controlling a LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT robot can be used to demon-
strate what UNICORE features are provided to the user; especially in UNICORE courses,
students can learn how easy it is to integrate new applications into a Grid.
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Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) systems demand a vast amount of computing resources
to simulate modern hi-tech products. In this paper we consider the problem-oriented approach
to access remote distributed supercomputer resources using the concept of distributed virtual
test bed (DiVTB). DiVTB provides a problem-oriented user interface to distributed computing
resources within the grid, online launch of CAE simulation, automated search, monitoring and
allocation of computing resources for carrying out the virtual experiments. To support the
concept of DiVTB the CAEBeans technology was developed. CAEBeans technology provides
a solution for the development and deployment of DiVTB, integration of most common CAE
systems into the distributed computing environment as grid services (based on the UNICORE
grid middleware) and web access to CAE simulation processes.
1 Introduction
Computer-Aided Engineering systems are now one of the key factors ensuring competitive-
ness of any high-tech production. The use of such systems makes it possible to conduct
virtual experiments where real-life experiments are difficult or impossible. This can greatly
improve the accuracy of case analysis and design decisions and shorten the way from the
generation of an idea to the real industrial production1.
The accuracy of the computer simulation depends on the level of detail of meshes used
for computational experiments. The computational complexity of problems of engineering
analysis keeps increasing, and their solutions require significant computing resources. The
only way is to use multiprocessor systems.
For an ordinary user the process of solving of engineering problems involving super-
computing resources is associated with certain difficulties. First of all, the interface and
features of all software components that provide the simulation technological cycle need to
be explored2. Second, specific knowledge and skills in the high performance computing are
required. And last but not least, the cost of the purchase, installation and administration
of powerful supercomputer equipment and software is extremely high. All these factors
complicate the process of embedding powerful engineering methods in the research and
development of traditional manufacturing companies.
An alternative to creating your own supercomputer centre is renting remote comput-
ing resources from the supercomputer centres which offer utility computing services. The
utility computing assumes that diverse computational resources can be brought together
on demand and that computations can be implemented depending on demand and service
load3. However, there is a range of issues related to the mechanism of remote resources
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usage. Issues of secure data exchange, transparency of allocation and use of remote re-
sources can deter industrial users from such an approach. These issues can be resolved
by the grid computing concept4 together with cloud computing concept5, whereby the end
user has a problem-oriented service that provides problem resolution based on distributed
computing resources.
In the past few years the approach to supplying the CAE systems in the form of dis-
tributed computing environment resources is booming. In6, 7 the collaborative design of a
system for engineering analysis by a dynamically distributed development team is intro-
duced. As members of such groups need to interact constantly in the development process,
peer-to-peer computing was selected as the basic platform for this system. However, the
use of this approach is not aimed at providing the end user with a finalized product access-
ing distributed network resources, but rather at supporting the collaborative design process
of a development team.
In8 a concept of the Virtual Test Bed (VTB) (a prototype of the virtual cooperative
engineering environment) was introduced. The VTB has been designed as an architecture
to facilitate the integrated execution of different simulation programs with other supported
non-simulation software. The proposed solution is built on the Extensible Modelling and
Simulation Framework (XMSF) platform, supports such distributed computing approaches
as CORBA, SOAP, DCOM and is highly targeted at the specific field of application (the
development of new generation space crafts) which does not restrict its use in a related area
of CAE simulation.
In9 the REST web-services architecture for distributed simulations is introduced. The
proposed approach supports interoperability of distributed computing resources and robust
data exchange during simulation process.
The analysis of virtual test beds for CAE systems shows:
• the lack of a unified approach for creating virtual test beds allowing CAE simulation
in the distributed computing environment;
• the lack of adaptation of the VTB problem-oriented user interface for the needs of the
certain categories of users and the lack of streamlined web interface for inserting the
tasks;
• lack of support for standard grid protocols interaction;
• lack of problem-oriented resource broker, which would transparently provide re-
sources of distributed computing environment (including hardware, software and li-
cense resources) in compliance with the current task requirements.
In10 the concept of GridBean in GPE grid middleware platform was introduced. A
GridBean is an object responsible for generating the job description for grid services and
providing graphical user interface for input and output data. This platform introduced an
easy way to integrate legacy stand-alone applications in the grid environment as grid ser-
vices. Subsequently the GridBean concept was integrated into the UNICORE middleware
platform11.
In this paper we provide a review of the Distributed Virtual Test Bed (DiVTB) concept
to provide resources of CAE systems in the grid computing environment and the CAE-
Beans technology, a combination of concepts and techniques used for the development and
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operation of DiVTB. The UNICORE grid middleware is used to implement grid services
that integrate CAE systems in grid environment.
2 The Distributed Virtual Test Bed
2.1 Basic Terms
Let a CAE-problem be assumed as the combination of:
• a geometric model of a research target and/or computational mesh which divides a
simulated area into discrete sub-areas;
• boundary conditions, physical characteristics and parameters of the components in-
teraction in a simulated area;
• a description of unknown variables which values will be obtained as a result;
• the requirements for hardware and software resources that provide a simulation pro-
cess.
Let a CAE-parameter be the value, which affects the final result of simulation and can
vary within a certain range. Each parameter has specific semantics and describes a feature
of the subject area or a solution process.
We offer a concept of a Distributed Virtual Test Bed (DiVTB) to provide access to
resources of CAE systems in a distributed computing environment. DiVTB is a software
solution which provides an engineering simulation in the grid computing environment for
a certain CAE-problem. DiVTB includes (Figure 1):
• an interface for a CAE-problem input;
• a driver (a set of software tools enabling the use of grid resources for virtual experi-
ment);
• a set of grid services (a set of supercomputers in a distributed computing environ-
ment, which uses the installed software components to provide the solution of a CAE-
problem and implements safe standardized remote communication methods).
A combination of concepts and techniques for DiVTB development and operation is
defined as the CAEBeans Technology.
The CAEBeans Technology includes:
• the DiVTB structure concepts and development techniques;
• the administrative concepts: the patterns of work and the distribution of duties be-
tween the DiVTB developers and users;
• the software solution for the DiVTB development, deployment and operation.
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Figure 1. General diagram of the grid distributed virtual test bed (DiVTB)
2.2 The Structure of DiVTB
CAEBean is a primary structural unit of DiVTB. According to the CAEBeans technol-
ogy we distinguish 4 structural levels of DiVTB, each represented by its CAEBean type
(Figure 2):
• Conceptual level (a hierarchy of conceptual CAEBeans);
• Workflow level (a workflow CAEBean);
• Physical level (consists of a set of physical CAEBeans);
• System level (consists of a set of system CAEBeans).
A conceptual level of DiVTB is formed based on the conceptual CAEBeans. A con-
ceptual CAEBean defines the problem-oriented interface for DiVTB based on a set of its
CAE-parameters. Through a conceptual CAEBean a user can launch the DiVTB simu-
lation, follow a solution process and obtain the results. The CAEBeans Technology pro-
vides the opportunity to design a generalization hierarchy of conceptual CAEBeans. The
conceptual CAEBeans of lower hierarchy levels adapt a problem-oriented interface of the
DiVTB for the needs of a certain category of users. These CAEBeans specify the CAE-
problem defined by a parent conceptual CAEBean through assigning specified values to
some CAE-parameters.
The workflow level of DiVTB is represented by a workflow CAEBean implementing a
CAE-workflow for a certain CAE-problem. Let a CAE-workflow be defined as a directed
graph with the following types of nodes:
• an action performed by a certain CAE system;
• a node controlling the problem solution flow.
We use the elements from the UML 2.0 activity diagram notation to form a CAE-
workflow. The information required to initiate any node of a workflow is stored in a
complete descriptor of DiVTB. Let a complete descriptor be defined as a set of CAE-
parameters that uniquely describes a CAE-problem which can be simulated by DiVTB.
Any workflow node as a part of a solution can refer to a complete descriptor for input
values and store results in the corresponding output parameters.
A physical level of DiVTB is represented by the physical CAEBeans. The main func-
tion of a physical CAEBean is a conversion of a problem-oriented description of a CAE-
problem (a set of parameters in complete descriptor) into the set of files needed to launch
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Figure 2. A generalized scheme of DiVTB levels according to the CAEBeans Technology
a single CAE-action (mesh generation, simulation, post processing, optimization etc.) on
a specific CAE system. At the end of a problem solving process a physical CAEBean
provides conversion of component-oriented results in a problem-oriented form. During the
CAE-workflow execution each physical CAEBean must be matched with a grid service to
execute a CAE-action. All grid services are implemented through the CAEBeans system.
A workflow CAEBean together with the corresponding physical CAEBeans implement a
driver of DiVTB.
A system CAEBean provides the functionality of a computing resource in a distributed
computing environment and implements a service-oriented approach to task input and
fetching the results. A system CAEBean provides the isolated workspace for each CAE-
action and also the programming interface that allows initial data loading, remote task input
and delivery of results.
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Figure 3. Simulation of DiVTB according to the CAEBeans Technology
2.3 DiVTB Simulation
Let us consider the process of DiVTB simulation according to the CAEBeans Technology
(Figure 3).
1. An engineer inputs the values of CAE-parameters for DiVTB by means of user in-
terface provided by an appropriate conceptual CAEBean. The conceptual CAEBean
calculates values of CAE-parameters which are not available to the user on the current
level of generalization hierarchy. All initial CAE parameter values are stored in the
complete descriptor of DiVTB. Finally the engineer launches the simulation process.
2. The workflow CAEBean executes the CAE-actions according to the CAE-workflow.
The values of initial parameters of any action (to be defined before the action starts)
are taken from the complete descriptor of DiVTB and transferred to the physical CAE-
Bean.
3. The physical CAEBean generates a set of input files for the CAE system wrapped in
the corresponding CAEBean system.
4. The resource broker gives an address of the CAEBean system with the best opportu-
nity to execute the CAE-action. The physical CAEBean transfers a set of input files
to the allocated CAEBean system and starts the CAE-action.
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Figure 4. General diagram of CAEBeans components interaction
5. The CAE system executes the CAE-action and generates a set of result files.
6. The Physical CAEBean receives the result files from the CAEBean system.
7. The physical CAEBean parses the results of the action and retrieves the values of the
required output parameters.
8. The physical CAEBean puts the obtained values of output parameters into the com-
plete descriptor. The workflow CAEBean triggers the next node of the CAE-workflow
(step 2).
9. When the CAE-workflow is complete, all results of the DiVTB simulation are trans-
ferred to the conceptual CAEBean from the complete descriptor.
3 The CAEBeans System
To implement the CAEBeans Technology we created a CAEBeans System — a software
solution for DiVTB development and implementation. We selected the UNICORE 6 grid
computing middleware11 as a platform for implementation of grid services. The GridBeans
approach included in UNICORE 6 supports the transparent integration of legacy standalone
applications as grid services in the grid environment. The CAEBeans System consists of
the following components (Figure 4):
• CAEBeans Constructor — integrated development environment of DiVTB. It pro-
vides the interface for an application programmer to develop the CAEBeans of con-
ceptual, workflow and physical levels. Accordingly, the CAEBeans Constructor user
interface is divided into three sections responsible for developing an corresponding
type of CAEBean.
• CAEBeans Portal — a web application that provides a user interface for the input
and solution of CAE-problems by means of an appropriate DiVTB. The web-form
generator automatically builds DiVTB user interfaces based on the corresponding
conceptual CAEBeans. Also, the CAEBeans Portal supports authentication and user
account management.
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• CAEBeans Server — a grid service for DiVTB storage and simulation. A process of
execution of a CAE- workflow is supported by the internal workflow subsystem of the
CAEBeans Server. CAEBeans Server provides interfaces for CAEBeans Constructor
and CAEBeans Portal allowing to upload a DiVTB to a Server and to start a simulation
of a DiVTB.
• CAEBeans Broker — an automated system for registration, analysis and allocation of
CAE-resources for CAE-action execution. The CAEBeans Broker receives requests
for resources from CAEBeans Server, analyses the status of the distributed computing
environment and supplies the CAEBeans Server with a CAE- resource best suited to
the request. CAEBeans Broker interacts with an UNICORE Registry service to gain
an information about resources available in the grid environment.
• CAE-Resources — grid services that implement the remote execution of CAE-Actions
by means of CAE-systems installed on specific computers in a grid (instances of sys-
tem CAEBeans). Each CAE-resource is a UNICORE/X site with a set of problem-
oriented and system software installed on it. CAE-resource provides:
– obtaining problem data from CAEBeans Server or an external data source;
– CAE-action initiation and automated solution;
– transmission of results into the CAEBeans Server or external data storage.
4 CAEBeans System Test
To test the CAEBeans system we developed DiVTB to solve problems by using com-
mon CAE systems: ANSYS CFX, ANSYS Mechanical, ABAQUS, DEFORM, LS-DYNA.
CAEBeans system was deployed on the basis of the supercomputer resources of South Ural
State University Supercomputer Simulation Laboratory12.
For the test we chose the issue of tempering and cooling of tubes and analysis of impact
of various aspects of the quenching process on the quality of the production (“Thermal
Treatment Distributed virtual test bed”) on the basis of DEFORM system13. This issue
was stated by JSC “Chelyabinsk Tube Rolling Plant”.
Firstly we created a model of a heat treatment process. We supplied thermal studies of
the pipe hardening. We collected information about temperature fields during the quench-
ing process and the magnitude of the initial circumference and curvature along the axis of
the work piece. The “Thermal Treatment” DiVTB allows to change the flowing parame-
ters of the heat treatment process: number of inductors, frequency and current strength, a
length of the inductors, number and configuration of the jets of water, pressure of cooling
flow, velocity of pipe motion, pipe steel grades (Figure 5).
Another application of DiVTB was a virtual test bed for supercomputer simulation of
deformation of knitted fabrics on human body14. We designed and deployed a DiVTB on
the basis of LS-DYNA CAE system that allow to simulate the process of putting on knitted
clothes to a torso of a human body. By varying parameters, such as density and method of
weaving of knitted material, engineer can analyse the quality of the fit of the final product,
view a video of the process of dressing, etc.
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Figure 5. Example of DiVTB user interface (CAEBeans Portal)
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Nowadays many planners in Grid environment support scheduling are based on a workflow.
However, none of currently existing tools uses additional information concerning specifics of
a problem area and the representation of a workflow. This paper describes a scheduling algo-
rithm and architecture of a CAEBeans resources broker. It considers the above aspects as well
as utilises resource reservation, thus managing hardware, software and licenses. This broker
can be used for an effective search of resources in problem-oriented grid environments. The
CAEBeans Broker is implemented in Java as a UNICORE service. This approach involves
component independence from a computing platform and provides full information about a
current state of a service, and supports secure and reliable performance, lifetime management,
dispatch change notifications, management policy of access to the resources and access control
certificates.
1 Introduction
Grid computing1 intends to solve many tasks in various fields, e.g. medicine, engineering
design, nanotechnology, climate prediction and others. In the present paper we consider
a CAEBeans system2 that provides access to CAE software (Computer Aided Engineer-
ing3). The CAEBeans system allows to carry out task decomposition, search for demand
resources; submit tasks; monitor tasks execution; and provide results mapping for the user.
In common, any CAE-task solution includes the following technological steps: ge-
ometry creation, computing grid generation, definition of boundary conditions, simulation
execution, visualization and solution analysis. The CAE-tasks have some peculiarities that
should consider characteristics of resources, a set of engineering packages, the number of
licenses available and so on.
Many grid environments support complex applications with a workflow4. They are
usually modelled by a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Such tools as Condor DAGMan5,
CoG6, Pegasus7, GridFlow8 and ASKALON9 can be listed. Some additional information
about problem area specifics and workflow representation can significantly improve the
efficiency of planning resources methods. However, none of the currently existing tools
consider this peculiarity.
The purpose of this work is to create methods and algorithms for scheduling a work-
flow, as well as the development of a resource broker based on it. The broker is applied to
search for optimum resources in problem-oriented grid environments.
The article is structured as follows. Section 2 contains the main concepts of problem-
oriented environments; section 3 describes some use cases regarding the resource broker;
section 4 provides the architecture of the resources broker; section 5 considers the process
of resource allocation in the CAEBeans Broker component; and section 6 gives a schedul-
ing algorithm. The main results are summarised in the concluding part of this paper.
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2 Basic Concepts of Problem-Oriented Environments
Here, we give some definitions of the basic concepts that are necessary to determine a
problem-oriented environment.
Task describes the process the transformation of input parameters into output parame-
ters.
Job is a set of Tasks organised as a workflow aimed to achieve a useful result. Job
determines the order of tasks execution, conditions under which this or that task will be
started, the mutual synchronisation of tasks and information flows between tasks.
Resource is hardware, software and licenses required to perform a task.
Service is a specification of resources to solve a specific class of Tasks. Service defines
the format of the input and output data.
Abstract workflow is a set of a Job and requirements for resources.
Activity is an allocation of necessary resources and launch of a specific service with
respect to specific recourses for executing a specific Task.
Concrete workflow is a workflow of activities aimed at implementation of a specific
Job.
Distributed Problem-Oriented Environment is a set of resources, services, software and
middleware focused on the implementation of Concrete workflows for a specific problem
domain.
3 The CAEBeans Broker of Resources
The CAEBeans Broker is a component of the CAEBeans system that receives a job from
clients, accords resource requirements and finds the most suitable computing nodes for
each task from a workflow. We can distinguish the following main tasks of a broker: pro-
cessing a resource database and analysing resource requests from a CAEBean Server10;
gathering and providing information about the current state of a problem-oriented environ-
ment.
The CAEBeans Broker is implemented in Java as a UNICORE service. This approach
involves component independence from a computing platform; provides full information
about the current state of the service, and supports secure and reliable performance, lifetime
management, dispatch change notifications, management policy of access to resources and
access control certificates.
Software component CAEBeans Broker is a service that provides an interface for se-
lecting the most appropriate resources. The search of required resources proceeds for mul-
tiple jobs once a resource broker works. In addition, an auxiliary component for data col-
lection interacts with the resource broker. A use case diagram for the CAEBeans Broker is
shown in Figure 1.
In the use case “Allocate Resources” sends a request from a client to the resource
broker. The CAEBeans Server works as a client and responds to the execution of tasks and
their monitoring. The use case begins when a CAEBeans Server specifies requirements for
resources which are necessary for the job. The use case “Allocate Resources” includes that
of “Set Reservation”, which allows one to set the reservation of selected resources.
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Figure 1. A use case diagram of a CAEBeans Broker subsystem
The use case “Free Resources” notifies the resource broker of a necessity for releasing
some chosen resources. This use case also assumes the removal of a resources reservation
request11. A corresponding removal request is formed by the use case “Remove Reserva-
tion”.
The use case “Get a Status of Allocated Resources” asks for information about re-
sources allocation. When resources allocation succeeds, a CAEBeans Server asks for a list
of allocated resources using the case “Get a List of Allocated Resources”.
Use cases “Update Resource Info” and “Update Task Statistics” update the information
about characteristics of resources and statistics of tasks performance in the database of the
resource broker.
4 The Architecture of the CAEBeans Broker
According to the use case diagram shown in the Figure 1, the following architecture of
the resource broker CAEBeans Broker was designed (Figure 2). The CAEBeans Broker
consists of the following components:
• The Master accepts requests from a CAEBeans Server and creates an instance of a
WSResource that is called a Brokered Workflow.
• Each Brokered Workflow processes a request. It generates a list of required resources
to perform a workflow and make a reservation.
• The Component Resource Manager manages the Resource Database that contains
information about target systems and reserved resources.
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• The Component Statistics Manager manages the Statistics Database that contains in-
formation about tasks statistics.
• The Collector works independently from the CAEBeans Broker and carries out the
collection of information for the Resource Database.
In the Figure 2 the components of the UNICORE platform that intend to cooperate with
the CAEBeans system are marked with red colour.
Figure 2. The architecture of the CAEBeans Broker
5 Resource Allocation of the CAEBeans Broker Component
According to the use case diagram shown in the Figure 1 the resource broker provides
some methods for resource allocation and information gathering.
Consider how a CAEBeans Broker service ensures the process of finding necessary
resources for the job (Figure 3).
A CAEBeans Server component provides access to the main service Master. Then
the CAEBeans Server calls for the “Allocate resources” method for workflow resource
allocation, as well as passes an abstract workflow as an input parameter. The abstract
workflow contains requirements for resources.
The Master creates an instance of a Brokered Workflow, representing a WSResource in
the terms of UNICORE. The Master initialises a concrete workflow, obtaining necessary
information from the abstract workflow. It writes down the concrete workflow by the
Ehcache framework in a cache at first and then on a disk. The Master returns the unique
identifier of the created instance to the CAEBeans Server.
The Brokered Workflow gets a run-time estimate for each task and starts a search for
demanded resources in the Resource Database. If the search for the Brokered Workflow
succeeds, a list of resources is received. The selected resources are reserved.
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The CAEBeans Server checks the status of resource allocation by directly addressing
the instance of the Brokered Workflow. In case of a successful resource allocation, the
CAEBeans Server requests for a list of the allocated resources for its workflow. After the
workflow execution the CAEBeans Server sends a request for releasing the resources to
the Master.
Figure 3. A sequence diagram of resource allocation by the CAEBeans Broker
The process of information gathering for the Resource Database is presented in the Fig-
ure 4. Updating steps repeat themselves consistently during the whole time of the Collec-
tor’s execution. Updating information about resources signifies gathering data concerning
hardware, software and licenses that is available for the CAEBeans Broker. The statistics
of task performance includes information about the real time of tasks performance with
specific parameters and on specific computing nodes.
6 Scheduling Algorithm of the CAEBeans Broker
The present work suggests developing a scheduling algorithm for distributed problem-
oriented computing environments and considers some additional information regarding
specifics of a problem area and workflow representation. It discusses using resource reser-
vation and managing hardware, software and licenses in distributed computing environ-
ments.
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Figure 4. A sequence diagram of information gathering by the CAEBeans Broker
Here, the following methods are used:
• the method of two-phase resource reservation;
• the method of dominant sequence clustering;
• the accounting of task problem parameters for estimating its run-time performance.
The method of two-phase resource reservation. Reservation of resources in distributed
computing environments is now a complex challenge, as it demands for existence of a
component for a centralized scheduler of resources and for instant decision-making regard-
ing reservation of resources in a task control system. The method of two-phase resource
reservation is offered for the solution of this problem. This method allows carrying out
preliminary reservation (marking) of demanded resources at the first phase, at the same
time prospecting an optimum schedule for a workflow. Some time, confined by the pri-
ority of workflow performance, is necessary for making a plan of a workflow. After this
timeout, the first phase finishes. Within the second phase, a final workflow resource allo-
cation is completed or a release of all marked resources is carried out. In both cases, the
allocation/release operations are carried out atomically.
The method of dominant sequence clustering. The workflow mapping to computing
resources is implemented by the adapted method of dominant sequence clustering (DSC12).
The essence of the DSC method lies in the minimisation of parallel time spent on workflow
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performance. However, in the original DSC method scheduling is carried out in two steps.
At the first step, there proceeds an association of several tasks into clusters (groups), at
the second step, mapping of task clusters to real computing resources is performed. The
adaptation of this method means the usage of preliminary resource reservation at the step
of the association of clusters: a search for the free slots on computing resources will be
done directly when workflow scheduling is accomplished.
The accounting of task problem parameters for estimating of its run-time performance.
The time of the performance of separate tasks in a workflow is specified by a user default.
However, in most cases users tend to overestimate the time of execution. The task statistics
is stored in a Statistics Database to provide more exact assessment of time required for
task performance. The database is managed by the Statistics Manager. The Statistics
Manager provides information about the exact time of task execution based on the stored
data concerning task parameters and the architecture of computing nodes that this task was
executed on.
In the Figure 5 a scheduling algorithm of the CAEBeans Broker is presented. At the
initial step, a job is presented in the form of a workflow. For each task from the job create
a separate group. Every available resource has its own colour. It is necessary to paint of
tasks in colours of available computational resources.
Figure 5. A scheduling algorithm of the CAEBeans Broker
In the first phase a search of an optimal schedule to run a workflow and a resource
reservation using a method of graph colouring. However, the first phase has a limit time
Tlim. The limit time is based on the fact that a problem of finding of an optimal schedule
is NP-complete.
During the execution of the second phase is searched nodes, which there were no re-
served slots on computing resources. The set of uncoloured nodes is Vuncol. We allocate
the first appropriate free slots for each node from the set Vuncol on computing resources.
We perform a final resource allocation for all nodes.
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Here a procedure colored_method(G) produces the graph colouring by the method
described below. A function eft(n) = s will search a slot s for the node n using an
algorithm Earliest-Finish-Time.
Figure 6. A method of graph colouring of the CAEBeans Broker
In the Figure 6 the method of graph colouring is presented.
Here a function domseq(G) = DS returns a dominant sequence, containing at least
one uncoloured node. A procedure sort(EDS) sorts weights descending, a procedure
reserve(S) reserves slots from a set S on the computational resources. A function
search(ni, nj) = S searches slots si and sj , satisfying the requirements ni, nj respec-
tively at the same computational resources.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, a scheduling algorithm in a distributed problem-oriented computing environ-
ment is described. It considers some additional information about specifics of a problem
area and workflow representation; using resource reservation; managing hardware, soft-
ware and licenses of distributed problem-oriented computing environments. Some use
cases of a resource broker are presented and the process of resource allocation and archi-
tecture of the CAEBeans Broker are proposed.
The further work includes the following: conducting computational experiments for
evaluating the effectiveness of a scheduling algorithm on supercomputers “SKIF-SUSU
Aurora” and “SKIF Ural” at South Ural State University.
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Virtual Organizations (VOs) concept is one of the fundamental building blocks of the Grid
middleware. The current technology landscape is depicted, with a discussion of VO related
solutions available in the well-established grid middlewares. In this paper an in-depth analysis
of Virtual Organization types is presented. The current features of the UNICORE middleware
are presented and compared to other approaches. The analysis shows that VOs used in produc-
tion deployments do not offer the user driven resource sharing and UNICORE is no exception
in this case. UNICORE lacks also some of the fundamental features in the VO area. The
paper provides a detailed discussion of the identified gaps and presents planned design of user-
controlled sharing of resources in UNICORE, together with other desirable improvements in
the VO handling.
1 Introduction
Virtual Organizations (VOs) are one of the main pillars of the Grid middleware, providing
solutions for users management, cooperation of resource providers and control of resource
access. Virtual Organizations aim to assemble users and resources on the Grid level, i.e.
above the administrative boundaries of sites providing resources and above the real, home
organizations of participating users. This definition is extremely broad and obviously can
cover a great variety of different realizations.
Despite of long research and development, the VO solutions which are present in the
well-established Grid software stacks are still missing several key features, required to
foster their adoption. The main problem, this paper is focused on, is that VOs used in
production deployments, do not offer a possibility of end-user driven resource sharing.
The existing solutions require administrators to set up VOs, and subsequently assign users
and resources to them. Such approach is problematic for small, ad-hoc VOs, where users
(otherwise authorized to use the Grid) want to create their own experiments, control co-
workers and easily share results.
UNICORE is no exception in this case and does not provide support for the above use
case. What is worse, UNICORE lacks also other, more fundamental features from the VO
area, like dynamic assignment of local accounts for VO members. This makes UNICORE
VOs administrator driven and also less useful. Therefore it is not surprising that the most
of the UNICORE deployments, including the biggest DEISA/PRACE and D-Grid, are not
using the VO infrastructure.
This paper is organized as follows: an in-depth analysis of types of Virtual Organi-
zations is presented in the section 2 and the most popular solutions used to obtain the
VO-related data are shown in section 3. Selected and important parts of the current tech-
nology landscape are presented in the subsequent section 4. The existing features of the
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UNICORE middleware are also presented there.
The main part of the paper, which can be found in the section 5, contains a detailed
discussion of the planned design of the user-driven sharing of resources in UNICORE,
together with required improvements in the VO handling. The challenges are assigned to
the UNICORE components from all middleware tiers. Finally a short outlook into novel
solutions which can be built on top of the planned developments is provided.
The paper assumes that the reader is familiar with the UNICORE middleware1, and
has at least a basic knowledge of general security concepts: authentication, authorization,
Public Key Infrastructure, SAML2 and XACML3.
2 Classification of Virtual Organizations
Virtual Organization (VO) concept was bring to life by I. Foster and C. Kesselman in their
publication The Anatomy of the Grid4. The broad definition which can be found there,
states that Virtual Organization is a set of individuals and/or institutions which are sharing
resources together in a highly controlled way. In the case of resources, we can think about
data, instruments, software or even direct access to machines.
During the last decade a lot of effort was undertaken to implement the solutions help-
ing to create, deploy and manage the “highly controlled sharing of resources”. As the
approaches were focused on different aspects of sharing and control, it is desirable to clas-
sify them with respect to several key features. The two fundamental and quite independent
are: dynamism and relationships complexity.
Highly dynamic VOs are medium or short lived, typically do not contain many mem-
bers and are created ad-hoc. For instance several colleagues from one or several insti-
tutions, working on a common scientific project, can form such a dynamic VO to share
work results or experiments input. Resources in such VOs are typically composed from
the physical machines to which the VO members have access anyway, and data which is
controlled by the VO members.
Static VOs are usually big and long lasting. Their main use is to provide an access to
the large scale hardware for significant number of users. Sharing can be a constrained by
an agreement, usually difficult to negotiate.
The second axis of VOs classification is related to the complexity of the rules governing
the sharing of the VO resources. As examples of complex rules we can enumerate:
• a VO can guarantee its members that each of them is granted a specified amount of
execution time on the computing infrastructure,
• a VO can control license rules by allowing only a specified, maximum number of
concurrent VO users of a restricted application,
• and all sorts of financial contracts.
The less constraint VO models, can offer only a minimal relationships, what usually
boils down simply to authorization of the resource access.
It is worth to note that we are mostly interested in the relationships which are machine-
checkable. Negotiation of contracts (for instance specifying the amount of human staff or
intended scientific area for which the resources are being used) is not considered here as it
can be seen as a separate, independent problem.
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Virtual Organizations Federations
More centralized. Fully distributed.
A separate independent "organization"
on its own.
All independent organizations and trust-
ing each other.
Not constrained or created as an agree-
ment on VO access rules.
Created as an agreement between organi-
zations on basic authorization attributes
semantics.
Authorization is based primarily on the
VO decision.
Authorization is based on the home or-
ganization decision.
Table 1. Comparison of the most distinct properties of Virtual Organizations and Federations
Finally it is good to relate Virtual Organizations to Federations, which are a very similar
concept. While Virtual Organizations are technically managed by a dedicated entity, the
federation is based on the is fully distributed control. In the table 1 we compare the most
important features and principles of the Virtual Organizations and Federations.
Bare federations are bit less appealing for the Grid community, where large scale re-
sources access control must be controlled in a strict way. However Federations can act as
a provider of user identity also for Virtual Organizations, so users can use the same login
credentials inside the Federation and Virtual Organization.
3 Provisioning of the VO Information
The information about the VO membership, and the VO-related data, which is typically a
set of attributes, must be obtained during getting access to the resources. This informa-
tion can be used for making an authorization decision, accounting, setting up the user’s
environment and more, depending on the VO adoption scenario.
In the highly distributed Grid environments, distribution of this information is typically
performed in one of the two ways, presented on the diagram 1. In the simple pull mode the
server asks the VO service for the VO related information on behalf of the user. The biggest
advantage of this approach is that this is the simplest solution from the user point of view,
who, can be even unaware of the existence of the Virtual Organizations. Unfortunately this
approach has also severe drawbacks, namely:
• the target server must be authorized to obtain the information from the VO server,
• when the target server trusts several VO servers (regardless of the number of VOs
they are maintaining) it can easily happen that each of them must be queried to find
the user information, what can constitute a large overhead,
• finally if the user is a member of several VOs, it is impossible to decide which VO
should be effective, without an additional input from the user.
Those problems are addressed by the push model, where a user on her own obtains
the VO data (in a form of a signed assertion) and propagates it to the target services. This
approach solves the disadvantages of the pull model but the user is exposed to the burden of
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Figure 1. The typical ways of provisioning the VO-related information in the Grid: the pull mode (left) and the
push mode (right).
the initial contact with the VO service. Therefore the pull model implementation requires
an excellent support in client side tools.
4 The Current Technology Landscape
4.1 VOMS
VOMS5 is a principal part of the WLCG grid and the gLite middleware, it is also used in
NorduGrid ARC. Therefore the VOMS servers currently maintain the largest amount of
Grid users.
VOMS service organizes members in a hierarchical groups structure. Additionally
VOMS can be used to assign a special role attribute, which is valid only in the specified
group context and so called “generic attributes” which are valid in the whole VO context.
One VOMS instance can handle only one Virtual Organization. This fact and the internal
authorization mechanism determine that VOs in gLite are created and maintained purely
by the designated administrators. End-users can apply for the VO membership and, if
accepted, for the VO credentials. VOMS releases attributes in a so called VOMS-proxy.
VOMS-proxy is a standard Grid proxy certificate with an additional extension containing
an attribute certificate. This attribute certificate carries the VO-related attributes.
VOMS-proxy certificates are used for bootstrapping SSL connections, so it forms a
typical push scenario. VOMS doesn’t support 3rd party queries and the pull mode is not
possible. The recent versions of VOMS are providing a SAML endpoint which can be
queried to obtain attributes encoded in the SAML 2 format, but this feature is not used
in production yet. As the VO attributes are embedded in the client’s certificate, the au-
thentication is tightly coupled with the initial authorization: after the proxy is checked,
the security stack checks if the embedded attribute certificate was issued by a recognized
VOMS instance, what is equivalent to checking if the user is a member of a supported VO.
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User identified by a VOMS-proxy can be authorized and then mapped to a local ac-
count. Fine grained authorization can be controlled in a different ways; Argus6 seems to
be the most flexible option. It allows for a simple specification of rules using, among oth-
ers, the VO and group membership as parameters. The final mapping is performed using
LCMAPS or again Argus. Users can be statically or dynamically mapped to the local uids
and gids. The later option is using a pool of precreated accounts (or groups) to which users
are mapped on demand.
4.2 XtreemOS
XtreemOS7, 8 is a well-established project aiming at providing directly in the Linux oper-
ating system Grid features, which are traditionally implemented at the middleware level.
Virtual Organizations are one of the main areas where the project is focused on.
XtreemOS developed a custom VO management system which is based on the push
model. According to the9, the information about VO membership and VO related data is
carried in a set of proprietary X.509 certificate extensions. Such an XtreemOS-certificate is
issued on demand to VO users during login phase, by a specially designated central service
— Credential Distribution Authority. Subsequently the certificate is used to authenticate
and further authorize the user when accessing resources.
Virtual Organizations are created by the users. The VO creator becomes its adminis-
trator and is responsible for acceptance of other users who want to join the VO. Resources
are also part of the VO, but are offered to the VO by resource administrators1. Naturally,
the VO administrator can reject or remove VO resources.
A VO-user is mapped to system account using a low level operating system extensions
(hooked in PAM and NSS). In general, a VO user has a dynamic and in a sense virtual uid
assigned on demand. The XtreemOS exploits the lightweight virtualisation capabilities
of the Linux kernel (cgroups), to separate VO-bound resources in the operating system.
XtreemOS allows for using XACML policies defined within VOs, to manage a fine grained
access control. It is possible to use three predefined attributes: role, group and sub-group.
4.3 UNICORE (up to 6.4.x) and UVOS
Virtual Organizations support in UNICORE is implemented in the UNICORE Services
Environment (USE). As USE is used as a hosting container for all relevant UNICORE
services, all UNICORE services share the same set of VO-related features.
Up to the version 6.4.x (based on the USE 2.0.x) UNICORE was able to use only
UNICORE VO Service (UVOS) server as a source of VO membership and attributes in-
formation. SAML 2 was used as an encoding format and a query protocol so other SAML
attribute authorities such as Shibboleth IdP or SAML VOMS could be considered too.
Unfortunately such deployments were barely feasible due to incompatible authentication
mechanisms and lack of a common attribute profile. Both push and pull modes for obtain-
ing VO data were supported on the server side, but as there was no support for push mode
on the client side only the pull mode was fully useful.
1Actually this process is slightly more complex, the details can be found in9.
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Despite of the improvements in the configuration options, the significance of the VO-
related data is still minimal in UNICORE. The VO related data is used only for authoriza-
tion of the access to the resources and even for this — indirectly. To explain this we need
to discuss briefly the UNICORE authorization mechanism.
UNICORE authorization is using XACML policies which are very flexible but at the
same time extremely complicated and difficult to modify. Therefore the default policy is
used most of the time, with some trivial changes. The default policy is using a role-based
access control, augmented with the information about the WS-resource owners:
• Some basic, read-only operations are available for all authenticated users.
• User with the admin role is always allowed.
• User with the user role can invoke several designated operations. Those operations
usually create WS-resources which are owned by the creator. For instance, submitting
a job is allowed for everybody with the user role. They result in a creation of a private
Job Management WS-Resource.
• WS-resource owner is allowed to access the owned resource.
It can be noted that VO membership is not mentioned in the above process. Instead, the
USE VO-aware attribute collector checks for the role attribute in the configured VO. If it
is found, the authorization role attribute is set accordingly and the VO which assigned the
role attribute is not taken into account any longer. Of course the VO membership and all
other VO attributes are available in the authorization process, however the default XACML
policy ignores this information.
UNICORE VO System (UVOS) server manages the users database allowing to assign
them attributes, group into VOs and VO subgroups. UVOS can handle arbitrary number
of VOs and attributes. Attributes can be (and usually are) visible only in context of a spe-
cific VO or its subgroup. UVOS offers a flexible, internal authorization mechanism which
makes the distributed administration of its content possible, as different administrators for
each group/VO can be defined.
To sum up, in the current UNICORE versions, the VO information can be only used to
bootstrap a generic, VO-unaware authorization process. Configuration of the VO sources
is flexible and different (VO-specific) attributes might be used. The VO membership is not
used for any other purposes. UVOS offers only a static VO features but with support for
distributed administration.
4.4 Other Solutions and Summary
Except of the three systems described above, there was a wide range of VO-related efforts
which typically were developed in EU-IST projects. We can enumerate most important
here (the VO related parts of the projects are highlighted):
• BEinGRID project evaluated a range of business scenarios where grid and SOA adop-
tion was considered. It worked on providing real-life business use cases for the Virtual
Organizations. BEinGRID deployed software developed in the GRIA project.
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• GREDIA project was focused on the negotiation and creation of the ontology based
contracts governing Virtual Organizations. High level contracts were deployed in
PERMIS acting as authorization engine and VOMS acting as attribute authority.
• Grid4ALL was focused on providing VO capabilities to solve everyday problems of
families, non-profit organizations or small enterprises in case of health care, collabo-
rative learning etc.
• SIMDAT similarly to BEinGRID was investigating industrial use cases of Virtual
Organizations.
The above list is by far not complete. Unfortunately a simple research on the results
of the aforementioned projects leads to a very sad conclusion that results sustainability is
a major problem. GREDIA project is the only one from the above where results are still
generally accessible, but some of the third-party repositories are missing and therefore the
detailed evaluation is hardly possible. For some others even the web pages do not exist
anymore.
Using the classification of the VOs, which was presented in the section 2, we can state
that both gLite and UNICORE VOs are static. In the case of gLite/VOMS it is necessary
to set up a separate server instance to create a new VO. With UVOS it is easier but still
requires privileges which won’t be given to the ordinary users. XtreemOS allows for a
more dynamic VO life cycle: end-users can create VOs, and automatically become their
administrators. The resources still must be added to each VO by resource administrators.
While this makes sense in many scenarios, it is not likely that administrators will manually
assign resources to hundreds of small VOs coming in and out.
All the three described solutions are using VOs primarily to control authorization. Ad-
ditionally both XtreemOS and gLite use VO data to set up user environment. The other
solutions, for example developed by the GREDIA project, allow for complex relationships
modeling, under the VO hood. While appearing to be very attractive, they lack sustain-
ability and are not used in large scale Grid deployments, what brings a lot of questions
regarding completeness, stability and usability.
5 The Roadmap towards Advanced VO Support in UNICORE
The current state of the Virtual Organizations support in UNICORE is not perfect. There
are two significant issues, which are not addressed by the software stack:
• Static VOs are not convenient in adoption, as for each site providing resources to a
VO, each VO user must have a local account assigned (assuming that shared account
is not suitable). In another words, the UNICORE is missing the ability to initialize a
local user environment automatically, based on the VO information. Additionally the
lack of a full support for push mode makes use of many VOs problematic.
• It is very difficult for end-users to cooperate: sharing a workflow, job results, or simply
some files, must be performed using third party tools. Putting it other way round,
UNICORE is missing the support for dynamic VOs.
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The requirement for support of complex VO rules such as VO-level SLAs can be con-
sidered as a third point, however that UNICORE should provide support for such in-VO
relationships which can be enforced by UNICORE. As we can learn from the other solu-
tions that final product must be really easy to be used and complete, we currently foresee
only a minimal effort in this direction, which will be a base for further developments.
The changes needed to improve the static VOs support are quite clear as can be directly
derived from the missing features.
The roadmap towards the dynamic VOs support is more complicated. The easiest ap-
proach will be to model dynamic, ad-hoc VOs as subgroups of the static VOs. As it is
described below, such an approach allows for easier users discovery during the dynamic
VO creation and solves a problem of resources provisioning to the dynamic VO. The fol-
lowing sections provide a step by step description of the proposed realization.
5.1 Association of Grid Operations with VOs
Up to now a UNICORE operation invoked directly or indirectly by an end-user is not bound
to any particular VO. This must be changed, as without a selected VO it is not possible to
use a VO-specific configuration during request processing. A good example is accounting
of the requests under a proper VO or choosing a correct local group id (gid) for the user’s
process.
The VO can be chosen by the user implicitly by using the push mode or by expressing
a preferred VO in metadata of the request. Both options were implemented in USE 2.1.x,
used by the UNICORE servers of release 6.5.x. In case of the pull mode, the server uses
the user’s preferred VO and if it is not present, administrator can configure a prioritized list
of VOs.
What is worth noticing, the push mode is also implemented in the UNICORE Com-
mand Line Client (UCC) version 6.5.0. Therefore currently only the URC client is missing
the push mode support.
Impact: ability to apply arbitrary configurations/restrictions/rules defined per VO.
5.2 Sharing Physical and Virtual Grid Resources
The requirement necessary to support dynamic Virtual Organizations, is the ability to share
resources already accessible to the Grid users. In the UNICORE case we can theoretically
consider sharing of several resources, enumerated below. However it should be taken into
account that one of the base UNICORE principles is the non-intrusiveness and seamless
integration with unmodified local systems. Therefore the resource sharing options should
be evaluated on both Grid and operating system levels (where applicable). In the following
list we are providing the relevant Grid and operating system resources.
1. Files accessible via a Storage Management Service. Grid resource: SMS, OS re-
sources: files and directories.
2. Running job management (in practice stopping/aborting). Grid resource: JMS, OS
resource: process.
3. Submitted job data (both input and output files and job’s description). Grid resources:
SMS and JMS, OS resources: files and directories.
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4. Submitted workflows, i.e. the workflow description and its atomic jobs. Grid re-
sources: Workflow, Workflow Assignments and all of the job’s data resources, OS
resources: the same as in case of job data.
5. Management of file transfers. Grid resource: FTS, OS resources: network connec-
tion(s).
Sharing the ability to abort a job is of minimal importance to end-users and at the same
time is very problematic from the operating system perspective so we have decided to
ignore this option. Management of the ongoing file transfers can be also considered as of
the low importance, as the most of them is ephemeral, and those transfers which live longer
are managed by the middleware rather than end-users. The remaining features should be
supported.
To enable sharing on the Grid layer we propose to introduce the following changes in
the UNICORE Services Environment:
• Introduce a notion of parental relationships between Grid resources. As it can be
observed many of the sharing cases are recursive: sharing of a workflow data is mostly
the equivalent to sharing all its child jobs. A universal way of establishing whether
a Grid resource has a parent and children will allow for implementing the recursive
sharing easily.
• Classify operations on all Grid resources as read-only or write/modify. This will allow
users to share resources in an easy to understand “read-only” or “full” modes.
• For each resource add a list of VOs, which members are allowed to access it (or in
other words, a list of VOs with which the resource is shared). For each of the VOs on
the list, subsequent settings regarding read only or full sharing mode will be available.
• Provide a Web Service method for controlling the above list by the resource owner.
• Modify the default UNICORE XACML policy, so it will take into account the VO
membership of the user and the allowed VOs of the resource being accessed.
Sharing on the operating system level will be required only in a case of files and direc-
tories. The recent UNICORE versions already provide ability to control (also in recursive
way) the group ownership of the files and files ACLs. The first, feature can be used to
enable sharing of file in a single VO, while ACLs allow for sharing with many VOs. The
problem with ACLs is that they are not supported on all systems, so we plan to support
both modes.
Impact: support for Grid resources sharing, reflected also on the operating system level.
5.3 Dynamic Attributes and Pool Accounts
Currently either a VO or each site has to manually map each user to a local account. This
alone makes the deployment of static VOs difficult. However this is also an obstacle in
the case of dynamic VOs, as members of such VOs should share a common local group
(gid). Assignment of a gid to a dynamic VO must be easily possible as otherwise creation
of dynamic VOs would require an intervention of each participating site administrator,
blocking the whole process.
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Figure 2. Planned changes in the overall security pipeline of the UNICORE Services Environment.
Example scenarios:
• All users from the VO /vo.plgrid.pl/dynamic/??? should get a gid from a pool grp1–
grp100.
• All users having the role mathlab should get a supplementary gid mathlabuser.
• All users with the role user and the VO /vo1 should get a uid from a pool vo1-user1–
vo1-user100.
The above settings are already managed in the UNICORE with a use of special in-
carnation attributes, which are defined in the static attribute sources as files, XUUDB or
UVOS. However in this case we need a new attribute source because the dynamic mapping
must be performed only for already authorized users and should not reserve a local uids or
gids for users which are banned by the authorization stack. Additionally as an input new
attribute source will need the final information on effective static attributes (as VO mem-
bership or VO role). Therefore a new mechanism must be integrated after authorization
step in the UNICORE Services Environment what is depicted in the figure 2.
As a reference implementation we propose an extended XUUDB service. Extending
an existing service will not increase administration effort a lot, and will minimize develop-
ment effort.
The extended XUUDB service will feature a possibility to assign uids, gids and sup-
plementary gids, by creating logical expressions using static user’s attributes as an input.
The local identifiers will be assigned from precreated pools, retrieved from a script defined
by an administrator or simply fixed.
Impact: easy deployment of static VOs (automatic uids assignment) and dynamic VOs
(automatic gids assignment); possibility to define local supplementary gids issued per-VO.
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5.4 Required Features of the VO Service
Implementation of the dynamic VO features will most probably take place in the new major
release of the UVOS system. UVOS already offers possibility to define subgroups. What
needs to be done is a proper separation of privileges, allowing for UVOS-administrator
controlled creation of big, parent VOs and user-driven creation of subgroups in allowed
places. Similarly, attributes defined in the subgroups should not be propagated to the parent
groups.
Finally the VO service must offer capabilities to discover (and register) resources which
are assigned to each VO. For this purpose we propose to implement in the UVOS the
UNICORE Registry interface (which is strictly based on the WSRF Service Group stan-
dard). Each of the VOs would feature one instance of the Registry. Such approach will
allow to reuse the code to manage registered services in UVOS, the code to register a
resource on a target site and finally simplify a client resource discovery, as support for
UNICORE Registry is available there.
Impact: complete management of the VO contents and discovery of its members and
resources.
5.5 Client Support
The fundamental principle behind client support of dynamic VOs is obvious: it must be
easy.
We foresee the following set of functions:
• VO management: creating a VO; inviting users to a VO; managing invitations; man-
aging VO members.
• Resources management: adding/removing a resource to/from a VO in a desired mode.
• Resources discovery: listing resources accessible from a VO.
The first part of operations will be using the VO service to obtain potential users and
manage them. The second part should be integrated with the existing resource management
features. For instance in the UNICORE Rich Client the “share it” operation should be
available from the resource context menu of the Grid Browser. The last part will require
integration of the per VO registry, as provided by the VO service.
It can be noted that none of the operations is complicated, and all can have an intuitive
interface, especially in case of a URC plugin.
Impact: possibility to manage dynamic VOs by the end-users.
6 Summary and Outlook
The planned extensions of the UNICORE stack are vast and complicated. However they
will bring a significant added-value, and will affect the existing functionality minimally.
The built-in features to easily cooperate and share work results should greatly increase
productivity of UNICORE users.
It can be noted that the new features can be either disabled, or used together with
current solutions in a mixed mode and so the backwards compatibility will be preserved.
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For instance selected users can have the fixed account mappings, while the rest has the
dynamic mappings.
The planned improvements will also allow for starting a work on other features. As-
signment of requests to the VOs creates a foundation for deploying in the UNICORE a
per-VO billing system and controlling the VO-bound licenses usage. The new VO service
can be further extended to provide more complex per-VO authorization rules, assuming
that there will be a need for such. Finally, if UNICORE is extended, we can enrich the
list of the UNICORE incarnation attributes to provide a VO-scoped control of the new fea-
ture. For example we can add new incarnation attributes governing which Virtual Machine
(VM) images (and with what physical resources) are allowed for a VO, if an on-demand
VM deployment is made possible in UNICORE.
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The UNICORE middleware is increasingly used for data-intensive applications where large
data volumes need to be transferred reliably at adequate data rates.
This paper presents the state of the art in UNICORE with respect to file transfer, and takes
an in-depth look at the existing functionalities, the performance (transfer rates, reliability) and
last-not-least the current limitations of the existing interfaces and available implementations.
The recently introduced UFTP file transfer has been deployed and thoroughly tested in realistic
environments. Here, we look at the performance of UFTP in two settings: a test installation
within the PRACE infrastructure, and a 100GBit/s testbed operated by the TU Dresden and TU
Freiberg. The latter study shows the potential of UFTP in a network of the highest performance.
Furthermore, we present work that has been done to integrate the widely used GridFTP transfer
into UNICORE, motivated by interoperability requirements in the U.S. XSEDE infrastructure
as well as other European software such as dCache.
Finally, we review the reliability aspects of the UNICORE server-to-server file transfer and
present some possible improvements.
1 Introduction
UNICORE has been traditionally used to provide access to high-performance computing
resources, where the associated data management functionality can be rather limited. It
was enough to be able to upload input files for the job and download result files. However,
the scenarios where UNICORE is used are changing rapidly towards more data-oriented
usage. In contrast to other Grid systems such as gLite, UNICORE does not have dedi-
cated components for data management (i. e. storage elements), rather the UNICORE/X
component provides a tightly integrated set of services that offer file transfer functionality
together with job management and other functions.
In this paper we focus on file transfer, presenting several recent results and develop-
ments, as well as work in progress and future ideas on how to improve the file transfer
functionalities in UNICORE.
The paper is organised as follows: the next section presents the state of the art in
UNICORE (as of version 6.5.0). Section 3 describes performance tests of the recently in-
troduced UFTP file transfer protocol. In Section 4 we take a look at GridFTP, while Section
5 presents recent work on reliability and possible future extensions and enhancements.
2 File Transfer in UNICORE - an Overview
Data and/or file transfer is an integral part of any distributed computing system, and
UNICORE is no exception. Currently two mechanisms exist that have to be distinguished
because they have slightly different features.
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2.1 File Transfer on the Web Service Level
On the one hand, a UNICORE client can initiate a file transfer by invoking the Export
(or Import) method on the Storage Management Service (SMS) instance that provides
access to the source (target) storage resource. This will download (or upload) data onto (or
from) the local file system to the remote file system. Data transfers can be monitored via the
UNICORE’s web service interfaces. As an important special case of this scenario, server-
to-server file transfers are possible, where one UNICORE server acts as client. These
transfers are set up by invoking the SendFile or ReceiveFilemethods on the Storage
management service instance.
For performance reasons, all data transfer should go directly from the source to the
target filesystem without any intermediate socket connections. Taking the UNICORE ar-
chitecture into account, this means that the server-side process that sends or accepts data
should run directly on the TSI node.
Due to the integration into UNICORE clients, protocol handlers need to be written in
Java. Non-Java solutions are in principle possible (for example using invocation of external
tools, or even integration via the Java Native Interface), but these tend to be clumsy and
lack features such as detailed monitoring.
Multiple file transfer protocols are supported. In practice, the BFT mechanism is the
default mechanism supported by all clients and servers. This is based directly on the
HTTPS connection between client and UNICORE/X server. The BFT transfer achieves
performance of some MB/sec, but this is not enough for high-volume data transfer. One
limitation for performance is the fact that multiple "hops" are required: client to gateway,
gateway to UNICORE/X and finally UNICORE/X to TSI. Of course the data is streamed
through (not cached at each hop), but still each hop approximately halves the performance.
Another important protocol from an interoperability perspective is the ByteIO trans-
fer mechanism, which is standardised by the OGF1, and implemented by other middle-
ware such as Genesis II2. The performance of the UNICORE implementation is fairly bad,
reaching only several 100 KB/sec. This is due to the fact that UNICORE only supports
the simple way of transmitting the data embedded into the web service SOAP request / re-
sponse messages. The superior "MTOM" mechanism of attaching binary data is not (yet)
supported. Using MTOM the performance should be comparable to BFT.
Currently the most promising file transfer mechanism in UNICORE is UFTP, which
has been described in great detail elsewhere3. UFTP is based on plain TCP, and (as we will
show later) can saturate even high-performance network lines. The most interesting feature
of UFTP is that it is modelled after the venerable FTP4 protocol, and (as FTP) requires only
a single open firewall port for firewall transversal, negotiating the required data connections
dynamically. Each client-to-server UFTP transfer involves a control connection, which can
be used to add additional features to UFTP as will be shown in Section 5.
2.2 Data Staging: File Transfer on the XNJS Level
On the other hand, data can be staged into or out of a job’s working directory. For data
staging, UNICORE supports additional protocols, such as mailto, scp or GridFTP. Data
staging is initiated and monitored by the XNJS component that takes care of job manage-
ment within a UNICORE/X server. Note that all protocols supported for file transfer also
work for data staging, but not vice versa.
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Summarizing, there are two levels of integration of any particular file transfer mech-
anism, the full integration on a web service level, or the lesser XNJS-level. In terms of
performance, UFTP and GridFTP are to be preferred, with UFTP to be preferred due to its
superior security. However GridFTP plays a huge role in practice, and UNICORE would
do well to provide a useable, interoperable solution for accessing GridFTP.
3 UFTP Performance Tests
Since its introduction in the UNICORE 6.4.0 release, UFTP is increasingly being deployed
and used. This section describes tests that have been done on resources within the PRACE
network as well as performance tests done on a 100GBit/sec testbed.
3.1 PRACE Tests
The PRACE Research Infrastructure5 can be seen as the successor to the DEISA project
which connected several European HPC centres using dedicated network lines. Typically,
the HPC resources are available via several network interfaces. To deploy and use UFTP
in such an environment, client support for selecting an appropriate network interface had
to be added to UFTP.
A small testbed consisting of HPC systems in Jülich, CINECA and SARA was used for
initial tests. As the sites and network are rather heterogeneous, the performance depends
on which sites and which network interfaces are used. On the 1Gbit/s link between Jülich
and CINECA, a transfer rate of 70MB/sec was achieved. Similar rates were measured on
the 10GBit/s link between SARA and Jülich, showing that the file systems rather than the
network bandwidth limit the read/write rates. For comparison, a Jülich internal test was
done on the 10GBit/s link between the JUGENE (GPFS file system) and JUROPA (Lustre)
systems. Here up to 250 MB/sec were measured.
Obviously, these results are very encouraging, showing that UFTP is a very viable
transfer solution. For the first time, UNICORE has a native file transfer solution that is
competitive for large files.
3.2 UFTP in a 100GBit/s Testbed
We were fortunate to have the opportunity to test UFTP in a network of the highest per-
formance. A project involving TU Dresden and T-Systems SfR as well as several industry
partners like Alcatel-Lucent6.
For our purposes, the testbed can be described as follows. Two clusters (one located
in Dresden, the other in Freiberg) are connected by a 100Gbit/s line. Each cluster consists
of a head node and several cluster nodes, connected by a 10Gbit/s line. Thus, between
any two nodes, 10Gbit/s can be achieved, while the aggregated bandwidth (using multiple
nodes) can be as high as 100Gbit/s.
We tested UFTP in various scenarios involving data sizes up to 10GB. To remove
the limitations of the file systems, data was generally read from /dev/zero and written to
/dev/null. Due to the high quality of the network connection, best results were achieved
using a single UFTP data stream. To simplify the testing, UFTP was used without the
involvement of a UNICORE server or client.
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• Single server, single client: here UFTP achieved up to 1.2 GB/sec, corresponding to
98% of the line rate
• Multiple server-client pairs: several UFTP servers and clients were set up and started,
trying to achieve parallel data transfers between all of the pairs. Again, up to 98% of
the line rate (i. e. 12GB/sec for 11 client-server pairs) were measured.
These results show that UFTP can utilize a network of the highest performance and
achieve very good transfer rates. Of course, this is mostly due to the quality of the TCP
stack, and its usage in the Java virtual machine, which is almost the same as in the native
C environment.
4 Improving the GridFTP Integration
UNICORE has been able to use GridFTP for data staging already for a long time. The
integration is rather crude, however: for each data staging operation involving GridFTP,
UNICORE simply invokes the globus-url-copy tool which has to be installed on
the TSI node. The required proxy certificate is created on the UNICORE client side, and
uploaded to the server.
While this is already sufficient for many cases, there are open issues:
• It should be possible to use existing credentials (e.g. VOMS attribute certificates, or
MyProxy certificates) instead of creating a proxy from the end-user certificate
• It is not possible to interact directly from a UNICORE client with a GridFTP server.
This requires integration on a web service level.
While solving the first issue is fairly simple, the integration of GridFTP on a web ser-
vice level is more complicated. Java APIs and libraries for GridFTP and other Globus tools
are provided by the jGlobus libraries which are part of the Globus Java COG kit7. It was
possible to patch the jGlobus library in order to remove all conflicts with the UNICORE
libraries. The patched jGlobus was tested in the HiLA API.
As using jGlobus seems to be doable, intriguing possibilities arise for a much bet-
ter integration with GridFTP: a native UNICORE client module to read/write GridFTP
files could be implemented. This would allow direct access of a GridFTP server
from a UNICORE client as well as data staging without requiring a pre-installed
globus-url-copy. A useful and flexible solution for providing the required creden-
tials remains to be developed.
5 Reliability Challenges and other Work in Progress
A critical feature of transfer of large data volumes is reliability. It is not acceptable that
a transfer needs to be restarted from scratch in case of errors. This is true for both data
staging during job processing and data upload/download by clients. UNICORE currently
has built-in support for re-starting failed transfers, where data was already partially moved.
Of course such a feature also depends on the protocol that is used. While some protocols
(like HTTP) in principle support partial reads or reading from a given offset, some do not.
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To overcome this issue, work on a truly reliable server-to-server transfer was started.
This can use any protocol provided it allows to read byte ranges. This is true at least for
HTTP and ByteIO, and will be implemented in the next release of UFTP.
One weakness of UFTP (and UNICORE file transfers generally) is that they are inef-
ficient for large numbers of (smaller) files. This is due to the overhead having to "create"
a file transfer resource for each file before being able to send data. Since UFTP is using
a control channel as well as data channels (like FTP itself), an obvious solution to this
problem is to transfer multiple files using a single UFTP session. This will remove the
overhead of having to initiate a UFTP connection for each file, and should greatly improve
performance. This "session" functionality will be released with UFTP 2.0 expected in late
2012.
Thinking further, it is attractive to speculate on implementing a synchronization pro-
tocol directly in UFTP. This would allow to "sync" a local with a remote directory using
UFTP, allowing advanced use cases such as storage replication. To make synchronization
efficient, an algorithm such as the well-known rsync algorithm8 suggests itself.
6 Summary and Outlook
Data management and transfer continues to be a major driver for future enhancements of
UNICORE. Rather that adding to the already very strong compute functionality, improving
the file transfer functionalities is likely to provide much more added value for end users.
As this paper has tried to show, the UFTP file transfer library is one area where valuable
new features can be added: UFTP is reliable, very fast and easy to use, and due to its
relationship to FTP it can be extended with high-level functionality like a session mode,
partial downloads, or even rsync-like synchronization capabilities. Since the UFTP library
itself is small, it can potentially be used in contexts outside of the full UNICORE scenario
as well.
A second major area is GridFTP: despite the differences in the security models, and
the "traditional" competition between UNICORE and Globus, a more useful and feature-
rich integration of GridFTP has become more than an interoperability exercise. Many users
have the real need to integrate data from GridFTP servers into the UNICORE environment.
Last not least, there are many things to do to make the UNICORE experience more re-
warding for end-users. Having well-performing, reliable, scalable file transfer mechanisms
is a key ingredient, and should receive more development effort.
We have shown some of the ongoing development activity in these areas, and are con-
fident that future UNICORE versions will be even better suited for data-oriented applica-
tions.
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Within the EMI project, the European Grid Middlewares ARC, gLite, UNICORE and dCache
will be improved on interoperability and made more integrated. These efforts include the com-
munication between them, where the access to each others services is made easier and more
comprehensive.
In the Grid, the data are stored on storage elements of different sizes. Most of them are man-
aged by Storage Resource Managers (SRM) and are accessible via the SRM protocol. Until
now, UNICORE doesn’t provide a way to use the SRM protocol, thus there is no access to
SRM managed storages. To improve this situation for the UNICORE users, one task of EMI is
to integrate access to these common Grid storage systems into UNICORE. This will be achieved
by implementing an interface for client access to SRM storages.
Additionally to SRM-based management, many files in the Grid are indexed in file catalogues,
like the LHC File Catalogue (LFC), which is a part of gLite. There exist file catalogues that are
VO-based, as well as for smaller user communities. If UNICORE supports access to the LFC,
users may have a structured global view of their data, independent of the actual storage element
where the data are stored, and can access these data. Therefore, the second Grid storage inte-
gration topic of EMI is the provision of UNICORE access to the LFC file catalogue.
This paper presents which techniques are used to reach these goals, explains details of the
UNICORE model of storage handling and how it is used to implement client access to SRM
storages and LFC. Typical file operations on SRM and LFC, necessary in the stage-in or stage-
out processes in UNICORE jobs are described, as well as the current implementation status,
handicaps and future plans.
This work was funded by the EMI project under European Commission Grant Agreement
INFSO-RI-261611.
1 Introduction
1.1 The European Middleware Initiative EMI and UNICORE Data Management
The goal of the European Middleware Initiative is to deliver a consolidated set of
middleware products based on the four major European middleware providers:
• ARC (Advanced Resource Connector) is a lightweight middleware developed by Nor-
duGrid.
• gLite provides a framework for building Grid applications, started as part of the EGEE
project
• UNICORE started as a German Grid middleware system with workflow support,
developed at Jülich Supercomputing Centre
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• dCache, developed by DESY, is more a Grid storage element than a Grid middleware,
that stores huge amounts of data under a single virtual filesystem. The dCache storage
element is widely deployed within the WLCG.
These middlewares are developed in collaboration within EMI, under the major aspects of
harmonization, integration, standardization and interoperability to establish a sustainable
model to support, harmonise and evolve the middlewares. It is deployed in the European
Grid Initiative (EGI) as part of the Unified Middleware Distribution (UMD2). The focus
within EMI is on the areas of compute, security, infrastructure and data.1
Currently, UNICORE provides access to external storages for iRODS, Hadoop, and the
filesystem, whereof iRODS is the only native Grid storage. A benefit for UNICORE users
would be to extend the variety of available storages. Since many Grid storage elements
support access by the SRM protocol, and many files available via SRM are referenced
by the LFC, which is widely deployed within the WLCG, offering those possibilities to
UNICORE users seems quite useful. Therefore the integration of LFC- and SRM-based
storage access has been accepted as a task of the EMI data area integration work. SRM-
based storages are provided by the EMI partners dCache and gLite.
1.2 Data Management in the Grid
In the Grid data management there is a huge challenge: here exists lots of data, like data
from experiments, calculated results, temporary files or user and job files, that are owned
by many users. Those users are organized in several communities and Virtual Organiza-
tions (VO) and the data is distributed over many storage resources world-wide and ac-
cessed by different protocols: partly standard, partly storage element-specific protocols.
This scenario implies basic challenges like transparent access for the user, access control
mechanisms for authorization and authentication, and many more on security, scalability,
reliability and transaction and storage management.
Data stored in gLite-based Grids are mostly structured in a hierarchical manner (see Fig-
ure 1). On the top there are Grid file catalogues that only store logical filenames (LFN)
that point to existing replicas of files distributed on several Grid Storage Elements (SE) by
Storage URLs (SURL). The storage elements beneath are managed by Storage Resource
Managers (SRM), that control the local storages. They resolve Storage URLs to the actual
file location on harddisks and to the Transfer URLs (TURL). These Transfer URLs may
be finally used to physically access a file. The Storage URL does not need to have any
relation to the Transfer URL and is only important to the SRM, which prepares the file for
transfer and generates the Transfer URL.3
2 Technical Principles
2.1 The gLite File Catalogue LFC
LFC is the LCG File Catalogue and a part of gLite. The file catalogue offers a hierarchical
view of files to users, with a UNIX-like client interface, and provides logical to physical
mappings for file identifiers. It can be used locally, or as a global catalogue holding details
of files stored on Grid storage elements. Using a file catalogue, a community is able to
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Figure 1. Hierarchical Grid Data Management
keep track of all of its files distributed on various storage elements in the Grid.
The LFC stores all information in logical filenames, which provide a unique identifier for
every file, information on physical replicas and system metadata like owner and access
rights.3
2.2 Storage Resource Management - The SRM Protocol
The Storage Resource Manager is a Webservice Protocol for Grid storage management that
is implemented in several Storage Resource Managers. Files in the SRM are referenced by
Storage URLs.
Well known Storage Resource Managers are: dCache, that supports tape backends; the
gLite Disk Pool Manager (DPM) without tape support, that pools individual disk servers
together to a single namespace; StoRM, that acts as a SRM layer on top of a POSIX filesys-
tem, and BeStMan, the SRM reference implementation of the Lawrence Berkley National
Laboratory. Further there are the CERN-owned storage elements CASTOR with a tape
backend and EOS, the CERN disk only storage element.3
Features of the SRM are Space Reservation, Space Tokens, Retention Policy and Access
Latency assignment, further Storage Classes, bringOnline- and prepareToGet requests and
protocol negotiation of the file transfer protocol, since the actual file transfer is not per-
formed by the SRM but by some file transfer protocol like GridFTP.
SRM supports many POSIX filesystem operations as well as put and get operations, which
are always delegated to be done by actual file transfer protocols.
2.3 The UNICORE Storage Interface SMS: Storage Management Service
The Storage Management Service (SMS) is the UNICORE interface to storage resources
and a component of the UNICORE/X server. The UNICORE/X server is a central compo-
nent of UNICORE, and located in the UNICORE service layer4. The storages available for
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Figure 2. UNICORE File Handling
UNICORE, which are local filesystems on UNICORE servers, remote storage elements,
and the storages on the target systems, are managed by the Storage Management Service.
It provides an abstract, homogenous filesystem-like view of a storage resource to the user
and takes care of all common filesystem operations, like creation, deletion, moving of files
and directories or directory listings and metadata. It initializes file transfers for put and get
operations, like import, export and stage-in and stage-out of files on the local machine.
There are currently only a few SMS implementations to access external storages: iRODS,
Hadoop, and the filesystem.
UNICORE distinguishes between the storage access itself and the actual file transfer
within UNICORE (see Figure 2). While the SMS is responsible for storage access, reading
and writing files, the file transfer within UNICORE is done by the File Transfer Service
(FTS), which can handle several protocols.
Typical scenarios to invoke an SMS are the stage-in and stage-out processes before and
after job processing, or user-driven data management on UNICORE storages.
3 Enabling SRM and LFC Access for UNICORE
3.1 Integration Tasks
3.1.1 LFC Access
Both, the LFC and the SRM accesses are implemented as UNICORE SMS components.
For the implementation of the LFC SMS the gLite Data Management Library developed by
the cloud service provider maatG has been used1. This Java-based library provides client
functions to access the LFC and the gLite DPM and DPNS (DPM Name Server) services.
Although the SMS design as a storage access component also provides the possibility to
write to storages, writing to the LFC, or in general creating new entries in the LFC, is not
possible. This is due to the necessity of two URLs for this operation: the first one indicates
the LFN of the LFC entry to be created or appended to, and the second one, the Storage
URL, points to the location of the referenced replica. Unfortunately the UNICORE SMS
file writing function supports only one URL as the destination to write to. This issue is due
to the contrast of the UNICORE SMS as an storage interface and the LFC, which is rather
a metadata service than a file storage.
1https://project-mgt.maatg.fr/projects/glite-data-management/
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Figure 3. View of the LFC Storage Management Service on Reading a File
The reverse way, ‘reading’ a ‘file’ from the LFC is implemented in the following way:
When a file is requested by the user or by the stage-in process of a job, the first step is to
request the LFC to resolve the LFN to a Storage URL (see Figure 3). Now an SRM SMS
is instantiated and the Storage URL is delegated to it. In the second step the SRM SMS
performs an srm-get-request for the Storage URL to the Storage Resource Manager of the
storage element. Currently, only files stored in storage elements providing SRM access are
supported with LFC SMS. The SRM returns a Transfer URL. At last, the Transfer URL is
used to transfer the file from the storage element using GridFTP. As one can see, the LFC
SMS depends on the SRM SMS for the actual file access.
The configuration of the LFC SMS is done by the common UNICORE way within the
uas.config file. Additionally to the usual parameters, the hostname and the port of the LFC
service have to be declared using the sms.lfc.host and sms.lfc.host parameters. It is also
possible, to use environment variables to instantiate the SMS.
As usual on gLite-based grid services, a valid X.509 grid proxy certificate is necessary to
access the LFC using the SMS. Therefore the user needs to serve his or her proxy certificate
to the UNICORE/X server, using the UNICORE client. The SMS will request the provided
certificate by the client connection, and use it to authenticate the user on the LFC. Without
a valid proxy certificate, the SMS will refuse to work.
A feature that additionally may be added, is replica selection on requesting an LFN to
transfer. If there are multiple copies of a file stored on different storage elements, these
replicas may show different access latencies. For example, one replica on a storage element
might be stored on disk, and a second one is stored on a tape backend of another storage
element. To avoid longer idle time instead of waiting for the latter storage element for
staging the file from tape, the replica, which is stored on disk and assumed to be served
faster, may be selected for transfer.
3.1.2 SRM Storage Access
For the SRM integration only a small subset of all SRM client functions has been imple-
mented due to the limited functions of the UNICORE SMS interface. The SMS can issue
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the common filesystem commands to browse directories, get file listings and metadata, and
put or get files. But a lot of SRM functions are not available, like requests for space reser-
vation or bring-online requests.
For the implementation the dCache SRM client library is used, which provides the whole
set of SRM client functions.
The SRM SMS is configured similar to the LFC SMS in the uas.config file, specifying the
additional parameters sms.srm.host and sms.srm.port. A valid X.509 grid proxy certificate
is required, as well.
3.2 Problems and proposed solutions on SRM and LFC integration
The implemented LFC and SRM SMS modules worked well within the module tests. But
when trying to integrate the components into the UNICORE/X software stack, it was fig-
ured out, that there were a lot of conflicts in the Java dependencies used by both compo-
nents and the UNICORE dependencies, like different versions of the Bouncy Castle API,
or the customized Globus library used by dCache.
In order to solve this problem, two solutions are currently considered: implementing the
required SRM client functions using the UNICORE webservice stack, or adapting the
dCache SRM client library to use the libraries provided by UNICORE. Both options seem
quite complex. The SRM uses an outdated RPC/encoded style of web service, which
makes it hard to implement. Forcing the SRM client library to use the UNICORE libraries
is expected to turn out number of broken functions, that have to be fixed. A possible solu-
tion for the file transfer could be to use the GridFTP functions currently developed within
the HiLA.
Another problem is using of X.509 certificates required by LFC and SRM. The user’s proxy
certificate is only available via the client connection when the user is connected and calls
the SMS directly. When the user disconnects and a job tries to get a file from an LFC or
SRM storage on behalf of the user, the proxy certificate isn’t available anymore. But this
is by far the most common use case, instead of loading all files the user.
To solve this issue provisionary, an existing workaround has been used, which was also al-
ready used by the existing GridFTP implementation of the UNICORE/X server. Therefore
the users proxy certificate, provided by the client connection, is stored on the UNICORE/X
server, and read when necessary. But this is a rather imperfect solution. In the medium-
term it is planned to switch to the EMI Security Token Service (STS), which is still in
development. The STS is designed to transform security tokens from one format into an-
other, like SAML assertions into X.509 certificates and vice versa5. Using the STS it is
possible to convert the SAML-assertions used by UNICORE into X.509 proxy certificates
required by the LFC and SRM access.
4 Conclusion
The UNICORE integration of LFC/SRM access is on a good way to attach the LFC and
SRM storages to UNICORE and to establish more interoperability between the UNICORE
middleware and other EMI storage elements. As a result, the users within UNICORE
work with their files stored on other common Grid storages. Unfortunately is was delayed
to make it available already in the EMI 2 release as planned.
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In this paper we present a Uniform Distributed Storage View plugin for the UNICORE Rich
Client. The plugin provides solution for exposing storage resources distributed between differ-
ent UNICORE sites as a single logical space. The uniform view can be also used during job
preparation allowing users an easy access to the files and directories. Such feature is highly de-
sired by end-users, allowing them to forget about an actual location of their files and to consider
grid storage as a single file system.
1 Introduction
The experience with the grid deployment shows that storage is similarly important as com-
pute resources. Moreover, recent developments in the cloud technology allow users to
access distributed storage in easy and efficient way. Users get access to the different cloud
storages such as Dropbox1, Google Drive2 or Globus Online3. Such solutions differs in
technology but for the user they are visible as folders on the desktop or as a simple web
application allowing for easy (often drag and drop) upload and download of the files.
Easy configuration and lack of the access barrier makes such solutions very popular
even for non-experienced users. Utilization of the cloud technology in the everyday appli-
cations and devices such as editors or tablets provides cloud storage additional popularity
despite limited security or lack of control.
Unfortunately, grid middleware is focused on the CPU utilization and still lacks storage
solutions which offer functionality similar to the cloud storage. The access to the data is
organized according to the computational requirements rather than users’ needs.
The UNICORE middleware provides the possibility to expose distributed compute re-
sources but in the case of distributed storage either separate solutions must be deployed
and integrated or the system is limited to use separate storage resources independently. To
access data a user has to know at which Vsite data is stored and then provide the path to the
file. The Grid Browser plugin available in the UNICORE Rich Client is a good example
of such hierarchical access to the data (see Figure 1). One should note that once a file
is located, it can be used as input and output of the job or workflow and the UNICORE
middleware takes care of the necessary file transfers.
There are few possible approaches which can mitigate this situation. One option is the
DSMS system architecture developed recently4. It combines multiple UNICORE storage
resources into a single logical resource. This resource is usable by both grid client software
directly and grid services (for instance by the UNICORE Workflow Service). Users do not
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Figure 1. Screenshot presenting the actual version of the grid browser from the UNICORE Rich Client.
have to know where their files are stored physically. Optionally, advanced users have an
opportunity to be aware of the distributed nature of the storage and physical files locations.
Another approach, described in this paper, is a uniform view of the distributed storage
in the UNICORE Rich Client. This solution does not need installation of new components
on the server side and provides similar functionality. Users can switch between traditional
view of distributed storage organized in the form of the Vsite tree and a uniform view
which hides information of the Vsites and provides a tree of files and folders. Users can
browse resources as in the traditional model, use them as input and output files in the jobs
and workflows.
2 Uniform Distributed Storage View
The logical structure of the uniform storage view is a contraction of the directory structures
of the Vsites. For the directories of the same name but located at different Vsites single
entry is generated with the same name and members which are files from all copies of
the catalogue. For the files of the same name located in the directories of the same name
located on different physical resources, the files are displayed separately in the directory
tree with the original name followed by the name of the Vsite they are stored on. This
simple solution allows to avoid naming problems and results in the well-defined tree of
files and folders. The proposed solution obviously does not detect exact copies of the files
and management of such copies is left to the user.
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The uniform storage view has been implemented as Eclipse plugin5 and can be loaded
to the UNICORE Rich Client. It is configured as additional view called Storage Browser
and does not replace the standard view offered by the Grid Browser. The user is provided
with the possibility to switch between both views. An example of the uniform view on the
resources is presented in Figure 2. The conflicting names of the files extended with the
name of their Vsite are marked.
Figure 2. Screenshot presenting the storage browser with the uniform view on the data.
Conflicting names of the files are extended with the name of Vsite and are marked.
The uniform distributed storage view can be used to browse resources in the Grid
Browser but can also be used to browse files during job or workflow preparation. As
presented in Figure 3 it allows the user to pick files for job input or output or to transfer
files to and from user’s computer. Once a file is selected using uniform storage view, its
name is translated to one used by the UNICORE and standard procedures apply.
Some issues arise if a user selects not a file but output directory which consists of more
than one physical locations. In such a situation, a file to be stored on disk might be created
in any of the physical locations. In most cases this is not a problem, but sometimes the
user would like to preserve better control on the location where data is stored for example
because of the transfer speed. To address this issue we have provided a dedicated configu-
ration panel which allows to set up Vsite priority, i.e. priority to use one or another Vsite to
store data (see Figure 4). The higher value means higher probability of using the particular
Vsite to store data, zero means that Vsite will not be used at all.
The uniform data view plugin allows also to perform some management tasks on the
distributed storage. In particular it provides information on the disk space available at the
different Vsites and measures transfer speed between user’s computer and different Vsites
as well as between Vsites. The results are displayed in the form of a matrix as presented in
Figure 5. The transfer speed is measured by checking the transfer time of a file of known
size filled with random data. The size of the file as well as the levels used to colour results
can be set up by the user in the plugin preferences panel.
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Figure 3. Fragment of a screenshot presenting usage of the uniform storage view for setting files to stage in and
out.
Figure 4. Fragment of a screenshot presenting configuration panel used to prioritize storages.
Another functionality implemented by the uniform storage view plugin is monitoring
of the recently or more frequently used files. Such files are detected based on their access
time and then can be moved by the user to the optimal physical storage (for example with
the highest upload speed).
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Figure 5. Fragment of a screenshot presenting results of the site-site transfer speed measurements.
3 Summary
The uniform distributed storage view plugin developed for the UNICORE Rich Client
extends its functionality. In particular it presents to the user a uniform view of the files and
directories in the whole grid hiding information on physical locations. This view can be
used also during job and workflow preparation. The plugin allows also to perform some
data management tasks on the distributed storage. It provides users with the information of
space available at the different Vsites, checks transfer speed between user’s computer and
storages, provides matrix of transfer speed between different storages. The plugin allows
also to monitor files most frequently used and move them to the storage optimal because
of the transfer time.
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In this paper we describe UNICORE infrastructure implemented in the Polish NGI. Special at-
tention is given to the integration of the UNICORE middleware with the PL-Grid authentication
and authorization framework. This solution allows for uniform infrastructure and user manage-
ment across different middlewares. Monitoring and accounting of the UNICORE infrastructure
integrated with the PL-Grid framework are described. We also present utilization of the Polish
grid infrastructure using UNICORE access. It shows that UNICORE is popular among users
and is considered as important and prospective method to access computational resources.
1 Introduction
The main aim of the Polish National Grid Infrastructure is to build sustainable grid in-
frastructure for the scientific community in Poland1. This has been achieved thanks to
the PL-Grid project realized in the years 2009-2012. From its beginning project consid-
ered utilization of the most popular and successful grid middlewares such as gLite and
UNICORE2, 3. In this paper we describe UNICORE infrastructure implemented in the Pol-
ish NGI. Special attention is given to the integration of the UNICORE middleware with the
PL-Grid authentication and authorization framework. The solutions for monitoring and ac-
counting of the UNICORE infrastructure within the PL-Grid are also presented. In result
uniform infrastructure and user management across different middlewares is realized.
The installation of the UNICORE is fully integrated with the PL-Grid portal which pro-
vides users with easy registration, certificate management and application for resources. In
addition, the portal gathers and presents to the user information about the current allocation
and resource utilization.
We present usage of the Polish grid infrastructure through UNICORE and compare
it to the utilization of the resources with the gLite. The results show that UNICORE is
popular among the users and is considered as important and prospective method to access
computational resources.
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Figure 1. Schematic picture of the UNICORE infrastructure in the PL-Grid divided to the client tier, central
services and target system. The components used from the European Middleware Initiative are marked.
2 UNICORE Infrastructure in PL-Grid
The UNICORE infrastructure in PL-Grid consists of 5 HPC centres which act as inde-
pendent sites providing computational resources (see Figure 1.)4. Most of the UNICORE
services are deployed at the main site located at ICM. The execution services are installed
at all sites providing resources including ICM. The UNICORE security infrastructure is
based on the UNICORE Virtual Organizations Service (UVOS)5. The UVOS service is
populated with the data received from the PL-Grid LDAP repository. LDAP contains in-
formation about users, their privileges and certificates. This data is synchronized with the
UVOS and is used to authorize and authenticate users.
The UNICORE infrastructure consists of three installations dedicated to the different
purposes and users’ communities. Because of that, they vary in scale and configuration.
The production infrastructure provides users with the resources in the computer centres.
The test infrastructure allows for testing solutions developed in the PL-Grid project as
well as new versions of UNICORE. The services of the test infrastructure (except UVOS)
are independent from other installations. Finally there are training facilities intended for
training (including remote training). They allow for the execution of short calculations on
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specially prepared system. The training infrastructure is separated from the two others.
The details of the user’s access to the various components of the PL-Grid infrastructure are
presented in the Figure 2.
Figure 2. Schema of the user’s access to the UNICORE resources including on-line training.
2.1 UNICORE Central Services
Central services are used by the all components of the UNICORE infrastructure. Therefore
they are accessed by all users as well as services installed on the target systems. Central
services store access addresses of the target systems, steer job submission process and
maintain information associated with users. They include: (i) Registry, (ii) UVOS, (iii)
Workflow Engine and (iv) Service Orchestrator.
Registry allows user to access all facilities through one address. UNICORE Clients
and other middleware components contact global registry to obtain detailed information
on the available services and servers. This information is provided automatically while
registry location is known. Such solution is very convenient for the users. They have to be
aware about URL pointing to the registry only which significantly simplifies access to the
distributed resources.
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UNICORE Virtual Organizations Service plays crucial role in the authentication and
authorization of the users. It is actively used by the target systems installed in all centres.
For each computational center there is established separate group in the PL-Grid virtual
organization hierarchy. It allows for independent determination of members belonging to
the group of the center and allows for modification of attributes within group. In order to
reduce the number of connections to the target system it is possible to configure a tempo-
rary cache that allows to speed up operations. This eliminates identical queries within a
short period of time. This process is especially helpful where trust delegation is used and
several connections to UVOS are performed in a short time.
The Workflow Engine and Service Orchestrator are necessary for the processing the
workflow jobs executed with the UNICORE system. The services use knowledge about
the systems getting the target system information from the global registry. The use of
workflows does not require any additional steps beyond the publication of the address in
the central registry.
The configuration of the global services and their maintenance is more complicated
than for the target system. Therefore we have decided to minimize number of instances.
For the relatively small number of institutions providing resources in PL-Grid resulting in
small number of target systems the central services are basically run in a single instance at
ICM.
2.2 UNICORE Target System
The target system infrastructure provides access to the computational and storage resources
available at the computational centres. This functionality is achieved through configuration
and maintenance of the following: (i) UNICORE Gateway (ii) UNICORE/X and (iii) TSI.
The first component provides secure access on the basis of acceptance of certificate.
The certificates issued for the PL-Grid project by the dedicated Certification Authority are
used. The UNICORE/X is responsible for the services that allow access to the resources.
Here we define which queues in the queuing system are made available to the user of the
UNICORE infrastructure and applications which he can use. In addition, it implements
the communication with the TSI, which mediates with the queuing system on the target
system.
the services store address of their instance in the global registry, which allows users
to detect available resources and use them in the user generated workflows. It should be
noted that above services are actively communicating with two central services available
at ICM: the global registry and UVOS.
2.3 Reliability
In the case of the UNICORE installation in the PL-Grid the reliability is achieved based on
the principle of redundancy of services. Currently supported solution enables application
failover scenario4. This involves setting up two copies of the same services. One of them
is run as the main one and second as a backup. In the absence of contact with the main
instance, all traffic is routed to a backup service. Such scenario is used for both central
and target system services. To eliminate hardware problems, the main and backup central
services are placed on the physically separate machines. The same solution is used for
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the target system services. Redundant central services are configured to use the same
data source. Furthermore, the reliability of the data source should be ensured. For the
MySQL database it can be accomplished in several ways using standard database tools and
functionality.
In the case of the UNICORE/X, the reliability is achieved by the redundancy of the data
source using standard mechanisms offered by the database engine (e.g. MySQL). TSI does
not require any additional configuration and backup. TSI instance works together with the
UNICORE/X backup service. In order to achieve good performance, TSI is configured to
work with the queuing system on the execution node.
The Gateway is a stateless component and does not need additional source data. This
allows for the solution at the network level. On both machines (master and backup) it has
the same configuration.
2.4 Monitoring
In the PL-Grid the Nagios system7 is used as the main monitoring framework. There
is a single instance of the Nagios which gathers information about status of all services.
In result, system administrators see current status of the whole UNICORE infrastructure.
Number of tests (Nagios probes) has been developed to verify operation of the UNICORE
services6, 8.
They perform tests of the connection to the UNICORE/X server and test for reading
and writing a file in a shared storage. Checks of the status of the disk space and a simple
task submitted through a queue system are also executed. Depending on the applications
available at the target system, tests are executed in the form of additional tasks.
Each central service has probes to test availability and access. Workflow tests are
also performed. They involve sending tasks and files between target systems. Nagios
checks the ability to perform tasks by each of the target systems, and automatic file transfer
between them. When the test cascade of tasks performed correctly a run of a simple task
on the target systems is not performed. This approach significantly reduces the number
of jobs required by the monitoring system and improves performance. Additional probes
are installed to analyse log files of each service. They require access to the log files and
must be run on the machines that host services. Log analysis tests gather information on
warnings and error messages appearing in the log files.
2.5 Accounting
One of the aims of the PL-Grid project is to oversee allocation of the resources to individual
users or research teams. The accounting of the resources used by individual users and users
groups plays important role in this process. In the BAT portal each user is able to view their
activity at different target systems. However, in order to provide such information to the
users, the history of jobs must be gathered and stored. For this purpose number of services
has been developed for the UNICORE middleware9, 10.
Accounting system consists of several components presented in the Figure 3. First of
them, RUS BSS Adapter, is running on the same machine as queuing system since it re-
quires access to the log files with the resource consumption data. The RUS Job Processor
is installed on the server hosting UNICORE/X service. It allows for the transmission of the
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Figure 3. Schema of the UNICORE accounting in the PL-Grid.
accounting data to the RUS Service responsible for processing accounting data, integration
and preparation to visualization within the BAT. It can be installed at any of the servers run-
ning UNICORE Services Environment (USE), in particular on the server hosting central
services.
The RUS UCC Plugin extends the capabilities of the UNICORE Commandline Client
(UCC). The RUS UR Site performs visualization of the data collected in the form of addi-
tional web application.
3 User Management in the PL-Grid
In order to use the PL-Grid infrastructure user has to register in the PL-Grid Portal. The
process is schematically presented in the Figure 4. The portal provides interface for the
users to obtain self-generated certificates issued by the PnP CA11. User can also apply for
the PL-Grid CA certificates, but this requires personal contact with the RA. The PnP CA
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Figure 4. Schematic view of the new user registration in the PL-Grid. Please note that user can obtain certificate
from one of the supported Certificate Authorities: Simple CA and PL-Grid CA. The whole process is managed
by the PL-Grid portal.
server allows to generate certificate requests (CSR) an process them automatically. The
PnP CA provides web interface to quickly approve new certificates for the users. Addi-
tionally, CA automatically sends the approved certificates to user, as well as information
about new applications to the persons responsible.
The process itself uses an additional registration module registering applications in
the virtual organization supplied with the server UVOS (uvos-webapp). It provides a cus-
tomizable form, which defines data required from the user. Once form is filled server sends
notification to the PnP CA with a request to issue a certificate. Additionally, the registration
process determines the UVOS group to which the new user is attached.
This solution allows to hide less intuitive parts of the certificate issuing process and
facilitates. The procedure performs placement in the UVOS additional information in the
form of groups or attributes which are necessary to grant users with the proper privileges.
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Figure 5. Schematic view of the management of the user certificate. The UVOS service is populated with the
data from the PL-Grid LDAP repository. The dedicated branch is created for each resource provider.
4 Grants and groups
The usage of the PL-Grid infrastructure is controlled through grants. The resources al-
locations and their utilization is accounted within particular grant allocation. Each user
can apply for a grant. Grant owner (manager) can add other users to it to share resources.
There can be more than one person with the role of the grant management. The grant id
is translated to the unix group id which allows users to share data on their accounts on the
PL-Grid infrastructure.
In the case of the UNICORE, the groups are used to share data stored by the grant
members in the UNICORE global storage available on the PL-Grid infrastructure.
Each user which registers in the PL-Grid portal and obtains certificate receives the
default allocation through individual grant. It has some, not huge, resource allocation for
short period of time. More extensive usage requires dedicated grant proposal with some
description and formal request for resources. The whole process of the grant application,
its acceptance and resource allocation is performed within PL-Grid portal. The process
is schematically presented in the Figure 6. Once grant is active the proper information is
stored in the LADP database and is propagated to the UVOS. Than this information is used
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Figure 6. Schema of the process of the application for the grant.
in the job submission process. In particular, grant ID is used as a Project Resource in the
UNICORE Clients.
5 Results
The UNICORE infrastructure has been successfully installed and integrated with the PL-
Grid infrastructure. Despite initial resistance, all Polish HPC centres installed target system
infrastructure and provided access to their resources through UNICORE. The monitoring
and accounting of the jobs submitted through the UNICORE is implemented and integrated
with the rest of the PL-Grid infrastructure.
Close collaboration with the site administrators allowed to simplify and automate the
target system installation. In particular rpm packages prepared by the EMI project12 has
been widely used. The procedures to attach new resources to the UNICORE grid have
been prepared and tested.
In result we have obtained stable infrastructure which offers PL-Grid users flexible
access to the resources such as CPU and storage. From the user’s point of view UNICORE
is one of the access modes and does not require any special activities such as special keys,
procedures etc.
In order to promote UNICORE in the PL-Grid project special attention has been deliv-
ered to the training of the users and system administrators. During three years of the project
we have trained over 700 persons in the dedicated training sessions. More than 200 per-
sons has been introduced to the UNICORE during the hands-on activities. Additionally,
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Figure 7. Utilization of the PL-Grid infrastructure by the UNICORE and gLite users.
the on line training material has been prepared. It introduces users to the infrastructure,
UNICORE, job submission, workflow creation and management. The on-line training has
been hosted in the BlackBoard Lecture Management System and has been available to all
users registered in the PL-Grid portal.
Thanks to the solutions implemented in the PL-Grid the access barrier to the infrastruc-
ture has been significantly lowered which attracted users. The results can be monitored by
the number of the CPU hours utilized on the PL-Grid infrastructure and submitted using
different middlewares. The data presented in the Figure 7. shows continuous growth for
the jobs submitted using UNICORE. We observe that UNICORE is as popular as gLite
for users outside high energy physics (LHC) which naturally dominates usage of the PL-
Grid resources. However, number of jobs submitted and associated amount of CPU hours
utilized on the infrastructure makes UNICORE important way of access PL-Grid infras-
tructure.
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The advent of cloud computing has offered scientific communities the ability to access com-
putational resources that can satisfy their growing research needs starting to outgrow the size
of traditional local resources as PCs and locally managed clusters and also of grid sites. Since
grids and clouds are heterogeneous in nature and are based on different middlewares, inter-
operability between the service interfaces exposing the capabilities of these infrastructures is
recognized as an important issue.
This problem is usually handled by using the appropriate adaptors to interact with several mid-
dlewares thus allowing the applications to be executed on federated infrastructures. While
aiming for federated resources access, there is an overhead for the application clients to contin-
uously detect and adapt to every evolution of the target middlewares.
In the presented work a complementary approach is followed to circumvent this problem by en-
abling interoperability between different execution services through the adoption of open and
widely adopted standards.
1 Introduction and Motivation
The growth of cloud services and technologies has brought many advantages and opportu-
nities to scientific communities offering users efficient and cost-effective solutions to the
problem of lack of computational resources where to execute their applications. Recently,
several grid initiatives1–3 and distributed computing infrastructures have evaluated clouds
in order to provide existing services through the use of virtualization technologies for the
dispatch of scientific applications. On the other hand the spread of these technologies has
introduced an important issue of how to make the new systems interoperable with the ex-
isting ones like grids. In the past this problem has been solved through the use of adaptors
for specific middlewares and APIs4 to provide the high-level abstraction that developers
need in order to make the applications work across different distributed systems.
While the use of these adaptors enables the desired interoperability, there is an over-
head posed on both the developers of the adaptors that have to continuously update the
interfaces and on the application developers that need to update their components. With
the introduction of cloud offerings for research, users started to deal once more with the
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search for a solution to the well-known issue of which interfaces to adopt in order to in-
teract with the actual execution environment. Furthermore, the use of IaaS offerings has
moved the focus down to the protocols related to the provision of resources, while the
work around grids and HPC middlewares5, 6 provided users with services able to offer job
management capabilities, keeping them unaware of the technical details of accessing the
computational nodes.
This work aims to demonstrate how e-Science applications can be seamlessly executed
on heterogeneous infrastructures through the implementation of standards compliant inter-
faces for both grids and clouds. In particular the paper analyses the work performed in
the VENUS-C project12 for the design of a cloud platform and the implementation of the
needed components through the adoption of open standards. The OGF OGSA-BES7 and
JSDL8 specifications and their associated profiles9 have been taken as a basis for the im-
plementation of the VENUS-C Programming Model Enactment Services (PMES)for the
porting and execution of the scenarios in the cloud infrastructure.
The proposed approach has been validated through the execution of a bioinformat-
ics application on a testbed composed of public and private cloud resources offered by
VENUS-C and HPC resources managed by UNICORE. The VENUS-C Platform provides
a hybrid environment with private clouds provided by open source technologies like Emo-
tive Cloud10 and OpenNebula11, and public virtual instances provided by Windows Azure.
Two BES compliant Web Services have been developed, one for the enactment of appli-
cations on Azure through the Generic Worker (GW)13 and another one for the execution
of COMPSs (COMP Superscalar)14 workflows on private clouds. The results demonstrate
that the execution of the application benefits from the provision of cloud resources as po-
tential backup of traditional HPC resources, still avoiding the implementation of additional
adaptors.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the implementation of
the standards interfaces for the job management components in VENUS-C and UNICORE,
section 3 evaluates the proposed approach through the enactment of a use case in an hybrid
environment and section 4 concludes the paper.
2 Implementations
The Basic Execution Service specification defines the service operations used to submit
and control jobs within a job management system. BES defines two WSDL port types:
BES-Management for managing the BES itself, and BES-Factory for creating, monitoring
and managing sets of activities. A BES manages activities, not just jobs, but the activity
in the context of the enactment services in VENUS-C is an e-Science code developed for
instance as a COMPSs application and executed in the actual infrastructure through the
actual
2.1 UNICORE BES
UNICORE is an open source middleware that provides seamless and intuitive access to var-
ious abstractions for grid computing resources such as supercomputers, clusters, and server
farms. It is implemented using a set of Web Services standards and designed to offer an
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easy interface for scientists to perform scientific computations related to Life Science, Vir-
tual Physiological Human, Fusion Science etc. UNICORE has been demonstrated and used
in large scientific e-Infrastructures like XSEDE15, PRACE16, and EGI. UNICORE special-
izes in interfacing with the majority of resource management and scheduling systems like
Loadleveler19, SLURM17, Torque20, and LSF18.
One of the design principles of UNICORE architecture is to adopt open grid and Web
Service standards. From Web Services standards, it implements the Web Service Resource
Framework (WS-RF)21 and Web services Addressing (WS-A)22 while with regards to grid
standards it is compliant with OGF Open Grid Services Architecture24. UNICORE job
management services are exposed through an OGSA-BES interface with the job descrip-
tion request model realized through OGF’s JSDL specification. Grid expert communities
recommend the use of OGSA-BES and JSDL in specialized environment through the use of
profiles which impose the elements that are required in a specific deployment. UNICORE
supports almost all the recommended job management profiles such as HPC-FS25 and
HPC-BP, both defining elements of OGSA-BES and JSDL in HPC environments.
Figure 1. UNICORE-BES Architecture
Figure 1 depicts the UNICORE architecture for job management components and also
describes the steps of job submission. The client requests are firstly processed by OGSA-
BES and UAS(UNICORE Atomic Services) which are implemented as SOAP Web Ser-
vices. UAS is a suite of proprietary services that provide job and data management capa-
bilities complementary to OGSA-BES. The client tier includes a command line client and
a programmatic API. Following are the optimal steps of job execution initiated by a user.
• The job request is validated against the basic parameters such as whether a BES is
allowed to accept any more jobs e.g. this may be due to any unavailability of compute
resources or to the fact that the user is exceeding the limit of jobs he is allowed to
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execute. Once the request is successfully validated it is transferred to the XNJS23
execution framework.
• XNJS internally manages all the jobs instantiated and running on a targeted comput-
ing resource. At this stage XNJS performs resource matching with client request by
referencing the IDB (resource definition file). Then it furnishes a user request by
transforming the incoming JSDL instance to a set of environment variables and com-
mands understandable by a TSI (Target System Interface) instance which is deployed
on the target resource management environment and is responsible for real execution
in a batch system.
• In this step XNJS transmits the script to the TSI through a secured connection. In a
cluster or HPC environment it is deployed on the Login node.
• Once the instructions are received from XNJS, TSI resolves and converts them to the
format of the target resource management scripts. Finally the job is submitted. Until
the job termination TSI monitors the job state and during that phase it notifies XNJS,
which further notifies up to the services layer where OGSA-BES is deployed.
2.2 The VENUS-C Job Management
VENUS-C develops and deploys an industrial-quality service-oriented cloud computing
platform based on virtualization technologies, to serve research and industrial user com-
munities by taking advantage of previous experiences and knowledge on grids and su-
percomputing. The ultimate goal is to eliminate the obstacles to the wider adoption of
cloud computing technologies by designing and developing a shared data and computing
resource infrastructure that is less challenging to implement and less costly to operate.
One of the requirements of VENUS-C architecture is to define a way to support mul-
tiple programming models at the same time. In order to shield the researcher from the
intricacies of the concrete implementation of different programming models, each one is
enacted behind a job submission service, where researchers can submit jobs to and man-
age their scientific workload. For this purpose, VENUS-C provides OGSA-BES compliant
services, the Programming Model Enactment Services, which take care of the actual en-
actment of a job in a specific cloud provider.
2.2.1 The COMPSs Enactment Service
The porting of the COMPSs framework to the VENUS-C platform includes the develop-
ment of several components depicted in Figure 2. A BES compliant enactment service has
been developed to allow researchers to execute COMPSs applications on the VENUS-C
infrastructure. The researcher uses a client to contact the PMES in order to submit the
execution of a COMPSs application. This request is expressed through a JSDL document
containing the application name, the input parameters and data references, following the
HPC-BP specification. The same client allows the user to interact with the cloud storage to
upload a packaged version of his code; such package contains the COMPSs binaries and
configuration files needed by the application.
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Figure 2. The VENUS-C Job Management
The implementation of the COMPSs BES includes a Job Manager and a Job Dispatcher
that actually execute the application and manage its life cycle.
The implementation of the BES-Factory port type for the COMPSs enactment service
supplies the following operations:
• CreateActivity: This operation is used to submit a job. It takes an ActivityDocu-
ment (JSDL document) describing the application to run, and returns an identifier of
a WS-Addressing EndpointReference (EPR). This EPR can be used in subsequent
operations. The JSDL document is forwarded to the Job Manager that, through the
StartJob method, creates an enactment service job object assigning it a Universally
Unique Identifier (UUID); a SAGA job is created and queued in the Job Dispatcher
which is responsible for dealing with execution as is described in the following sec-
tion.
• GetActivityStatuses: This operation accepts a list of EPRs (previously returned from
CreateActivity), and returns the state of each COMPSs job. The EPR is parsed in order
to get the UUID of the job. The Job object stored in the Job Manager is requested,
and its status retrieved through the GetJobStatus method. The state model includes a
basic set of states being: Pending, Running (Staging-In, Executing, Staging-Out) and
Finished for normal execution stages and Failed or Cancelled for abnormal execution
situations. A controller for expired jobs takes care of FAILED or FINISHED jobs
removing them from the list of managed jobs after a maximum allowed time using
two configurable timeouts.
• GetActivityDocuments: This operation accepts a list of EPRs and return an Ac-
tivityDocument for each EPR requested. The ActivityDocument just wraps a JSDL
document containing the job description; it has been implemented for specification
compatibility reasons.
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• TerminateActivities: Takes a list of EPRs of COMPSs jobs to be terminated and
returns true or false for each job depending on whether the operation was successful
or not. The UUID is extracted from the EPR and the TerminateJob method is called
to change the status of the Job object stored in the Job Manager to CANCELLED; the
Job Dispatcher is notified so that the job can be terminated if running or not started if
still in the queue.
The Job Manager delegates the whole control of the execution to the Job Dispatcher (see
Figure 3), which maintains a user-resizable pool of threads that is responsible for picking
jobs from a Job Dispatcher queue filled by the Job Manager. First a virtual machine is
requested from the cloud provider in order to deploy the COMPSs runtime that schedules
the tasks on the remote nodes. A SAGA SSH persistent connection is established with this
machine where the Job Dispatcher deploys the application downloading its package from
a cloud storage. This package includes the binary, the scripts for setting the required envi-
ronment variables, and other configuration files needed both by the COMPSs runtime and
by the application itself. Once the runtime machine is deployed the COMPSs application
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Figure 3. The VENUS-C COMPSs Job Dispatcher
is remotely started using the SAGA GAT adaptor. In its turn, the COMPSs runtime will
schedule the tasks on a set of machines created on demand. This phase includes the staging
of input files from remote locations as specified in the JSDL document. The format and
protocol of these location references depend on the storage provider that hosts the data; in
the case of VENUS-C platform the cloud storage is accessed in two ways, either through
methods of an SDK tailored to the cloud storage or through a data access proxy service
which can wrap multiple cloud storage systems. In the latter case, a CDMI27 compliant
web service is made available to the users and to the programming models.
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When the job is completed, the output data is moved back to the storage according
to the user JSDL request, then the Master VM is shutdown and the information on the
performed activities is available in the Job Manager for a time specified by the expired jobs
controller.
2.2.2 The Generic Worker
The Generic Worker consists of a worker process (a Windows Service or UNIX daemon
process) which runs 24/7 on a virtual machine in the cloud. The pattern enables running
multiple machines with generic workers concurrently so that new work items can be dis-
tributed and scaled across a set of nodes according to the application requirements. A GW
client submits jobs and manages them through the GW PMES.
Figure 4 shows how all the concepts described above fit together. The researchers up-
load the executable to the storage service (Application Storage) where the GW has access
to. Various existing services including HTTP, FTP and cloud storage services can be used
for this purpose. Together with the executable, the researcher also provides an application
description which contains the metadata information of the application. This metadata in-
formation is needed by the GW in order to understand the input and output parameters of
the application.
Figure 4. The Generic Worker Architecture
After uploading the application together with its metadata, the researcher uses the client
application to upload input data from local storage to the storage service named as data
storage in the Figure 4 which again should be reachable by the GW. The researcher submits
batch jobs through the PMES. In order to provide security in the enactment service, various
security mechanisms including STS and username/ password can be applied. The PMES
translates the job submission request into a GW internal job representation, and injects
the job into the GW’s job queue and details table. One of the generic workers (assuming
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the service is deployed on multiple virtual machines) retrieves a potential job from the
queue/table system, and uses the data and application storage to determine whether all
necessary input data sets, as well as the required algorithms, are available. If the job is
executable and all the required data is available, the GW claims responsibility for this job in
the queue/table system. If the requested application is not yet installed on the machine, the
GW installs the application binaries from the application storage. It retrieves all necessary
input data sets from the data storage. Now, all prerequisites for a successful job execution
should be in place: the application binaries are installed and the necessary input data is on
the local hard disk. The GW then launches the application with the help of the application
description.
After completing the job, the GW uploads the results to the data storage. Finally, it
notifies the PMES about completion or failure of the job through the job queue and table.
Depending on whether the enactment service has been configured to support client-side
notifications, the researcher is notified using the scenario- and domain-specific notification
mechanism.
2.3 VENUS-C BES Extensions
Name Description
GetJobs Retrieves the jobs of a specific owner
GetAllJobs Retrieves list of all jobs in the system
GetRoot Retrieves the root of the job hierarchy
GetHierarchy Retrieves list of all jobs which are below the given
job in the hierarchy; if the root of the hierarchy is
given, all the jobs in the hierarchy will be retrieved
CreateSubscription Creates a notification subscription for all statuses
CreateSubscriptionForStatuses Creates a notification subscription for a list of sta-
tuses
Unsubscribe Remove a notification subscription from the sys-
tem
ListDeployments Get a list of deployments (pairs of Cloud-
ProviderID, InstanceCount)
UpdateDeployment Modify the number of instances on a specified
cloud provider
Table 1. VENUS-C BES Extensions
In VENUS-C, the basic BES specification is fully supported by the GW and COMPSs
enactment services along with other extensions required by the VENUS-C end-users for
retrieving extended job information, notification and scaling. The interfaces for these ser-
vices are described in Table 1.
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3 Validation
In order to validate the proposed approach for interoperability, a bioinformatics applica-
tion has been executed on an hybrid testbed composed of cloud resources provided by the
VENUS-C platform through the PMES and grid nodes available through a UNICORE end-
point. The UNICORE command line client has been used to interact with both grid and
cloud endpoints in order to submit the BLAST workflow depicted in Figure 5 which has
been ported to COMPSs in the context of VENUS-C. BLAST26 is a widely-used bioin-
formatics tool for comparing primary biological sequence information, such as the amino-
acid sequences of different proteins or the nucleotides of DNA sequences with sequence
databases, identifying sequences that resemble the query sequence above a certain thresh-
old. The work performed by BLAST is computationally intensive and embarrassingly par-
allel, which makes it a good candidate to benefit from distributed environments like grids
and clouds. Figure 6 depicts the testbed used for the execution that included 96 cores in a
private cloud managed by the Emotive Cloud, 20 small Windows Azure virtual instances
and grid nodes available in a cluster at Jülich Supercomputing Centre.
Figure 5. The Blast workflow
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Figure 6. The Testbed
The use case for this experiment consisted of the alignment of the sequences of the
metagenome of the Sargasso sea with respect to the Swissprot database. The Sargasso Sea
sample was reduced to 1000 sequences and the database occupied about 260MB compris-
ing 536.029 sequences. Half of the computation was executed on the VENUS-C platform
and the other half on the UNICORE nodes, with the results merged locally on the user’s
laptop. The input (database and sequences file) and output (blast output file and several
logs) were deployed on the storage by using the stage-in stage-out references in the JSDL
job description. This testbed was used to simulate a scenario where a scientist can leverage
traditional HPC resources for the computation turning to cloud for peaks of computational
loads. This happened without the use of different clients and the need to remind a differ-
ent syntax for each one of the platforms. It is worth nothing that the aim of the test was
to prove the interoperability and not to evaluate the performances of the execution in the
hybrid testbed compared to the grid one.
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4 Conclusions
This paper presented the work for achieving interoperability between traditional grid and
HPC systems and recently developed cloud platforms. The motivation behind this work
derives from the need to offer researchers new computing paradigms without the drawback
of continuously adapting the existing frameworks.
The UNICORE middleware and the VENUS-C Platform have been considered for the
deployment of a testbed for the execution of scientific workloads through the provision
of OGSA-BES compliant interfaces for job submission. UNICORE is a well-established
middleware for accessing grid resources already adopted in several e-Infrastructures while
the VENUS-C Platform, on the other hand, is an interesting use case for interoperability
because it is the first implementation of the BES specification for Clouds.
The proposed approach has been successfully verified through the execution of a bioin-
formatics scenario seamlessly enacted on the available resources using the same client for
job submission. The implementation of such testbed demonstrates that the challenge of
interoperability can be achieved through the adoption of open standards.
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International e-Infrastructures offer a wide variety of Information and Communications Tech-
nology (ICT) services that federate computing, storage, networking and other hardware in order
to create an ’innovative toolset’ for multidisciplinary research and engineering. UNICORE ser-
vices are known to be secure, reliable, and fast providing researchers all over the world with
powerful software that enables the use of those e-Infrastructures as a ’commodity tool’ in daily
geographically distributed activities. As key technology provider of the European Grid Infras-
tructure (EGI), UNICORE is available as part of the Unified Middleware Distribution (UMD)
serving the needs of researchers that require mainly High Throughput Computing (HTC). On
the other end of the scale, UNICORE offers specifically optimized resources within the Partner-
ship for Advanced Computing in Europe (PRACE) today. Beyond Europe, UNICORE instal-
lations are emerging more and more such as within the Extreme Science and Engineering Dis-
covery Environment (XSEDE) US multi-disciplinary e-Infrastructure (aka Cyberinfrastructure)
offering both HTC and HPC resources. The grand challenges in science, engineering, and in so-
ciety that need to be solved towards 2020 and beyond will increasingly require both geograph-
ical and intellectual collaboration across multiple disciplines. International e-Infrastructures
are considered to be one key toolset to tackle those grand challenges and this contribution will
outline several options how UNICORE can remain one ’technology of choice’ towards 2020.
A strategic roadmap is presented that illustrates the role of UNICORE alongside the Euro-
pean Commission’s (EC) vision for Europe in 2020, including the opportunities that arise for
UNICORE in the context of the Digital Agenda for Europe. The roadmap also includes how
UNICORE can play a role to tackle, or perhaps rather contribute with processing to the avoid-
ance of ’big data waves’ arising from a wide variety of e-Infrastructure users emerging from the
European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRIs).
1 Introduction
The title of this publication is inspired by several long-term agendas, roadmaps, and
plans that highlight necessary actions towards 2020 and beyond that affect the existing
e-Infrastructures in Europe and beyond. These include the new plans around the Hori-
zon 2020 EC framework29 as well as it’s aligned Digital Agenda for Europe30. Further-
more, user communities organized themselves in different scientific thematic groups with
numerous projects mentioned as part of the ESFRI roadmap32 using ’decades’ for time-
scales. ESFRI user communities bear the potential to significantly increase the amount of
UNICORE users while at the same time broadening its usage beyond computational re-
sources towards storage resources with ’big data’. But in order to identify future options,
this paper firstly goes back to our earlier published UNICORE roadmap from 201021 in
order to take stock of the current situation. Based on this, this paper outlines future options
for the UNICORE community to engage in various activities potentially leading to new
partners and new projects towards 2020 supporting innovation in science and ICT.
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. After the introduction, Section
2 provides a status assessment of our UNICORE roadmap provided in 2010. Section 3
then reveals an update of this roadmap outlining strategic options for future UNICORE
activities towards 2020. This paper ends with some concluding remarks.
2 Review 2010 UNICORE Roadmap
This section briefly aims to take stock of many UNICORE activities performed alongside
the UNICORE roadmap presented in 201021. Because of the focus on the new roadmap
towards 2020, this paper only highlights the progress towards major key goals in context of
’lighthouse user communities’ that bear the potential for hundreds or thousands of scientific
users instead only a handful of researchers. Other UNICORE activities can be obtained
from UNICORE Summit proceedings of the past couple of years.
The status assessment of the initial roadmap starts with the role of UNICORE in major
Distributed European Infrastructure for Supercomputing Applications (DEISA)14 applica-
tions organized around the DEISA Extreme Computing Initiative (DECI)26. DECI virtual
communities of the EU Fusion for ITER Applications (EUFORIA) project22 and the Vir-
tual Physiological Human (VPH)15 used UNICORE in conjunction with scientific appli-
cations on DEISA HPC resources. Closer collaborations with these projects created not
only scientific results, but also advancements in software support for UNICORE such as
the KEPLER UNICORE actors being part of the KEPLER Serpens Suite13 and the support
of UNICORE by the Application Hosting Environment (AHE)11 used in VPH.
The European Middleware Initiative (EMI) project31 enabled the UNICORE technol-
ogy to be part of the EGI UMD distribution that can be considered as another success
in fulfilling elements of the 2010 roadmap. Being part of EMI and EGI with UMD,
UNICORE is much more known in Europe and around the world as ever before and several
National Grid Initiatives (NGIs) (e.g. NGI-DE, PL-Grid, etc.) already provide access via
UNICORE. EMI also leads to many other benefits for UNICORE such as improved docu-
mentation, testing and release processes, as well as being better recognized in the European
Grid community. EMI activities23 also enabled UNICORE with the access to data storage
technologies via the Storage Resource Manager (SRM) standard5 in order to obtain data
from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)35 and other EGI user communities.
UNICORE is used in PRACE that in turn is the first ESFRI project that takes advan-
tage of UNICORE for a multi-disciplinary scientific community perspective. More user
community-specific activities of UNICORE partners included their engagement in other
ESFRI projects (e.g. CLARIN36, DARIAH39, SKA37 etc.) where the role of UNICORE
components will be still analysed during the course of the next couple of years.
Other parts of the fulfilled roadmap elements include the exploration of UNICORE
potentials towards e-Business and Green IT. This includes the use of Service Level Agree-
ments (SLA) around UNICORE (e.g. SLA4D-Grid38) and license management (e.g.
SmartLM40) while also the EMI project towards its end of the project is performing many
commercial outreach activities. In terms of GreenIT, UNICORE Target System Interface
(TSI) work has been performed to support ’Green IT setups’ (e.g. Fit4Greeen Project42).
Finally, UNICORE partners also engaged in exploring the trend towards ’cloud comput-
ing’ (e.g. EMI cloud and Grid integration research20) while the new 2020 roadmap will
address this topic in more detail as it becomes more and more important in the next years.
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3 UNICORE Roadmap Update towards 2020
Based on the achievements listed in the previous section and taking into account a wide
variety of emerging international activities within the e-Infrastructure context, this section
aims to outline a strategic roadmap towards 2020. Figure 1 illustrates a graphical repre-
sentation while we need to acknowledge that not all possible directions (i.e. arrows) are
fully described in this paper due to the paper page limit. In particular the ’big data’ related
directions and options for UNICORE are illustrated with green arrows while the more
traditional directions in context of computing are indicated using red arrows in Figure 1.
The state-of-the-art of the roadmap clearly begins with the expertise of the UNICORE
community in context of HPC that over the years was extended to HTC, and more recently,
also more and more towards the handling and processing of ’big data’. The consequence
of this expertise is the involvement and the usage of UNICORE in key projects of the e-
Infrastructure community as shown on the left side of Figure 1. Together with gLite and
ARC, UNICORE is at the time of writing part of the EMI project31 that in turn enabled
UNICORE to be part of the EGI UMD distribution rolled out on several NGIs. On the
other end of the scale, UNICORE is used within PRACE27, which in turn also contributed
in parts to the fact that UNICORE is considered to be used in XSEDE as subsequent sec-
tions of this roadmap will reveal. The state-of-the-art also includes that several UNICORE
partners are involved in user-oriented construction or pre-production phases of ESFRI re-
search infrastructures (e.g. CLARIN, DARIAH, SKA, etc.).
Figure 1. UNICORE roadmap outlining strategic options towards 2020.
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3.1 With Open Standards Adoptions to XSEDE
One important key driver of the UNICORE technology is the adoption of open standard
specifications from Standard Development Organizations (SDOs). UNICORE adopts the
IETF X.509 standard1 as well as several OASIS standards such as the Web Services Re-
source Framework (WSRF)10, the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)9 or the
Extensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML)8. Many other relevant adopted
OGF standards include the Job Submission Description Language (JSDL)4, the OGSA
Basic Execution Service (BES)3, or the Grid Laboratory Uniform Environment Version 2
(GLUE2)6. These standards have been used with many scientific applications19, 25, 24 using
interoperable e-Infrastructures. The UNICORE community should continue its standard
adoption activities and its engagements within user-oriented OGF groups such as the Grid
Interoperation Now (GIN)12 and Production Grid Infrastructure (PGI)2.
As Figure 1 illustrates, the OGF and OASIS standard adoptions lead to the usage of
UNICORE in Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE)17. One
of the key principle of the emerging XSEDE architecture is to separate its architecture
from implementation that in turn is fundamentally supported by using open standards in
the XSEDE architectural design. The architecture and the roll-out plan on the XSEDE
architecture follows the guidance by software engineering experts from Carnegie Mellon
University. As a consequence of the strong standard adoption of UNICORE and the result-
ing interoperability with other known technologies (e.g. GENESIS18, etc.), UNICORE is
going to be deployed at major US supercomputing centres in the next years.
3.2 The EMI Legacy: Science Soft
The EMI project releases software that is required by many different user communities
and e-Infrastructures such as EGI and PRACE as shown in Figure 1. But the collabora-
tion as part of the EMI project ends in 2013 alongside many other projects within the e-
Infrastructure community such as the Initiative for Globus in Europe (IGE)41. Although the
sustainability of many technology parts of EMI is solved, there are still challenging ques-
tions to which extend streamlined releases for EGI UMD, active collaboration, and tech-
nical harmonization activities between EMI technologies are funded in the future. While
the EMI project still discusses possibilities for further collaboration, it has initiated a com-
plementary initiative that bear the potential to sustain at least parts of its activities and
extending them towards new partners of the science domain. As shown in Figure 1, this
new initiative is named ’ScienceSoft’28 and still in the concept phase in order to enable
new partners to form and steer ’ScienceSoft’ to a degree that it makes sense for them to
join its activities. At the time of writing, ScienceSoft is planned to assist scientific commu-
nities in finding the software they need and to promote development and use of open source
software for scientific research. The key added-value is considered to be a ’one-stop-shop’
to match scientific and academic user needs with already existing software products and
services aiming at reducing the duplication of software developments where possible.
In order to reach the aforementioned added-value, several approaches have been al-
ready discussed at workshops and are planned to be part of ScienceSoft. ’Identifiers’ need
to be in place to identify software and authors with clear criteria and properties. This in-
cludes citation of software a user is using and a citation of software out of publications that
typically often are not able to clearly reference which software products in which versions
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contributed to the results of the paper. ’Catalogues of Software and Services’ will be es-
tablished in order to find the right applications and tools that a user needs. This includes
numerous features such as a search by platform, functionality, or even user ratings. All
these mechanisms eventually sum up into a rich ’Marketplace’ of software, services, and
professional skills of developers, administrators, or even technical managers. This mar-
ketplace allows to match requirements against the available offers and enable the sharing
of ideas and solutions in an unprecedented manner. ’Collaboration’ is thus significantly
supported in a way that developers can better work together with end-users improving also
the support of scientific software. Quality assurance following scientific processes such as
peer-review are supported enabling the rating of software and to obtain user community
recommendations. ScienceSoft members may also take part in dedicated technical groups
or may form consortiums with new partners in order to engage in EC funding calls.
The UNICORE community should explore to which extend a participation in Science-
Soft makes sense, because the ScienceSoft idea is not completely new (e.g. Academia43).
UNICORE representatives are part of the ScienceSoft steering committee alongside oth-
ers from StratusLab, gLite, and EGI in order to explore and steer benefits for UNICORE.
SourceForge already enabled tremendous results both in bringing an active development
and administrator community together, but also to provide mature and reliable software
packages to its users. The UNICORE Forum acts as a complementary umbrella orga-
nization for UNICORE partners and goes beyond project-oriented funding cycles. The
engagement of UNICORE partners within ScienceSoft might be influenced of how much
this activity is supported by the European Commission (EC) in the next years and to which
extend user communities consider ScienceSoft really as beneficial.
3.3 Evolution of EGI and NGIs towards an EU Cloud Infrastructure
The previous paragraph already outlined an evolution of EMI towards ScienceSoft where
also EGI is taking part and will be also affected by its transition period. This paragraph
highlights the expected evolution of the e-Infrastructure EGI itself together with its Na-
tional Grid Initiatives (NGIs) that also partly affects UNICORE and some of its strategic
options for the future in the context of ’cloud computing’ as Figure 1 reveals. The ma-
jority of users in the past are satisfied with UNICORE as Grid middleware, but the use of
clouds promises benefits in the particular field around resource provisioning that may lead
to strategic options for UNICORE in the next years. This is in particular very likely since
the Digital Agenda of Europe is pushing the adoption of clouds in every part of science
and society reaching one of its goal with ’Every EU citizen cloud-enabled by 2020’30.
Figure 2 is a conceptual illustration of the transition process from a pure middleware-
centric e-Infrastructure towards a more dynamic cloud-based e-Infrastructure in the next
years46. ’Collaboration Platforms’ such as data movement or information services are con-
sidered as the core of the infrastructure together with the physical resources. On top of the
’Infrastructure Platforms’, individually federated ’Community Platforms’ enable scientific
researchers the customisation to the most possible degree. Several UNICORE components
might be considered as part of those platforms, but will be also still one part of the ’Com-
munity Distribution’ either as part of UMD or standalone. But the usage of UNICORE
inside FutureGrid44 already revealed challenges for the UNICORE in cloud-based setups
(e.g. non-static hostnames, configurations, etc.). For a more elaborated description of the
cloud-based platform setup of EGI refer to the EGI business model46.
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Figure 2. EGI transforms into an EU Cloud Infrastructure (modified from EGI business model46).
Apart from joining the strategic activities towards a cloud-based EGI, the UNICORE
community needs to ensure the expansion of its user communities as part of a broader set
of NGIs than those that rely on UNICORE today. As Figure 1 suggests, many other NGIs
(e.g. ES-NGI, Grid Ireland, NGS, or Slowak Grid) have potential interest in UNICORE
that can be at least partly explained by the fact that more low-scale HPC systems appear as
part of the NGI-based EGI infrastructure.
3.4 Towards International Software Infrastructures
The previous paragraphs revealed how the e-Infrastructure setups in Europe and the US
are going to change in the next couple of years. The interesting change of EGI towards
a more cloud-based operational model and the transition of EMI towards ScienceSoft to
open itself towards contributions and collaborations with a much more broader number of
players in the e-Infrastructure community. This section provides recommendations towards
2020 taking into account recommendations that all seem to sum up towards the creation
of ’international software infrastructures’ as Figure 1 illustrates towards 2020. These are
in-line with the ideas of the Open Middleware Infrastructure Institute of Europe (OMII-
Europe)45 in the last years and the currently established software infrastructure projects47
in the US as well as ScienceSoft introduced in the previous paragraphs.
In order to ensure the creation of software infrastructures that matter, it is important to
perform ’application enabling activities’ that stand for a close collaboration with scientific
communities understanding thus their real requirements towards research-supporting soft-
ware like UNICORE. The e-Infrastructure Reflection Group (e-IRG)48 and the European
e-Infrastructure Forum (EEF)50 already provide a good source of requirements (e.g. fed-
erated authorization and authentication infrastructure) in order to support the increasing
demands of ESFRI and other scientific user communities.
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3.5 Roadmap Extension: Processing and Avoiding ’Big Data’
As the previous paragraphs reveal, the next decade clearly present many opportunities,
but also several challenges for the UNICORE community. ’Big data requirements and
challenges’ such as those raised in the High Level Expert Group on Scientific Data Report51
will have an impact on how science and engineering will be conducted towards 2020. But
as Figure 1 suggests, the UNICORE community already expanded in the last years its
traditional ’HPC and HTC strength’ in computing with a complementary ’big data strength’
(e.g. WISNET Grid project34, EUDAT33, etc.). This needs to be continued in the next
decade, because handling of ’big data’ and its analysis is expected to be one of the most
significant requirements of user communities arising from the ESFRI projects that partly
rely on scientific measurement devices that gather petabytes of data.
As part of the EUDAT project33, several UNICORE partners collaborate with data
centres in Europe and many user communities to create a collaborative data infrastructure
(CDI) that federates the expertise of user community centres with those existing in large
data and computing centres. An overall vision of many EUDAT activities is the creation
of a ’ScienceTube’16 as shown in Figure 3 that enables the scientific researchers to ’dive’
into data sets instead of just accessing them. The vision supports the idea that ’everything
is data’ thus connecting publications with real scientific data and in turn with measurement
data collected from large scientific instruments while access to high capacities of storage
are only one click away. Data recommendation systems and data analysis and processing
tools can be seamlessly used with scientific data sets thus leading to new insights based on
fully multi-disciplinary scientific approaches. The UNICORE consortium is in an excellent
position, because of its expertise in computational science, to contribute to the avoidance
of ’big data’ instead of just handling it. This relates to advanced processing techniques that
work against the duplication of data with reproducibility methods or powerful data analysis
approaches (e.g. MapReduce, R language, etc.) and sharing data methods that altogether
avoid or at least lower ’big data waves’.
The technical concept of ScienceTube in turn is underpinned with many known build-
ing blocks where the UNICORE community has proven to have expertise in the past such
as access to HPC and HTC resources of existing e-Infrastructures. But specifically more
approaches around the access, management, and analysis of scientific data is required to
fulfil this vision that also includes solutions for a federated security. UNICORE partners
in DEISA, WISNETGrid, and EMI have already started to extend existing approaches
towards new security solutions (e.g. Shibboleth, etc.) since new emerging security frame-
works will be required in order to cope with the flexibility needed to realize the ’Sci-
enceTube’ vision. Standardization as being already successful in the computing area of
UNICORE leading to XSEDE, needs to be also important for EUDAT and the coming data
activities of the UNICORE community. Examples of emerging standards of interest are
those from OASIS OData49 or the OGF Data Format Description Language (DFDL)7.
Increasing the experience around data processing and working together with user com-
munities and by performing together ’application enabling’, new collaborations may be
formed that will lead in the future to new exciting EC or NSF projects that take advantage
of UNICORE components (e.g. data-staging, security methods, etc.). As shown in Figure
1, total multi-disciplinary data-intensive science is also expected to be a key part of the
Horizon 2020 framework of the EC, including a key role of e-Infrastructures.
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Figure 3. The ScienceTube vision relies on a powerful backend that partly takes advantage of UNICORE.
4 Conclusions
The stock taking of the roadmap created in 2010 and the new strategic options that are
realistically achievable by the UNICORE community clearly provide evidence that the
UNICORE technology is the technology of choice for e-Infrastructures world-wide. The
success today is based on clear strategies followed in the past, extraordinary software en-
gineering based on open standards to the most possible degree and innovative end user
communities that are willing to engage in new approaches to computational science. But
the UNICORE community should not anticipate the changes that we have to make - but
drive them (cf. to Explicit Trust Delegation vs. proxy delegation in the past). Therefore,
for the continuation of this success it is recommended to take into account the following
six high-level actions derived from the 2020 roadmap as conclusions:
Action 1: Continue to adopt open standards to encourage trust by end-users (no
vendor-locks) and contribute to open standard processes that enable the separation of e-
Infrastructure architectures and their implementations (cf. EGEE and gLite vs. EGI and
UMD or TeraGrid and Globus vs. XSEDE and standards). This includes the adoption of
software engineering processes such as those from Carnegie Mellon University provided
in XSEDE in order to continue to provide good quality software in decades to come.
Action 2: Explore the opportunities for UNICORE of the new movement of Science-
Soft in order to prevent that other middlewares take advantage of possible sole visibility
for middleware in Europe and in science and engineering.
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Action 3: Understand the challenges that arise when running UNICORE in virtualized
environments such as those envisaged by EGI and as part of FutureGrid. Not every HPC
e-Infrastructure considers clouds, but HTC-oriented e-Infrastructures as well as e-Business
environments might take advantage of clouds in the next years.
Action 4: Participate in the international discourse around international software in-
frastructures to ensure that UNICORE is part of discussions that reach decision makers of
’big science projects’ and not only the ’long tale science endeavours’. It will be more and
more important in the next years to overcome the boundaries of Europe and US in order
to seamlessly work together to support innovative science with e-Infrastructures. Address-
ing e-IRG and EEF recommendations is important in order to serve the needs of ESFRI
projects that will increase the users of UNICORE by an order of magnitude.
Action 5: Understand that handling ’big data’ is important while at the same time it is
even more important to avoid ’big data creation’ in the most possible way. Align activities
towards the ’ScienceTube’ vision in order to be flexible for more dynamic Web-based
gateways that will take advantage of UNICORE computational, storage, and data analytics
functionality in the future.
Action 6: Scientific applications are the key to all of these previous actions and it
should be ensured in the future that UNICORE partners perform ’application enabling
activities’ with scientific end user communities to create solutions that truly contribute to
tackle the societal challenges towards 2020.
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The UNICORE Grid technology provides a seamless, secure, and intuitive access to distributed 
Grid resources. UNICORE is a full-grown and well-tested Grid middleware system, which 
today is used in daily production worldwide. Beyond this production usage, the UNICORE 
technology serves as a solid basis in many European and International projects. In order to 
foster these ongoing developments, UNICORE is available as open source under BSD licence at 
http://www.unicore.eu.
The UNICORE Summit is a unique opportunity for Grid users, developers, administrators, 
researchers, and service providers to meet and share experiences, present past and future 
developments, and get new ideas for prosperous future work and collaborations. The UNICORE 
Summit 2012, the eighth in its series, took place 30 – 31 May at Dresden University of Technology, 
Dresden, Germany.
The proceedings at hand include a selection of 14 papers that show the spectrum of where and 
how UNICORE is used and further extended, especially with respect to data management and 
application support.
This publication was edited at the Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC) which is an integral part 
of the Institute for Advanced Simulation (IAS). The IAS combines the Jülich simulation sciences 
and the supercomputer facility in one organizational unit. It includes those parts of the scientific 
institutes at Forschungszentrum Jülich which use simulation on supercomputers as their main 
research methodology.
